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entire nation is decimated? Or an entire tradition or people are decimated? Forget 
that! So that would be my response insofar as violence and there’s a lot that can be 
ȗƲǱǯǋǇ৹ƲǀǽȚȗ৹ǡǷȐǽǗƲȍ৹ƲȐ৹ȗǞƲȗल৹�Țȗ৹ǱǋȗঌȐ৹ǘǽ৹ǀƲǁǯल৹=ǋȗঌȐ৹ǘǽ৹ǀƲǁǯ৹ȗǽ৹[ȗǽǯǋǱΘ৹�ƲȍǶǡǁǞƲǋǱळ৹
let’s go back, there is no evading violence. It is already here.

TFSR: Thank you. Thank you for sharing all of that, including your per-
sonal experiences of that, too. Talking to you is very inspiring. I think this 
book contains so much more than we could encapsulate in a conversation. 
So I really appreciate you taking the time. Is there anything else that you 
want to say or share?

MA: Thank you. I’m very grateful for your labor, for your investment in the work, 
for this opportunity to speak to it, for the audience’s ostensibly that will be listen-
ing. I bid you all adieu, I pray you are well, and I pray to see you on the streets and 
mobilizing.

TFSR: Yeah, well, thank you so much.
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/Ƿ৹/ȐǱƲǶळ৹ȗǞǋ৹ȍǋƲȐǽǷ৹ȗǞƲȗ৹ǽǷǱΘ৹Ʋ৹ǗǋΒळ৹ƲȐ৹ȗǞǋ৹WȚȍସƸǷ৹ȐƲǡǇळ৹Ʋ৹ǗǋΒ৹ǽǗ৹ΘǽȚ৹ȐǞƲǱǱ৹ǘǽ৹ȗǽ৹ΒƲȍल৹
Why? Because if all of you go to war, then what have you built? And what is the 
purpose and the reason behind that what you built. For your children for future 
generations. “Our children,” is what Mumia Abu-Jamal said, “that comes from 
ǡǶǶǽȍȗƲǱǡȗΘ৹ƲǷǇ৹Ʋȍǋ৹ȗǞǋ৹ƲȍȍǽΒȐ৹ȗǽΒƲȍǇȐ৹ǡǷϮǷǡȗΘहঊ৹sǞƲȗ৹ǯǡǷǇ৹ǽǗ৹ΒǽȍǱǇ৹Ʋȍǋ৹Βǋ৹ǷǽΒ৹
leaving to them, when it’s already too late? When it’s already too late. Because our 
children, and how can we honor those of ours that have been murdered? It is some-
thing that ought to be keeping us wakeless at night, every single day. We sit down 
and we bury our dead and the process of mourning is very much ongoing, and the 
healing will never happen. Not on an individual or even collective level. Unless we 
ȗƲǯǋ৹Ʋ৹ϮȍǶ৹ȐȗƲǷǁǋ৹ƲǷǇ৹ǀǋǘǡǷ৹ȗǽ৹Ǉǽ৹ΒǞƲȗ৹ǡȐ৹ǷǋǁǋȐȐƲȍΘळ৹ƲȐ৹ǽȊȊǽȐǋǇ৹ȗǽ৹ȗǞǡȐ৹ǋǷǇǱǋȐȐ৹ȊǽȐȗ-
ponement of judgment. The problem with revolutions is that they demand some-
ȗǞǡǷǘ৹ǽǗ৹ȚȐ৹ȗǽǇƲΘळ৹ƲǷǇ৹ǶǽȐȗ৹Ʋȍǋ৹ȚǷΒǡǱǱǡǷǘ৹ȗǽ৹ǶƲǯǋ৹ȗǞǋ৹ȐƲǁȍǡϮǁǋȐ৹ȗǞƲȗ৹Ʋȍǋ৹ǷǋǁǋȐȐƲȍΘ৹
today, for a better tomorrow. 
 That is needed. Until academics are willing to think of themselves as work-
ǋȍȐळ৹Ƿǽ৹ǇǡϥǋȍǋǷȗ৹ ȗǞƲǷ৹ ǬƲǷǡȗǽȍȐ৹ ȗǞƲȗ৹Ʋȍǋ৹ǇǽǡǷǘ৹ ȗǞǋǡȍ৹ ǬǽǀȐळ৹Ƿǽȗ৹ƲȐ৹ ȗǞǋȐǋ৹ȊȍǽǗǋȐȐǡǽǷƲǱ৹
ivory tower bureaucrats, as much as their incredible knowledge keepers, but we are 
workers. We are workers, why aren’t we going, why aren’t we divesting from acad-
emies? Why aren’t we, with our whatever salaries that we make, I certainly don’t 
ǶƲǯǋ৹ ȐǡΗ৹ ϮǘȚȍǋȐळ৹ Ƿǽȗ৹ ǋΑǋǷ৹ ȍǋǶǽȗǋǱΘ৹ ǁǱǽȐǋलललल৹ �Țȗळ৹ ǇǡΑǋȐȗǡǷǘळ৹ ǀȚǡǱǇǡǷǘ৹ ƲǱȗǋȍǷƲȗǡΑǋ৹
schools, especially after you got tenure and published so many books, you need, 
we need to divest. We need to build on the land, particularly white professors, to be 
blunt. We need to make room for alternative folks to come in, to do their education, 
ǗȚǷǷǋǱ৹ȗǞǋǶ৹ǽȚȗळ৹ȗǽ৹ǀȚǡǱǇळ৹ȗǽ৹ǁȍǋƲȗǋ৹ȗǞǋȐǋ৹ƲǀǽǱǡȗǡǽǷǡȐȗ৹=ƲǷǇ৹�Ʋǁǯ৹ȊȍǽǬǋǁȗȐ৹ƲǱǽǷǘȐǡǇǋ৹
our kin. There is no other way, and then to be prepared to defend them. 
 Most people that speak of non-violence, really have never faced water can-
ǷǽǷȐळ৹ǽȍ৹ǱǡΑǋ৹ƲǶǶȚǷǡȗǡǽǷल৹bǞǋΘ৹ȗǞǡǷǯ৹ǽǗ৹ǡȗ৹ƲȐ৹ȐǽǶǋ৹Ȑǽȍȗ৹ǽǗ৹ǋΗǁȚȍȐǡǽǷǡȐȗȐ৹ǗƲǷȗƲȐΘ৹ȗǞƲȗ৹
ȗǞǋΘঌȍǋ৹ǋǷǘƲǘǋǇ৹ǡǷल৹[ǽȍȍΘळ৹ȗȍΘ৹ǁƲȍȍΘǡǷǘ৹ȗǞǋ৹ǀǽǇΘ৹ǽǗ৹Ʋ৹৹ΘǋƲȍ৹ǽǱǇ৹ȗǽ৹Ʋ৹ϮǋǱǇ৹ǞǽȐȊǡȗƲǱ৹ǡǷ৹
Tahrir, pulling their parents number out of their pocket and calling their parents 
and trying to console and the hospital at which that 14 year old is being kept, there 
isn’t even space [for hospital beds], you’re leaving them where you wouldn’t even 
leave your dog. That kid told their parents that they’re going to the movies, what 
honor and what glory is there in witnessing that? How do we honor that life? That 
ǯǡǇ৹ǷǋΑǋȍ৹ΒǋǷȗ৹ȗǽ৹ȗǞǋ৹ǶǽΑǡǋȐळ৹ǷǋΑǋȍ৹ȍǋƲǱǱΘ৹ǞƲǇ৹Ʋ৹ȐǡǘǷǡϮǁƲǷȗ৹ǽȗǞǋȍळ৹ǽȍ৹ȊƲȍȗǷǋȍळ৹ǽȍ৹Ȋǋȍ-
ǞƲȊȐ৹ǋΗȊǋȍǡǋǷǁǋǇ৹ǱǽΑǋळ৹ΒǞƲȗ৹ȍǋƲȐǽǷ৹ǇǡǇ৹ȗǞǋΘ৹Ǉǡǋ৹Ǘǽȍह৹[ǽ৹ȗǞƲȗ৹Βǋ৹ǁƲǷ৹ǬȚȐȗ৹ǁǽǷȗǡǷȚǋ৹ǽǷ৹
living? I refuse to believe that. “By any means necessary,” because it should be and 
we should all feel that it’s over. It’s done. 
 The fact that we have this degree of patience, I think speaks more to our 
character, but also how we’re not abiding by our traditions because Islam and God 
ƲǷǇ৹ȗǞǋ৹WȚȍସƸǷळ৹ǋΗȗǽǱऴ৹ΘǋȐळ৹ȊƲȗǡǋǷǁǋ৹ΒǞǋǷ৹ȗǞǋȍǋঌȐ৹ȊǋȍȐǋǁȚȗǡǽǷळ৹ǀȚȗ৹ǡȗ৹ƲǱȐǽ৹ƲȐǯȐ৹ΘǽȚ৹ȗǽ৹
ϮǘǞȗ৹ǀƲǁǯळ৹ǀǋǁƲȚȐǋ৹ǞǽΒ৹ǶƲǷΘ৹ƲǷǇ৹ǞǽΒ৹ǱǽǷǘ৹ǡȐ৹ǽǷǋ৹ȗǽ৹ΒǡȗǞȐȗƲǷǇ৹ȊǋȍȐǋǁȚȗǡǽǷह৹bǡǱ৹ƲǷ৹
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TFSR: So I’m very excited to be talking with Mohamed Abdu, the author 
of the recent Pluto Press book Islam and Anarchism: Relationships and 
Resonances, which I think is incredibly important contribution. Yeah. Mo-
ǞƲǶǋǇळ৹ΒǽȚǱǇ৹ΘǽȚ৹ǡǷȗȍǽǇȚǁǋ৹ΘǽȚȍȐǋǱǗ৹ΒǡȗǞ৹ΘǽȚȍ৹ȊȍǽǷǽȚǷȐ৹ƲǷǇ৹ƲǷΘ৹ƲϨǱǡƲ-
tions or connections that you would like to name?

Mohamed: sǈॉઋǈȇǈ͖ȅȰȌȰॉȦȦǈȇǈȌ Scott. Thank you very much for having me. 
sǈॉઋǈȇǈ͖ȅȰȌȰॉȦȦǈȇǈȌ, for our audience. Insofar as my pronouns he/him or they/
them. Insofar as a little bit of background with regards to myself, I’m a postdoctoral 
fellow at Cornell University, a visiting scholar, an assistant professor of sociology at 
American University of Cairo, and a self identifying Muslim anarchists and settler 
of color of North African and Arab descent. I’m a scholar activist. I’ve been in-
volved in movements post-Seattle 1999, the anti globalization movements, as well 
as Tahrir, with the Zapatistas, indigenous struggles like the Mohawks of Tyendi-
naga during the struggle over the Culbertson track. And yeah, a lot of movements 
working towards Palestinian liberation, BIPOC liberation, certainly anti-Statist 
ǱǡǀǋȍƲȗǡǽǷ৹ƲǷǇ৹ƲǷȗǡॺǁƲȊǡȗƲǱǡȐȗळ৹ǁǋȍȗƲǡǷǱΘळ৹ǀȚȗ৹ǇǋϮǷǡȗǋǱΘ৹ƲǷȗǡॺ[ȗƲȗǡȐȗल

b$[Xऴ৹%ȍǋƲȗळ৹ ȗǞƲǷǯ৹ΘǽȚल৹ /ঌǶ৹Ȑǽ৹ǘǱƲǇ৹ȗǽ৹ ȗƲǱǯ৹ΒǡȗǞ৹ΘǽȚल৹%ǽǡǷǘ৹ǽϥ৹ǽǗ৹ ȗǞƲȗ৹
experience, I thought maybe we could frame our discussion since reading 
the book, especially towards the end of the book, it seems like a lot of the 
ȍǋϱǋǁȗǡǽǷȐ৹Βǋȍǋ৹ȐȊȚȍȍǋǇ৹ǽǷ৹ǗȍǽǶ৹ΘǽȚȍ৹ǋΗȊǋȍǡǋǷǁǋ৹ǇȚȍǡǷǘ৹ȗǞǋ৹ȐǽॺǁƲǱǱǋǇ৹ঋ�ȍƲǀ৹
Spring’ and in Tahrir Square. And then, currently, we’re in this moment 
with the uprising in Iran. I was wondering if you could describe some of 
ȗǞǋ৹ǱǋȐȐǽǷȐ৹ΘǽȚ৹ǇȍǋΒ৹ǗȍǽǶ৹ȗǞǋ৹ǶǽǶǋǷȗȚǶ৹ȗǞƲȗ৹ΒƲȐ৹ǘǽǡǷǘ৹ǽǷ৹Ʋȗ৹ϮȍȐȗळ৹ƲǷǇ৹
then how it ultimately failed? And maybe like what lessons still haven’t 
been learned and how we sort of see the media repeating some of the same 
narratives?

Mohamed: Thank you. That’s a very important question. Simply because of the 
reproduction of errors, mistakes, Orientalism. Given the topic of the book, after 
all, I wrote the book with the sense that language is neither in a certain sense, in-
formational nor communication, as I said in a talk recently. I’m very Deleuzian 
in the sense that the point of language is something else, its order words, I don’t 
mean that in an authoritarian sense, but in an action-based sense. Either from one 
statement to another. 
 Tahrir, as you can imagine, perhaps the last chapter was quite triggering, it 
ȍǋǶƲǡǷȐ৹ΑǋȍΘ৹ǶȚǁǞ৹ȗȍǡǘǘǋȍǡǷǘळ৹ȐǡǶȊǱΘ৹ǀǋǁƲȚȐǋ৹ȗǞǋȍǋঌȐ৹Ʋ৹ǇǡϥǋȍǋǷǁǋ৹ǀǋȗΒǋǋǷ৹ȗǞǋ৹ΒƲΘ৹
that revolutions happen historically and people’s Revolutionary becomings. What 
happens to people when they rise up emotionally, physically, and mentally? How 
do they reconcile intimacy? Who’s going to pick up the garbage? What are you 
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going to do with a nuclear power plant? What are you going to do with the army 
when somebody gets sick? So they involve real practical questions that, I learned 
ǽϥǞƲǷǇळ৹ ΑǋȍΘ৹ ǋƲȍǱΘ৹ǽǷळ৹ ǗȍǽǶ৹ ȗǞǋ৹ ǋΗȊǋȍǡǋǷǁǋ৹ΒǡȗǞ৹ ȗǞǋ৹~ƲȊƲȗǡȐȗƲȐऴ৹ ৹ ȗǞǋȍǋ৹ Ʋȍǋ৹ ȗǞȍǋǋ৹
things that are necessary for revolution to really be called a revolution or for a rev-
olutionary movement to refer to itself as a revolutionary movement. Number one, 
you need to have decolonized education, knowledge production, whatever the me-
dium that that manifests within. It could be books, it could be literature, it could 
be talks, oral histories, and so on, and so forth. Arts zines, and so on, and so forth. A 
ȊǱǋȗǞǽȍƲ৹ǽǗ৹ǇǡϥǋȍǋǷȗ৹ǗǽȍǶȐ৹ǽǗ৹ǯǷǽΒǱǋǇǘǋ৹ȊȍǽǇȚǁȗǡǽǷळ৹ǀǋǁƲȚȐǋ৹ΘǽȚঌȍǋ৹ȍǋȊǱƲǁǡǷǘ৹ȗǞǋ৹
ǋǱǋǶǋǷȗȐ৹ǽǗ৹ǶǽǇǋȍǷ৹ǁǽǱǽǷǡƲǱǡȗΘ৹ΒǡȗǞ৹Ʋ৹ǁǽǶȊǱǋȗǋǱΘ৹ǇǡϥǋȍǋǷȗ৹ȊƲȍƲǇǡǘǶ৹ǽǗ৹ȍǋǗǋȍǋǷǁǋल৹
In a revolutionary sense, in such a way that people transform in and of themselves. 
৹ bǞǋ৹WȚȍସƸǷळ৹ƲǷǇ৹BȚȐǱǡǶȐ৹ǯǷǽΒ৹ȗǞǡȐ৹ȌȚǡȗǋ৹ΒǋǱǱळ৹ƲȐ৹ȗǞǋ৹ΑǋȍȐǋळ৹ƲǷǇ৹ȗǞǋΘ৹ȍǋ-
peat this verse at almost every Friday prayers, /ȍǈॉॉǈȇȇǎǴǈॉȇǎॉ͖ȰǮǴǈ͖͖ǷȣȰॉȌǎॉǖǷȢǈ
͐ȌǷȍॉǴǈȭȭǎॉ͖ȰǮǴǈ͖͖ǷȣȸॉȌǎॉǖǷǈȍǭȰȦǷǴǷȌ “God does not change your people until 
they change in and of themselves.” So, it is a matter of the greaterॉȂǷǴǎǝ, the ȂǷǴǎǝॉ
and the struggle against one’s own inner micro-fascisms, my patriarchy that I have 
to contend with every single day of my life. I have to learn to listen to women, not 
just hearing them as in preparing a response or reactionary response to what has just 
ǀǋǋǷ৹ȐƲǡǇळ৹ǘǡΑǋǷ৹ȗǞǋ৹ƲȐΘǶǶǋȗȍǡǋȐ৹ǽǗ৹ȊǽΒǋȍ৹ȗǞƲȗ৹ǋΗǡȐȗȐ৹ǀǋȗΒǋǋǷ৹Ƕǋ৹ƲǷǇ৹ȐǽǶǋǀǽǇΘ৹
else. And that’s change. Transformation of oneself more-so than “institutions” or 
the removal of a despot. 
 Mubarak was not an autocrat, that is to suggest that if Mubarak had com-
plete and utter control and full power. Mubarak depicted himself as God, a pha-
raoh, indeed he was, but that does not mean (this is the nuance that comes about 
with words in the Orwellian world that we live in right now in which liberalism 
both stole the words and their meanings)... There is no such thing as an autocrat 
because we always have agency. Egyptian participated in the facade. Within Tahrir, 
ǀǋǗǽȍǋ৹bƲǞȍǡȍळ৹ƲǷǇ৹ǗǽǱǱǽΒǡǷǘ৹bƲǞȍǡȍऴ৹ȐǋΗȚƲǱ৹ǞƲȍƲȐȐǶǋǷȗळ৹ƲǷȗǡॺǀǱƲǁǯǷǋȐȐळ৹ǷǋȊǽȗǡȐǶळ৹
ȣǷȦǴ͐ǈ, all kinds of factors, of dimensions. There was no alternative project that 
the so called masses have... We have to understand that these masses were wide they 
Βǋȍǋ৹ǇǡΑǋȍȐǋऴ৹ΘǽȚ৹ǞƲǇ৹ȗǞǋ৹ǴǷȂǈǖǷ, and you had the chain smoking, the ȍǡȅǈǖǷॉwom-
ƲǷळ৹ΘǽȚ৹ǞƲǇ৹ȗǞǋ৹ǱǡǀǋȍƲǱ৹ΒǽǶƲǷळ৹ΘǽȚ৹ǞƲǇ৹ƲǷƲȍǁǞǡȐȗȐ৹ǁǋȍȗƲǡǷǱΘळ৹ȗǞǋ৹BƲȍΗǡȐȗ৹=ǋǷǡǷǡȐȗ৹
Revolutionary Socialists referred to as �ȇ/ȦǴȭȣǈȅǷ͖Ƿȍॉ�ȇȭǴǈ͐ȣǷ͖ǡǡȍ. You had, of 
course, the Muslim Brotherhood, you have other forms of Islamist, insofar as Sala-
ϮঌȐळ৹ƲǷǇ৹Ȑǽ৹ǽǷ৹ƲǷǇ৹Ȑǽ৹ǗǽȍȗǞल৹yǽȚ৹ǞƲΑǋ৹ȗǞǋ৹CƲȐȐǋȍǡȗǋȐळ৹ΘǽȚ৹ǞƲΑǋ৹ȗǞǋ৹[ƲǇƲȗǡȐȗȐळ৹Ȑǽ৹ǽǗ৹
course, you had the liberals, and so on and so forth.
৹ bǞǋȍǋ৹Βǋȍǋ৹Ƿǽ৹ǇǡȐǁȚȐȐǡǽǷȐ৹ƲǶǽǷǘȐȗ৹ȗǞǋȐǋ৹ǇǡϥǋȍǋǷȗ৹ǗƲǁȗǡǽǷȐ৹ΒǡȗǞ৹ȍǋǘƲȍǇȐ৹
to what tomorrow was going to bring insofar as how we were going to bring about 
the pluriverse world, or if we were remotely interested in that. There were no dis-
cussions of the ethics of disagreements, insofar as what bound the millions of folks 
that were in Tahrir together, let alone what distinguished them as parts. People were 
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still in there and even if you take it out the wound, the gaping wound, the elegy of 
complaint, the wail of that complaint is still there.” 
৹ bǞǡȐ৹ ǡȐ৹ ȗǞǋ৹ ǇǡϥǋȍǋǷǁǋ৹ ǀǋȗΒǋǋǷ৹ ȗǞǋ৹ ǷȚƲǷǁǋ৹ ǽǗ৹ ΒǽȍǱǇȐश৹ sǞǋǷ৹ HǀƲǶƲ৹
shames Black absentee fathers, and it isn’t even questioned as to why they perhaps 
may be absentee fathers, and doesn’t understand that their cry is actually a wail, he’s 
like, “get over yourselves.” No, this is a wail of complaint, of hundreds of years of 
oppression, of undue justice, of prison to school pipelines, of pharmaceutical in-
ǇȚȐȗȍǡƲǱ৹ǁǽǶȊǱǋΗǋȐळ৹ǽǗ৹ƲǘȍǽॺǡǷǇȚȐȗȍǡƲǱ৹ǁǽǶȊǱǋΗǋȐळ৹ǽǗ৹[ȗƲǷǇ৹yǽȚȍ৹%ȍǽȚǷǇ৹ǱƲΒȐळ৹ǽǗ৹ƲǱǱ৹
ȐǽȍȗȐ৹ǽǗ৹ȐȗȚϥळ৹ǀǋǡǷǘ৹ȐǞƲǶǋǇ৹ǀΘ৹ǋΑǋȍΘǀǽǇΘ৹ǗȍǽǶ৹,ǡǱǱƲȍΘ৹�ǱǡǷȗǽǷ৹ƲǷǇ৹�ǋȍǷǡǋ৹[ƲǷǇǋȍȐ৹
and their Black kids and youth are being called “super predators!” 
৹ qǡǽǱǋǷǁǋ৹ǡȐ৹Ʋ৹ǷǋǁǋȐȐƲȍΘ৹ȗƲǁȗǡǁल৹/ঌǶ৹Ƿǽȗ৹ǘǽǡǷǘ৹ȗǽ৹ǞƲΑǋ৹ǽȚȍ৹ǁǽǱǽǷǡΝǋȍळ৹ǽȍ৹ǶΘ৹
oppressor, tell me or my kin, what are the means the tools that are necessary. As far 
as I’m concerned, we deserve all the means that are necessary, insofar as the rules 
ȗǞƲȗ৹Ʋȍǋ৹ȗȍƲǇǡȗǡǽǷȐळ৹ȗǞǋ৹ȍȚǱǋȐ৹ǽǗ৹ΒƲȍ৹ȗǞƲȗ৹ǽȚȍ৹ȗȍƲǇǡȗǡǽǷȐ৹ƲϥǽȍǇǋǇ৹ȚȐल৹sǋ৹ƲȍǋǷঌȗ৹ǽǷǋȐ৹
that would engage in wanton violence. It’s not our drones that are out destroy-
ing entire families, neighborhoods, communities, people in Afghanistan and Iraq, 
ΒǡȗǞǽȚȗ৹ƲǷΘ৹ǯǡǷǇȐ৹ǽǗ৹ǋΗȗȍƲǬȚǇǡǁǡƲǱ৹ǯǡǱǱǡǷǘȐ৹ȗǞƲȗ৹ǘǽ৹ƲǘƲǡǷȐȗ৹ƲǷΘ৹ǷǽȗǡǽǷ৹ǽǗ৹ǴǈǖǡǈȦॉǗȓȣ
ȠȰȦ, ǴǈǖǡǈȦॉǗȓȣȠȰȦ৹ƲȐ৹ǇǋϮǷǋǇ৹ǀΘ৹ΘǽȚȍ৹�ǶǋȍǡǁƲल৹qǡǽǱǋǷǁǋ৹ǡȐ৹ȚǷǷǋǁǋȐȐƲȍΘ৹ȗƲǁȗǡǁल৹/ȗ৹ǡȐ৹
on that we need to maintain. We are building something. The fantasy that we will 
just be allowed to build, even the Zapatistas were not allowed to do that. 
 One can go back to 1994. The atrocities that happened in San Juan Kupala 
and in other places in which Indigenous kid’s families were murdered. Thank God 
that the indigenous Zapatista movement had the right to defend themselves, let 
ƲǱǽǷǋ৹ȗǞǋ৹CƲΗƲǱǡȗǋȐश৹bǞƲȗ৹ǡȐ৹Ʋ৹ȍǡǘǞȗ৹ǇǋϮǷǋǇ৹ǀΘ৹ȚȐळ৹Ƿǽȗ৹ȐǽǶǋȗǞǡǷǘ৹Ǘǽȍ৹ȗǞǋ৹ǽȊȊȍǋȐ-
Ȑǽȍ৹ȗǽ৹ǇǋϮǷǋ৹Ǘǽȍ৹ȚȐल৹/৹ȚǷǇǋȍȐȗƲǷǇ৹ȗǞǋ৹ǁȍǡǷǘǡǷǋȐȐळ৹ȗǞǋ৹ȐǞǡΑǋȍळ৹ȗǞǋ৹ǗǋƲȍळ৹ǋΑǋǷल৹�Țȗ৹Βǋ৹
already live in violence, we already felt the weight of it. In the wake of gun violence. 
=ǡǯǋ৹/৹ȐƲǡǇळ৹ǀǋǗǽȍǋ৹/৹ǋΑǋǷ৹ǁƲǶǋ৹ȗǽ৹ǯǷǽΒ৹ǶΘ৹ȊǱƲǁǋ৹ǡǷ৹ȗǞǋ৹ΒǽȍǱǇळ৹ǽȍ৹ȗǞǋ৹ȐȗȍȚǘǘǱǋ৹ȗǞƲȗ৹
I’m complicit in or that I’m a part of. So, no, we’re going to reserve our right to 
violence, but that it’s going to be a tactic. It’s not our strategy, unlike the Euro 
American West. We’re not like them. 
 I think that becomes an important arsenal, and one that we need to take 
pride in building, and what we’re building. Otherwise, again, we’re fooling our-
ȐǋǱΑǋȐल৹sǋঌȍǋ৹ǗǽǽǱǡǷǘ৹ǽȚȍȐǋǱΑǋȐ৹ǡǷȐǽǗƲȍ৹ƲȐ৹ȗǞǋ৹ǶƲǁǞǡǷǋȍΘ৹ȗǞƲȗ৹ǋΗǡȐȗȐ৹ǡǷ৹ȗǞǋ৹ƲȍǶȐळ৹ȗǞƲȗ৹
has a monopoly over the meaning of violence. Every State has a monopoly over 
the meaning of violence precisely for that reason. It takes violence to produce law, 
ǡȗ৹ ȗƲǯǋȐ৹ΑǡǽǱǋǷǁǋ৹ ȗǽ৹ǁǽǷȐǋȍΑǋ৹ ǱƲΒल৹ /ȗ৹ ȗƲǯǋȐ৹ΑǡǽǱǋǷǁǋ৹ ȗǽ৹ ǋΗǋȍǁǡȐǋ৹ ǱƲΒल৹bǞƲȗঌȐ৹ Ʋ৹ǀƲȐǡǁळ৹
Agambian formula that relates to all nation states. So sorry, violence is a part of the 
very structure that we live in. 
 Now, the question is, how can we delineate that violence in that confron-
tation? Now, I will not go engage in that confrontation without building some-
ȗǞǡǷǘ৹ȗǞƲȗ৹ǡȐ৹ΒǽȍȗǞΘ৹ǽǗ৹ȊȍǽȗǋǁȗǡǷǘ৹ǡǷ৹ȗǞǋ৹ϮȍȐȗ৹ȊǱƲǁǋळ৹ǀǋǁƲȚȐǋ৹ȗǞƲȗ৹ΒǽȚǱǇ৹ǀǋ৹ȐȗȚȊǡǇल৹
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৹ �ǋǁƲȚȐǋळ৹ΘǽȚ৹ǯǷǽΒ৹ΒǞƲȗह৹/৹ƲǶ৹ȍǋƲǱǱΘ৹ǋΗǞƲȚȐȗǋǇ৹ǀΘ৹ȗǞǋ৹%ǋǽȍǘǋ৹$ǱǽΘǇঌȐळ৹ȗǞǋ৹
Michael Brown’s, the Sandra Bland’s, the endless litany of... Khaled Saeed, BIPOC, 
that are perishing every single day. Because that hasn’t ended. There’s a George 
$ǱǽΘǇळ৹ ȗǞǋȍǋ৹ ǡȐ৹ Ʋ৹ [ƲǷǇȍƲ৹�ǱƲǷǇ৹ ǋΑǋȍΘ৹ ȐǡǷǘǱǋ৹ ǇƲΘल৹ /ȗ৹ ǞƲȐǷঌȗ৹ ǋǷǇǋǇल৹�ǽ৹�ǱƲǁǯ৹=ǡΑǋȐ৹
BƲȗȗǋȍ৹ ǱǡΑǋȐ৹Ƿǽȗ৹ǶƲȗȗǋȍ৹ƲǷΘǶǽȍǋह৹ /Ǘ৹�ǱƲǁǯ৹=ǡΑǋȐ৹BƲȗȗǋȍ৹ǽΑǋȍ৹Ǟǋȍǋळ৹ǇǽǋȐ৹ ȗǞƲȗ৹Ƿǽȗ৹
mean that I should pay attention to Africa, the size of the US, Canada, let alone 
east and west Europe, and China and Japan. That’s how big Africa is. And be deal-
ǡǷǘ৹ΒǡȗǞ৹ǋǷȗǡȗǡǋȐ৹Ǳǡǯǋ৹�$X/�HBळ৹ȗǞǋΘঌȍǋ৹ƲǷ৹ǋΗȗǋǷȐǡǽǷ৹ǽǗ৹e[৹ǡǶȊǋȍǡƲǱǡȐǶल৹sǋǱǱळ৹ǡǗ৹
�ǱƲǁǯ৹=ǡΑǋȐ৹BƲȗȗǋȍळ৹ȗǞǋǷ৹ȗǞǋΘ৹ȐǞǽȚǱǇ৹ǶƲȗȗǋȍ৹ǋΑǋȍΘΒǞǋȍǋल৹
 It’s not a matter of just removing a bunch of the names of Confederate 
।ǶǡǱǡȗƲȍΘ॥৹ ǀƲȐǋȐल৹ /ȗ৹ ǡȐ৹ ǋǱǡǶǡǷƲȗǡǷǘ৹ ȗǞǋ৹ǶǡǱǡȗƲȍΘ৹ ǡǷǇȚȐȗȍǡƲǱ৹ ǁǽǶȊǱǋΗ৹ ȗǞƲȗ৹ ǁǽǷȐǁȍǡȊȗȐ৹
�/UH�৹ȊǋǽȊǱǋ৹ ȗǽ৹ ǘǽ৹ ƲǷǇ৹ϮǘǞȗ৹ǽȗǞǋȍ৹�/UH�৹ȊǋǽȊǱǋ৹ȚǷǇǋȍ৹ ȐǽǶǋ৹ǶǡǱǡȗƲȍΘ৹ ǡǷȗǋȍ-
ΑǋǷȗǡǽǷǡȐȗ৹ ǞȚǶƲǷ৹ ȍǡǘǞȗȐ৹ ǁǡΑǡǱǡΝƲȗǡǽǷƲǱ৹ ǇǋΑǋǱǽȊǶǋǷȗƲǱ৹ ǇǋǶǽǁȍƲǁΘ৹ ϱƲǘȐल৹ �ΑǋǷ৹ ȗǞǋ৹
ǗǋȗǡȐǞǡΝǋǇ৹ƲǷȗǡ৹�ǱƲǁǯळ৹ ȐǋΗǡȐȗळ৹ǶǡȐǽǘΘǷǡȐȗळ৹%ƲǷǇǞǡ৹ΒƲȐ৹ ȗǞǋ৹ǽǷǋ৹ ȗǞƲȗ৹ ȐƲΘȐ৹উǡǗ৹ ȗǞǋȍǋঌȐ৹
violence in our hearts, that it’s better to be violent than to don the cloak of non-vi-
ǽǱǋǷǁǋ৹ȗǽ৹ǁǽΑǋȍ৹Ǘǽȍ৹ǽȚȍ৹ ǡǶȊǽȗǋǷǁǋलঊ৹BƲȍȗǡǷ৹=ȚȗǞǋȍ৹<ǡǷǘळ৹Ȋȍǡǽȍ৹ȗǽ৹ȗǞǋ৹BƲȍǁǞ৹ǽǷ৹
sƲȐǞǡǷǘȗǽǷ৹ƲǷǇ৹ȗǞǋ৹Uǽǽȍ৹UǋǽȊǱǋঌȐ৹�ƲǶȊƲǡǘǷळ৹ǀǋǁƲǶǋ৹ǋΗȗȍǋǶǋǱΘ৹ΑǽǁƲǱ৹ƲǷǇ৹ǇǡȐǡǱǱȚ-
ȐǡǽǷǋǇ৹ΒǡȗǞ৹ǷǽǷॺΑǡǽǱǋǷǁǋळ৹ǋΗȗȍǋǶǋǱΘ৹ΑǽǁƲǱ৹ΒǡȗǞ৹ȍǋǘƲȍǇȐ৹ȗǽ৹qǡǋȗǷƲǶ৹ƲǷǇ৹ȗǞǋ৹ΒƲȍ৹ǽǷ৹
qǡǋȗǷƲǶळ৹ǡǶȊǋȍǡƲǱǡȐǶल৹BƲǷΘ৹ȍǋƲȐǽǷȐ৹ΒǞΘ৹ȗǞǋȍǋ৹ǡȐǷঌȗ৹Ʋ৹ȐȗƲȗȚǋ৹ǽǗ৹BƲǱǁǽǱǶ৹ȐȗƲǷǇǡǷǘळ৹
ƲȐ৹ȗǞǋȍǋ৹ǡȐ৹Ǘǽȍ৹B=<ल৹bǞǋ৹�ǱƲǁǯ৹UƲǷȗǞǋȍȐ৹Βǋȍǋ৹ǇǡǘǷǡϮǋǇ৹ǡǷ৹ȗǞǋǡȍ৹ƲǀǡǱǡȗΘ৹ƲǷǇ৹ΒǡǱǱ৹ƲǷǇ৹
conviction to create alternatives and being willing to defend those alternatives. And 
yet you have targeted assassinations. 
৹ bǞǋȍǋ৹ ǡȐ৹ Ƿǽ৹ ȐȚǁǞ৹ ȗǞǡǷǘ৹ ƲȐ৹ ΑǡǽǱǋǷǁǋश৹ ȗǞǋȍǋঌȐ৹ ȗǞǋ৹ ȍƲǁǡȐǶळ৹ ȗǞǋ৹ ȐǋΗǡȐǶळ৹ ȗǞǋ৹
ȌȚǋǋȍॺȊǞǽǀǡƲ৹ȗǞƲȗ৹ǗǽǱǯȐ৹Ʋȍǋ৹ǋΗȊǽȐǋǇ৹ȗǽ৹ǋΑǋȍΘǇƲΘळ৹ȗǞǋ৹ǁǱƲȐȐǡȐǶळ৹ȗǞǋ৹ƲǀǱǋǡȐǶललल৹/Ȑ৹ȗǞƲȗ৹
not violence? So what does violence actually mean? Again, I go back to this double 
ȐȊǋƲǯळ৹HȍΒǋǱǱǡƲǷ৹ΒǽȍǱǇळ৹ȗǞǡȐ৹ΒǽȍǱǇ৹ǽǗ৹উƲΗǡȐ৹ǽǗ৹ǋΑǡǱঊळ৹ǽǗ৹উΒƲȍ৹ƲǘƲǡǷȐȗ৹ȗǋȍȍǽȍঊळ৹ǽǗ৹উȐǡǶ-
ulated drowning”, of “preventive war.” What do you mean preventive war? You’re 
launching a war in order to prevent somebody else from ostensibly engaging in a 
war, and you refer to people as “collateral damage” that are killed when they are 
ǁǡΑǡǱǡƲǷȐह৹�ǋǁƲȚȐǋ৹ΘǽȚȍ৹�/�ঌȐ৹ǯǡǇǷƲȊȊǡǷǘȐ৹Ʋȍǋ৹উǋΗȗȍƲǽȍǇǡǷƲȍΘ৹ȍǋǷǇǡȗǡǽǷȐहঊ
 This is the facade, also the euphemisms that the English language, and 
ȗǞǋ৹ΑǡǽǱǋǷǁǋ৹ȗǞƲȗ৹ǡȗ৹ƲǱȐǽ৹ƲϥǽȍǇȐळ৹ǡȐ৹ǶƲǡǷȗƲǡǷǋǇल৹sǋ৹ǷǋǋǇ৹ȗǽ৹ȗǞǡǷǯ৹ƲǀǽȚȗ৹ȗǞǋ৹ΒǽȍǇȐ৹
that we use. We need to think about the meanings and the way that are deployed. 
When the CIA is training “non-violent activists” to be non-violent. In what world, 
whether it’s occupied or otherwise, in what world would I accept training or 
non-violent training and abide by the rules of getting out a permit in order to go 
and engage in a protest? In what world does that make sense? In what world does 
a Women’s March, a WOMEN’S MARCH occur, in which you’re surrounded by 
trigger heavy cops... anti-Blackness right there, let alone on stolen land, and that’s 
supposed to be okay. So, there’s a lot to be said insofar as Malcolm said, “when you 
Ȑȗǡǁǯ৹ȗǞǋ৹ǯǷǡǗǋ৹ǡǷ৹ǶΘ৹ǀƲǁǯ৹ǷǡǷǋ৹ǡǷǁǞǋȐ৹ƲǷǇ৹ΘǽȚ৹ȊȚǱǱ৹ ǡȗ৹ǽȚȗ৹ȐǡΗळ৹ȐǽȍȍΘळ৹ȗǞƲȗ৹ǯǷǡǗǋ৹ǡȐ৹
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ǶǋȍǋǱΘ৹ǋǷǘƲǘǋǇळ৹ƲǷǇ৹ȗǞǡȐ৹ǡȐ৹ȊƲȍȗ৹ǽǗळ৹ȚǷǗǽȍȗȚǷƲȗǋǱΘळ৹ȗǞǋ৹ǡǷǗǋȍǡǽȍǡȗΘ৹ǁǽǶȊǱǋΗळ৹ȗǞǋ৹ǁΘǁǱǋ৹
ǋϥǋǁȗ৹ǽǗ৹$ƲǷǽǷǡƲǷ৹ΑǡǽǱǋǷǁǋ৹ȗǞƲȗ৹Βǋ৹ǡǷȗǋȍǷƲǱǡΝǋǇ৹ǡǷ৹ȍǋƲǁȗǡǽǷƲȍΘ৹ΒƲΘȐल৹CǽΒ৹ǘȍƲǷȗǋǇळ৹
Βǋ৹Βǋȍǋ৹ǡǷ৹ȗǞǋ৹ǞǋƲȗ৹ǽǗ৹ȗǞǋ৹ǀƲȗȗǱǋळ৹ƲǷǇ৹ΒǞǋǷ৹ΘǽȚঌȍǋ৹ϮǘǞȗǡǷǘ৹ȊǽǱǡǁǋ৹ǗǽȍǁǋȐळ৹ȗǞǋ৹ƲȍǶΘळ৹
we burnt 99 police stations, so... so much for nonviolent revolution. And of course 
we have sent a letter, comrades of Cairo, actually, had written a letter to Occupy 
Wall Street insofar as the facade of non-violence, because it’s quite desecrating and 
insulting that over 1000 people die, are martyrs, that we have yet to honor because 
Βǋ৹ǞƲΑǋ৹Θǋȗ৹ ȗǽ৹ ǗȚǱϮǱǱ৹ ȗǞǋǡȍ৹ǇȍǋƲǶȐ৹ǽȍ৹ Ȑǋǋ৹ ȗǞȍǽȚǘǞ৹ ȗǞǋǡȍ৹ǇȍǋƲǶȐळ৹ ƲǷǇ৹ƲȐȐȚǶǋ৹ ȗǞƲȗ৹
this was a nonviolent revolution. Of course it was not a Twitter revolution as it’s 
Orientally depicted within Euro-American media, conservative/liberal, and so on, 
so forth, either. We had to go, knock door to door because the internet was cut out. 
We had to establish our own community councils, women were ‘manning’ check-
points, so we see a breakdown of gender relations. Queer folks engaged in a Pride 
March, and so on and so forth. 
 So, the potential was there, insofar as social transformation and change. 
$ǽȍ৹ȗǞǋ৹ϮȍȐȗ৹ȗǡǶǋ৹ǡǷ৹�ǘΘȊȗঌȐ৹ǞǡȐȗǽȍΘळ৹ΘǽȚȗǞ৹Βǋȍǋ৹ǀȍǡǷǘǡǷǘ৹ǡǷ৹ǁǱǋƲǷǡǷǘ৹ǶƲȗǋȍǡƲǱȐ৹ǗȍǽǶ৹
their households, and literally getting on their hands and knees and scrubbing 
Tahrir. There was a sense of ownership of space, or a sense of belonging to space, a 
ruptured space and time galvanized the world. But unfortunately, there were a lot 
of projections that fed into the middle to upper class English speaking so-called rev-
ǽǱȚȗǡǽǷƲȍǡǋȐळ৹ȗǞƲȗ৹ȍǋƲǱǱΘ৹ǶǽȐȗ৹ǽǗ৹ΒǞǡǁǞ৹ǞƲǇ৹Ƿǽ৹ǋΗȊǋȍǡǋǷǁǋ৹ǡǷȐǽǗƲȍ৹ƲȐ৹ǘȍƲȐȐȍǽǽȗȐ৹ǽȍǘƲ-
nizing, or the intellectual base from which to think through, “what are we going to 
do tomorrow?” [For instance,] Egypt is complicit in the occupation of Ghaza, the 
largest concentration camp in the world by air, land and sea. All these geopolitical 
factors, these local factors, these regional factors, the assumption that we would just 
be allowed to do whatever it is that we wanted to do was obviously an illusion. 
 In so many ways, I lost my voice speaking in Tahrir.ॉ[ǴǷǡǈȣǈȭ, or slogans, as 
was occurring in Iran, of Freedom (ǴȰȣǷ͖͖ǈ), Bread (ǈǿȦǴ), Social justice (ǈȇǈǝǎȇǈॉ
ǷǮȭǷȌǎࣜǷ͖͖ǈ). What kind of social justice are we talking about here? How do you 
bring it about? What kind of freedom? What kind of rights? Because you were 
ƲȐǯǋǇ৹ȗǽ৹ȊǋǽȊǱǋ৹ƲǷǇ৹ΘǽȚ৹ΒǽǷঌȗ৹ǘǋȗ৹ȗǞǋ৹ȐƲǶǋ৹ȍǋȐȊǽǷȐǋल৹sǋǱǱळ৹Ȑǽ৹ΒǞƲȗ৹ǋΗƲǁȗǱΘ৹Ʋȍǋ৹Βǋ৹
talking about here? Where is the strategic revolutionary plan? Now that we can’t 
plan uprisings as much as we can prepare for them. The Zapatistas have a saying, 
“holding each other’s hands, we teach one another what each of us knows.” But 
arrogance played too much of a role, and plays too much of a role. Again, for the 
reason that people are not willing to come back to their inner micro-fascisms. Peo-
ple are caught within the so called ‘ideological silos,’  though I don’t believe that 
ǡǇǋǽǱǽǘǡǋȐ৹ǋΗǡȐȗल৹
৹ [ǽ৹ƲȐ৹/৹ǷǽȗǋǇळ৹ȗǞǋ৹ϮȍȐȗ৹ȗǞǡǷǘ৹ȗǞƲȗ৹ΒƲȐ৹ǶǡȐȐǡǷǘ৹ǡȐ৹ǇǋǁǽǱǽǷǡΝǋǇ৹ǯǷǽΒǱǋǇǘǋ৹ǋǇ-
ucation. Number two, was the construction of alternatives. Alternative egalitarian 
schools, hospitals, and free breakfast programs, like the Panthers, and so on and so 
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forth. And the third, is being prepared to self-defend those initiatives. 
 Now, it’s not that initiatives did not arise out of Tahrir. Of course, Ȍǈǝ
ǈȌǈȦȣ is a great initiative. I interviewed members of initiatives insofar as queer 
feminist knowledge production sites, and so on and so forth, social centers.... The 
permanency was not long lasting given that duree, we’re talking now over 10 years, 
and the chipping away gradually, let alone the reconstruction and reassertion of 
space vis-à-vis the State and its collusion with, obviously, neoliberal capital. And 
what ties both together is the racial dimension because as we know, or as Foucault 
noted that all States are racist, and as Cedric Robinson, a lot of Black feminists and 
scholars have talked including Ruthie Gilmore Wilson, Mariame Kaba and so on, 
that capitalism is racist. It is inherently racial. 
 So, that is the dilemma, in a certain sense, of Tahrir. The construction of 
Egyptian identity, nationality… Patriotism, nationalism is what united Egyptian 
people within itself, and there was nothing beyond that. “Down with the regicide, 
BȚǀƲȍƲǯषঊ৹sǞǋȍǋঌȐ৹ȗǞǋ৹ȍǋǘǡǁǡǇǋ৹ȗǞƲȗ৹ǋΗǡȐȗȐ৹ǡǷȐǡǇǋ৹ǋƲǁǞ৹ƲǷǇ৹ǋΑǋȍΘ৹ȐǡǷǘǱǋ৹ǽǷǋ৹ǽǗ৹ȚȐह৹
That becomes the question. 
 So when we look at Iran now and the manifestation of what is going on 
ǡǷ৹/ȍƲǷल৹=ǋȗ৹ȚȐ৹ƲǱȐǽ৹ǇǋǁǡȊǞǋȍ৹ƲǷǇ৹ǇǡȐǁǋȍǷ৹ȗǞǋ৹ǘǋǽȊǽǱǡȗǡǁƲǱ৹ǶǽǶǋǷȗ৹ǡǷ৹ΒǞǡǁǞ৹Βǋ৹Ʋȍǋ৹
living. Two weeks prior, or about even a week to 10 days prior to these events, we 
have Ayatollah Khamenie... Ostensibly a lot of rumors, particularly within your 
American media, claiming that he’s quite ill, he’s on his deathbed, the man is quite 
old, there’s no doubt that, of course, he’s aging and maybe stuck with illness. But 
he appeared the following day within Iran, Iranian national media, and basically to 
ȍǋƲȐȐǋȍȗ৹ȗǞǋ৹ǗƲǁȗ৹ȗǞƲȗ৹ǞǋঌȐ৹ȌȚǡȗǋ৹ϮǷǋल৹%ǽǇ৹ǯǷǽΒȐ৹ǀǋȐȗ৹ΒǞǋǷ৹ǞǡȐ৹ȗǡǶǋ৹ΒǡǱǱ৹ǁǽǶǋळ৹ǀȚȗ৹
whenever that may be today, tomorrow, the day after that leaves us with the dilem-
mas that I noted and I will continue to be speaking about. 
 We’re also in the moment in which the so called Iranian nuclear deal is be-
ing renegotiated. A great deal of asymmetric warfare is already taking place within 
the region. We have, in a certain sense, US-Wahhabis-Zionist Euro-American Al-
ǱǡƲǷǁǋ৹ǽǷ৹ȗǞǋ৹ǽǷǋ৹ǞƲǷǇळ৹ƲǷǇ৹Ʋ৹ȐǽॺǁƲǱǱǋǇ৹�ΗǡȐ৹ǽǗ৹XǋȐǡȐȗƲǷǁǋ৹ǁǽǶȊǽȐǋǇ৹ǽǗ৹ȐǽॺǁƲǱǱǋǇ৹
anti-imperialists like China, like Russia, Syria, of course, Hezbollah, Hamas, and so 
on and so forth. For a little I’ll leave just Hezbollah & Hamas for a moment simply 
because I consider these to be more movements than they are State oriented parties, 
although of course, Hezbollah has �Ȍǈȇ (as a political party) ... And again, I don’t 
ǶǋƲǷ৹ȗǽ৹ȐǡǶȊǱǡǗΘ৹ȗǞǋ৹ǋȌȚƲȗǡǽǷळ৹ǀȚȗ৹ȗǞǋȐǋ৹Ʋȍǋ৹ȗǞǋ৹ǗƲǱȐǋ৹ǀǡǷƲȍǡǋȐ৹ȗǞƲȗ৹ǋΗǡȐȗल৹bǞǡȐ৹ǡȐ৹Ʋ৹
geopolitical framing within Islamophobia that is ongoing, within anti-Jewish ha-
tred that is ongoing, and an asymmetric warfare. 
 Now comes along, peace be upon the prophet Muhammad, Mahsa Ami-
Ƿǡळ৹ƲǷǇ৹ΒǞƲȗ৹ǞƲȊȊǋǷǋǇ৹ΒǡȗǞ৹Ǟǋȍल৹�৹ΘǽȚǷǘ৹ǘǡȍǱ৹ǗǽȍǁǋǇ৹ȗǽ৹ȍǋϮΗ৹ǀΘ৹ȗǞǋ৹Ȑǽ৹ǁƲǱǱǋǇ৹ǶǽȍƲǱ-
ǡȗΘ৹ȊǽǱǡǁǋळ৹Ǟǋȍ৹ǞǡǬƲǀऴ৹ǀǋƲȗǋǷळ৹ƲǁǁǽȚǷȗ৹ƲǁǁǽȚǷȗȐ৹Ǉǡϥǋȍल৹bǞǡȐ৹ǡȐ৹ȗǞǋ৹ΒƲΘ৹ȗǞƲȗ৹Βǋ৹ǷǋǋǇ৹ȗǽ৹
think because there’s propaganda going on both sides. Fair enough. People then go 
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ǡǷ৹Ʋ৹ǶƲȐȐǡΑǋ৹ȚȊȍǡȐǡǷǘ৹ǡǷ৹৹Ǘǽȍ৹ȐǡΗ৹ǶǽǷȗǞȐळ৹ǶƲΘǀǋ৹ȗǞƲȗঌȐ৹ȐǽǶǋȗǞǡǷǘ৹Βǋ৹ȐǞǽȚǱǇ৹
ǱǋƲȍǷ৹ǗȍǽǶ৹ƲȐ৹ȊǋǽȊǱǋ৹ȗǞƲȗ৹Ʋȍǋ৹ǋǷǘƲǘǋǇ৹ǡǷ৹ȍǋΑǽǱȚȗǡǽǷȐल৹/Ƿ৹HƲΗƲǁƲ৹ȗǞǋΘ৹ȗǽǽǯ৹ǽΑǋȍ৹ȗǞǋ৹
ȗǋǱǋΑǡȐǡǽǷ৹ȐȗƲȗǡǽǷȐळ৹ȗǞǋ৹ȍƲǇǡǽ৹ȐȗƲȗǡǽǷȐळ৹ǗƲȍ৹Ƕǽȍǋ৹ȍƲǇǡǁƲǱ৹ȗǞƲǷ৹�ǘΘȊȗ৹ǽȍ৹ƲǷΘ৹ǁǽǷȗǋΗȗ৹ǽǗ৹
the Arab Spring had ever occurred. 
 But red and black power, ȂǷǴǎǝ. :ǷǴǎǝ literally means “to struggle,” there 
are many forms of ȂǷǴǎǝ. Not all ȂǷǴǎǝॉare forms of ȢǷȭǎȇ. The word for battle in Is-
ǱƲǶळ৹ǽȍ৹ȗǞǋ৹WȚȍସƸǷळ৹ǡȐ৹ƲǁȗȚƲǱǱΘ৹ȢǷȭǎȇ It means to go to war. To hold a weapon, to go, 
in the case of self-defense. So ȂǷǴǎǝ generally means... I could be engaging in ȂǷǴǎǝ 
when I’m talking with you when I’m doing this interview, because that’s a struggle. 
/ȗঌȐ৹Ʋ৹ȐȗȍȚǘǘǱǋ৹ȗǽ৹ǁǽǶǶȚǷǡǁƲȗǋळ৹ǡȗঌȐ৹Ʋ৹ȐȗȍȚǘǘǱǋ৹ȗǽ৹ǇǋƲǱ৹ΒǡȗǞ৹ǋΗǞƲȚȐȗǡǽǷळ৹ϱƲȐǞǀƲǁǯȐळ৹
trauma, certain assumptions, insofar as if the words you’re using, the words I’m 
using mean the same things, and trying to respond to the question. That’s a form of 
ȂǷǴǎǝ. The mother that struggled to feed her children, the single mother is engaging 
in a kind of ȂǷǴǎǝ. There’s the ȂǷǴǎǝ the lesser and ȂǷǴǎǝ ǈȇǈȅǖǈȣ the greater ȂǷǴǎǝ, 
ΒǞǡǁǞ৹ǡȐ৹ȗǽ৹ϮǘǞȗ৹ƲǘƲǡǷȐȗ৹ǽǷǁǋ৹ǗƲȐǁǡȐǶȐळ৹ǽǷǋঌȐ৹ȊȍǡΑǡǱǋǘǋȐल৹
 The smaller ȂǷǴǎǝळ৹ΒǞǋǷ৹ǡȗ৹ǡȐ৹ȚȐǋǇ৹ǡǷ৹ȗǞǋ৹ǁǽǷȗǋΗȗ৹ǽǗ৹WǷȭǎȇ, it means, in that 
point, that you’re engaged in the smaller ȂǷǴǎǝ. But there’s ȂǷǴǎǝ of the heart, ȂǷǴǎǝ 
of the mind. One engages in ȂǷǴǎǝ when one is writing a book, when one is giving a 
talk. If one was to translate holy war into Arabic, it would be ǴǈȣǖॉȌȰȢǈǝǈȦǈ. No 
ȐȚǁǞ৹ǁǽǷǁǋȊȗ৹ǋΗǡȐȗȐ৹ΒǡȗǞǡǷ৹/ȐǱƲǶल৹yǽȚ৹ƲǱΒƲΘȐ৹ǞǋƲȍ৹উȂǷǴǎǝ is synonymous with holy 
ΒƲȍलঊ৹bǞǋ৹ȗΒǽ৹ΒǽȍǇȐ৹Ʋȍǋ৹ǁǽǶȊǱǋȗǋǱΘ৹ǇǡϥǋȍǋǷȗ৹ǀǋǁƲȚȐǋ৹ǈȇǴǈȣǖॉȌȰȢǈǝǈȦǈ doesn’t 
ǋΑǋǷ৹ǋΗǡȐȗ৹ΒǡȗǞǡǷ৹ȗǞǋ৹�ȍƲǀǡǁ৹ǱǋΗǡǁǽǷल৹:ǷǴǎǝ does. But the words to actually do battle 
is ȢǷȭǎȇ. Of course, I talk about the etymology of ȢǷȭǎȇ itself, because it didn’t just 
ǋΗǡȐȗ৹ΒǡȗǞǡǷ৹/ȐǱƲǶल৹BȚȐǱǡǶȐळ৹Ǳǡǯǋ৹/৹ǷǽȗǋǇळ৹ǞƲǇ৹ȗǽ৹ȐȚϥǋȍ৹ΘǋƲȍȐ৹Ȋȍǡǽȍ৹ȗǽ৹ȗǞǋǶ৹ǀǋǡǷǘ৹
allowed the rights to self defend themselves, but even then there are rules to engage 
in ǈȇॉȢǷȭǎȇॉThose rules within at least the Muslim manifesto, if you will, how one 
transposes that manifesto now in the contemporary is a subject that I would be cer-
tainly interested in, and I sort of gesture and that I’d be interested to write about at 
a certain point, but it’s a complicated situation too when we’re talking about weap-
ons of war, drones, submerged submarines, nuclear weapons, tactical and ballistic 
missiles, and so on and so forth. 
 The rules of ȂǷǴǎǝ includes, obviously, desecration of land or territory. If 
a tree does not serve its strategic purpose insofar as self-defense, it shall not be re-
ǶǽΑǋǇ৹ƲǷǇ৹ǇǡȐȊǱƲǁǋǇळ৹ ǡȗ৹ ȐǞƲǱǱ৹ǀǋ৹ǞǽǷǽȍǋǇळ৹ƲǘƲǡǷळ৹ ǡȐ৹ƲǷ৹ǋΗȗǋǷȐǡǽǷ৹ǽǗ৹ǁȍǋƲȗǡǽǷल৹yǽȚ৹
shall not destroy people’s properties, you should not destroy the place that you’re 
entering. Not only that, women, children, let alone the elderly because it’s mostly 
men that usually participate in a war. Hence we need to talk about the trauma, the 
patriarchy, that will be reproduced when these men ostensibly come to war. The 
accountability, the healing that’s necessary. All that becomes a part of the transfor-
mative justice and not just restorative justice mechanism that we’re looking at if we 
were to accept that as war being a tactic, the right to self-defense being a tactic.
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cians, let alone celebrities, be they football players or whatever else that they may 
have to say with regards to social justice. The real heroes are out on the ground. 
It’s not Greta Thunberg, and I’m not meaning to pick on a blond haired blue eyed 
teenager, but there is a reason that she took the limelight and not the indigenous 
ǱƲǷǇ৹ǇǋǗǋǷǇǋȍȐ৹ȗǞƲȗ৹ǞƲΑǋ৹ǀǋǋǷ৹ΒǽȍǯǡǷǘ৹ǽǷ৹ȗǞǋǡȍ৹ȍǋǶƲȗȍǡƲȗǡǽǷ৹ǽǗ৹ǱƲǷǇ৹ƲǷǇ৹=ƲǷǇ৹�Ʋǁǯ৹
for decades, if not centuries, because that is their demand. 
 Part of that is abolition, of course, part of that is reparations, also, not only 
Ǘǽȍ৹ȐǱƲΑǋȍΘळ৹ǀȚȗ৹ƲǱȐǽ৹ǡǶȊǋȍǡƲǱǡȐǶ৹ȗǞƲȗ৹ǋΗǡȐȗǋǇ৹ǋΑǋȍΘΒǞǋȍǋ৹ǗȍǽǶ৹qǡǋȗǷƲǶळ৹/ȍƲȌळ৹ȗǽ৹�Ǘ-
ghanistan, and so on and so forth. It is total and either there’s justice for everybody, 
or there’s justice for nobody, as far as I’m concerned. But it does require that we 
dream dangerously. It does require that we take bold acts, it does require that we no 
ǱǽǷǘǋȍ৹ǗǋƲȍ৹ȗǞǋ৹ȍƲǶǡϮǁƲȗǡǽǷȐ৹ǽǗ৹ȊǋȍǞƲȊȐ৹ǱǽȐǡǷǘ৹ǽȚȍ৹ǱǡΑǋȐळ৹ǀǋǁƲȚȐǋ৹ǘȚǋȐȐ৹ΒǞƲȗह৹UǋǽȊǱǋ৹
will die in revolutionary situations, and that’s okay. But old grass has to die for a 
new grass to grow. And that is the reality. 
 At least we stopped kicking the can down the road, this endless postpone-
ment (Kafkaesque) of judgment, the trial. It’s atrocious. We might as well rip the 
ǀƲǷǇ৹ƲǡǇ৹ǽϥ৹ƲǷǇ৹ȐȚϥǋȍ৹ȗǞǋ৹ǁǽǷȐǋȌȚǋǷǁǋȐळ৹ǀȚȗ৹ƲǱȐǽ৹ȗǞǡǷǯ৹ȗǞȍǽȚǘǞ৹ȗǞǋ৹ȐǽǱȚȗǡǽǷȐ৹ƲȐ৹
we do so at the same time. That’s the kind of investment is sitting down around the 
ϮȍǋȐ৹ΒǞǋǷ৹ΘǽȚঌȍǋ৹ǽǷ৹Ʋ৹XǋΝ৹ǱǡȐȗǋǷǡǷǘळ৹ǱǋƲȍǷǡǷǘळ৹Ƿǽȗ৹ǀǋǡǷǘ৹ƲǗȍƲǡǇ৹ȗǽ৹ǁǽǶǶǡȗ৹ǶǡȐȗƲǯǋȐळ৹
or engage in mistakes, because that’s a part of learning, too. There’s no shame in 
that whatsoever. And it’s not about being shamed either visa vie these atrocious 
উǁƲǱǱǡǷǘ৹ǽȚȗঊ৹ǶǋǁǞƲǷǡȐǶȐ৹ȗǞƲȗ৹ȊƲȍȗǡǁȚǱƲȍǱΘ৹ǋΗǡȐȗ৹ΒǡȗǞǡǷ৹ȍƲǇǡǁƲǱ৹ǁǽǶǶȚǷǡȗǡǋȐल৹
 Sorry, that was a long, long responses, a lot of responses have been to your 
ȌȚǋȐȗǡǽǷळ৹ǀȚȗ৹/৹Ǉǽ৹ϮǷǇ৹ΘǽȚȍ৹ȌȚǋȐȗǡǽǷȐ৹ȗǽ৹ǀǋ৹ǡǷǁȍǋǇǡǀǱΘ৹ǋǷȗǞȍƲǱǱǡǷǘल

TFSR: No, no. That was great. Thank you. You gave a lot of thoughts. I 
think that’s really helpful for thinking about where to dig in. So, I’ll ask one 
ǱƲȐȗ৹ȌȚǋȐȗǡǽǷळ৹ǡǗ৹ȗǞƲȗঌȐ৹ǽǯƲΘळ৹ȗǞƲȗ৹ǶƲΘǀǋ৹ȗƲǯǋȐ৹ȚȐ৹ǀƲǁǯ৹ȗǽ৹ȐǽǶǋ৹ǽǗ৹ȗǞǋ৹ȐȗȚϥ৹
from the beginning, but also connects to a word that in the Islamophobic 
ȊȍǋȐȐ৹ǡȐ৹ǽǗȗǋǷ৹ƲȐȐǽǁǡƲȗǋǇ৹ΒǡȗǞ৹/ȐǱƲǶळ৹ঋȂǷǴǎǝ,’ right? But you give an anarchist 
interpretation of this, and through the understanding of ethical relation-
ships to war and more particularly self defense. I see you also tying this to 
Fanon and a Fanonian understanding of violence and decolonization. 
৹ [ǽ৹ǶƲΘǀǋ৹ΘǽȚ৹ǁǽȚǱǇ৹ȗƲǱǯ৹ƲǀǽȚȗ৹ϮȍȐȗळ৹ǬȚȐȗ৹ǞǽΒ৹ȂǷǴǎǝǷȦȌ is misunder-
stood, and then where you connect this to the decolonial righteous violence 
that that we might need to engage in?

MA: [ǽ৹ǽǀΑǡǽȚȐǱΘळ৹ ƲȐ৹ /৹ǷǽȗǋǇळ৹Βǋ৹ ȐȗƲȍȗǋǇ৹ǽϥ৹ ȗǞǋ৹ǁǽǷΑǋȍȐƲȗǡǽǷ৹ǀΘ৹ ȐƲΘǡǷǘ৹ ȗǞǋ৹ ǱƲȐȗ৹
chapter was very triggering, because like I said, I saw compañeras/compañeros die. 
I saw teenagers, not even, that were murdered in Tahrir. We lifted bodies out of the 
CǡǱǋ৹ƲǗȗǋȍ৹ȗǞǋ৹৹ǇƲΘȐल৹bǞǋ৹ȐǽॺǁƲǱǱǋǇ৹ȚȗǽȊǡƲǷ৹৹ǇƲΘȐल৹=ǽǽǯ৹Ʋȗ৹HƲΗƲǁƲळ৹ȗǞǋΘ৹ǋǷǘƲǘǋǇ৹
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out, they revolt, and by the way, on the same day, a 15 year old, Iraqi called Zainab 
Essam Majed al-Khazali was murdered, and was sniped by a US soldier in Iraq. So, 
look at what gets airtime here, okay? A wave of uprisings if you will, begins to take 
place. Now, mind you, there are also millions of people that are supporting the Ira-
nian regime. And they’re out in the streets, and they’re, equally, protesting. Mind 
you that we had when 20 million people that went out for the funeral of Qasem 
Soleimani. The question becomes now insofar as Iran, and Iran is a complicated 
situation, because ͐Ƿȇǈ͖ǈȭॉǈȇǭǈȢǷǴ, or the Iranian State was not meant to be a State 
ΒǡȗǞǡǷ৹ǡȗȐǋǱǗल৹/ȗঌȐ৹ǶǋƲǷȗ৹ȗǽ৹ǞƲΑǋ৹ǋΗȊƲǷȐǡǽǷƲȍΘ৹ǇǋȐǡȍǋȐळ৹ǡǶȊǋȗȚȐ৹ȊƲȍȗǡǁȚǱƲȍǱΘ৹ǡǷ৹ȍǋǱƲ-
tionship to a concept I talk about in the book, where sovereignty lies, which is the 
ȰȌȌǈǴ, a non-territorial concept or non-Statist concept and so on and so forth. 
Fair enough. 
 In that particular case, we’re seeing the tyrannical State repression being 
pitted against the opposite “dialectical operative,” your American hetero-patriar-
chy, homo-nationalism, pink-washing islamophobia on the other side. These are 
the dynamics that we’re seeing, we’re seeing this embrace, then, by some like ac-
tresses, I believe her name was Masih Alinejad. She’s an Iranian actress. She left Iran 
quite a few years ago. Of course, for repression and persecution and so on, so forth. 
She’s been outspoken with regards to the hijab, there are many other Muslim wom-
en that have been outspoken with regards to the hijab. As far as I’m concerned, all 
women that are non-Muslim women who dress whatever way that they want. That 
is not the point. The Hijab is not the symbol of this or that. It’s not the symbol of 
righteousness or purity or whatever it is. It has it been taken up as a certain symbol 
ǽǗ৹ȍǋȐǡȐȗƲǷǁǋ৹ǡǷ৹�ǱǘǋȍǡƲल৹sǞǋǷ৹Βǋ৹Ǳǽǽǯ৹Ʋȗ৹�ǡǱǱ৹�৹৹ƲǷǇ৹৹ǀǡǱǱȐ৹ǡǷ৹ȗǞǋ৹ǁǽǷȗǋΗȗ৹ǽǗ৹
Quebec, where women are being banned from the hijab, the same thing in France 
ȚǷǇǋȍ৹ȗǞǋ৹ǘȚǡȐǋ৹ǽǗ৹=ƲǦǁǡȗǌळ৹ΒǞǡǁǞ৹ǡȐ৹ǷǽȗǞǡǷǘ৹ǀȚȗ৹Ʋ৹ȐǋǁȚǱƲȍǡΝǋǇ৹�ǞȍǡȐȗǡƲǷ৹ǋȗǞǡǁ৹ȗǞƲȗ৹
the societies that are based on. 
 At this particular instance, we see this Iranian actress who has spoken very 
openly in her support of Zionists, who has very much praised Mike Pompeo, and 
many, many other secretaries of state and secretaries of war and the US, put out 
statements… The New York Times writes this article, claiming that she is the point 
ȊǋȍȐǽǷळ৹ ȗǞǋ৹ ǱǋƲǇǋȍ৹ǽǗ৹ ȗǞǡȐ৹ /ȍƲǷǡƲǷ৹ȚȊȍǡȐǡǷǘल৹bǞǡȐ৹ ǡȐ৹ ȗǞǋ৹Ǉǋǘȍǋǋ৹ǽǗ৹ ǁǽǷϱȚǋǷǁǋ৹ǽǗ৹ Ʋ৹
mess, of a schizophrenic mess, in which we live. Now, let me ask to my kin who are 
on the streets in Iran, as I did of my kin who were on the streets in Egypt, let alone 
the Black Spring Uprisings as Robin D. J. Kelley refers to them insofar as Black 
=ǡΑǋȐ৹BƲȗȗǋȍऴ৹ΒǞƲȗ৹ Ʋȍǋ৹ ȗǞǋ৹ ƲǱȗǋȍǷƲȗǡΑǋȐ৹Ǟǋȍǋह৹�ǋǁƲȚȐǋ৹ /ঌǶ৹Ƿǽȗ৹ǽȊȊǽȐǋǇ৹ ȗǽ৹Ǉǡȍǋǁȗ৹
action. Hell, I participated in a lot of direct actions over the course of my life and 
ǽǷ৹ȗǞǋ৹ǗȍǽǷȗ৹ǱǡǷǋȐल৹/Ƿ৹ȗǞǋ৹ǁǽǷȗǋΗȗ৹ǽǗ৹�ǘΘȊȗ৹ΒǞǋȍǋ৹/ঌΑǋ৹ǞƲǇ৹ǗȍǡǋǷǇȐ৹ȗǞƲȗ৹ǇǡǋǇळ৹ǗȍǡǋǷǇȐ৹
that have been sniped… Because in Egypt when they, or at least in the Global South, 
when they point their guns at you, they’re not using simulated weapons, they’re 
not using blanks. They’re using live ammunition, and they shoot for your eyes to 
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blind you, to cripple you, to debilitate you, to disable you. Besides direct action, 
which again, street protests serve as cathartic moments of revolt, legitimately so. 
What are you building as an alternative? What is your plan, as an alternative? What 
do you create? And or do you simply want to see the downfall of the Iranian state, 
as you did in Syria? Because, one thing revolutionaries need to also determine, be-
yond the fact of alternatives, the real blood that was shed, and decolonization is an 
inherently violent act as Fanon teaches, there is no escaping that. It’s violent at the 
level of identity, it’s violent the level of its ruthlessness. 
 One thing that we don’t think through is strategy versus tactics. Now, I’m 
very much against the Butcher of Damascus, insofar as Bashar Al-Assad, absolutely! 
And I stand with my kin. But again, my kin did not learn from the previous, insofar 
as what happened in Egypt, and what happened in Tunis, and Tunis is still a mess. 
In that particular instant, and if we’re speaking about a revolution, then we need to 
also understand that in this moment, if you ask me with regards to Syria, I will say, 
“Absolutely not. No!” Because the consequence in Syria would be, ‘let’s break Syria 
ǡǷȗǽ৹ǇǡϥǋȍǋǷȗ৹ȗǋȍȍǡȗǽȍǡǋȐलঌ৹bǞǋ৹[ȚǷǷǡळ৹ȗǞǋ৹[Ǟǡǡȗǋळ৹ȗǞǋ৹<ȚȍǇǡȐǞळ৹ȗǞǋ৹ȐƲǶǋ৹ȗǞǡǷǘ৹ΒǡȗǞ৹
[what happened in] Iraq. Something that is unacceptable to me. So what’s the plan 
here? It doesn’t mean that I condone Bashar Al-Assad, in this particular moment. 
/ȗ৹ǶǋƲǷȐ৹ȗǞƲȗ৹ȗǞǋ৹ǁȚǱȗǋȍǡǋȐळ৹ȗǞǋ৹sƲǞǞƲǀǡ৹[ƲǱƲϮঌȐ৹ǗȍǽǶ৹[ƲȚǇǡ৹�ȍƲǀǡƲळ৹bȚȍǯǋΘ৹ƲǷǇ৹ȗǞǋ৹
BȚȐǱǡǶ৹�ȍǽȗǞǋȍǞǽǽǇळ৹/ȐȍƲǋǱ৹ȗǞƲȗ৹ΒƲȐ৹ȗȍǋƲȗǡǷǘ৹�ǱॺCȚȐȍƲ৹$ȍǽǷȗ৹ǽǗ৹ϮǘǞȗǋȍȐळ৹:ƲǀǞƲȗ৹
ƲǱॺ[ǞƲǶ৹ǷǽΒ৹ƲȐ৹ȗǞǋΘ৹ȍǋǗǋȍ৹ȗǽ৹ȗǞǋǶȐǋǱΑǋȐ৹ǽǷ৹ȗǞǋ৹ǀƲȗȗǱǋϮǋǱǇळ৹ȗǽ৹ȍǋȗȚȍǷ৹ȗǞǋǶ৹ȗǽ৹[ΘȍǡƲळ৹
need to be taken into consideration by my so-called ‘revolutionary project’ that I 
wish to see happen. 
 So, my problem is the fact that a lot of people in the West, in the orientalist 
West are fetishizing what they see elsewhere. Take the many white anarchists that 
ǘǽ৹ƲǷǇ৹ǬǽǡǷ৹ǽȚȍ৹XǽǬƲΑƲ৹ǀȍǽȗǞǋȍȐ৹ƲǷǇ৹ȐǡȐȗǋȍȐळ৹ΒǡȗǞ৹ȗǞǋ৹ϮǘǞȗ৹ΒǡȗǞ৹ȗǞǋ৹<ȚȍǇȐल৹bǋǱǱ৹Ƕǋ৹
are there not enough monsters within US empire that you would have to go to a 
region that you know very little about? Why don’t you simply stay here? That’s be-
cause you can’t face the monster in the mirror. What about the ongoing indigenous 
genocide? What about the “Afterlife of Slavery,” as Saidiya Hartman referred, in the 
ǁǽǷȗǋΗȗ৹ǽǗ৹ȗǞǋ৹ΑƲȍǡǽȚȐ৹ȗǞǡǷǘȐ৹ǡǷ৹ΒǞǡǁǞ৹ΘǽȚ৹ǱǡΑǋल৹�Țȗ৹ȗǞǡȐ৹ǡȐ৹HȍǡǋǷȗƲǱǡȐǶल৹
 So unfortunately, folks have not learned from what has been going on, and 
I would argue Sudan is the same, and it stretches across the board. Unless one has… 
And again, we don’t have to have all the answers. But you have to have a beginning 
from which you are beginning to lay down a foundation. I don’t remember again... 
�ȐȊǋǁǡƲǱǱΘ৹ ǡǗ৹Βǋঌȍǋ৹ ȗƲǱǯǡǷǘ৹ ƲǀǽȚȗ৹ǶǽΑǡǷǘ৹ ǀǋΘǽǷǇ৹=ǡǀǋȍƲǱǡȐǶळ৹ ƲǷǇ৹UȍǽǘȍǋȐȐǡΑǡȐǶळ৹
and again, the liberalism is the Hillary Clinton, Obama, type of politics, represen-
ȗƲȗǡǽǷƲǱ৹ȊǽǱǡȗǡǁȐळ৹ǀȚȗ৹/৹ƲǱȐǽ৹ǡǷǁǱȚǇǋ৹ȊȍǽǘȍǋȐȐǡΑǋȐ৹ǡǷ৹ȗǞƲȗ৹ǶǡΗ৹ȗǽǽळ৹Ǳǡǯǋ৹ȗǞǋ৹�H�৹ȐȌȚƲǇ৹
ǁȍǽΒǇ৹ƲǷǇ৹।/ǱǞƲǷ॥৹HǶƲȍळ৹XƲȐǞǡǇƲ৹bƲǱǡǀ৹ƲǷǇ৹Ȑǽ৹ǽǷल৹bǞƲȗ৹ǡȐǷঌȗ৹ȐȚϨǁǡǋǷȗळ৹ǀǋǁƲȚȐǋ৹
ΘǽȚঌȍǋ৹ȐȗǡǱǱ৹ǀȚΘǡǷǘ৹ƲǷǇ৹ǀȚǡǱǇǡǷǘ৹ƲǷǇ৹ƲȐȐǡǶǡǱƲȗǡǷǘ৹ƲǷǇ৹ΒǽȍǯǡǷǘ৹ǽϥ৹ȗǞǋ৹ǗȍȚǡȗȐ৹ǽǗ৹ǱƲǀǽȍ৹
for which the Settler state, Settler Colonialism as a structure is functioning and 
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the earth or Mother Earth, whether we are Muslims, Jews, whether we are leftists, 
or conservatives or whatever it is. Climate change is going to do what it is, and our 
Mother Earth is going to do which she wills. That’s been happening for quite some 
time. 
 So what can we do? How can we not just center indigenous voices within 
ǽȚȍ৹ǇǡȐǁȚȐȐǡǽǷȐळ৹ǽȚȍ৹ƲǷƲǱΘȐǡȐळ৹ǽȚȍ৹ǱǡΑǋȐळ৹ȗǞǋ৹ΒƲΘ৹ȗǞƲȗ৹Βǋ৹ǱǡΑǋ৹ǽϥ৹ȗǞǋ৹ǱƲǷǇळ৹ǀȚΘǡǷǘ৹ǘȍǽ-
ceries from supermarkets, or what have you. How can Muslims come to recognize 
ȗǞǋ৹ǡǷǇǡǘǋǷǋǡȗΘ৹ȗǞƲȗ৹ǋΗǡȐȗȐ৹ΒǡȗǞǡǷ৹ȗǞǋǡȍ৹ǽΒǷ৹ǁȚǱȗȚȍǋȐळ৹ȗȍƲǇǡȗǡǽǷȐळ৹ƲǷǇ৹ǞǽΒ৹ǁƲǷ৹Βǋ৹
ǀȚǡǱǇ৹ǽǷ৹ȗǞƲȗ৹ǡǷǇǡǘǋǷǋǡȗΘ৹ǗȍǽǶ৹ǇǡϥǋȍǋǷȗ৹ȊǋȍȐȊǋǁȗǡΑǋȐह৹,ǽΒ৹ǁƲǷ৹Βǋळ৹ǘǽǡǷǘ৹ǀƲǁǯ৹ȗǽ৹
the statement that the Zapatistas taught me, ‘holding each other’s hands, we teach 
one another what each of us knows.’ Because the reality is we also have traitors 
within our own communities. We have the Obamas, we have the Oprah Winfrey’s, 
Βǋ৹ǞƲΑǋ৹Ʋ৹ Ǳǽȗल৹bǞǋȍǋ৹ ǡȐ৹ ȗǞƲȗ৹ǶǡǷǡॺHǀƲǶƲ৹ƲǷǇ৹ǶǡǷǡॺbȍȚǶȊ৹ȗǞƲȗ৹ ǋΗǡȐȗȐ৹ ƲǱȐǽ৹ ǡǷȐǡǇǋ৹
each of us. And we do have sell-outs.
 We have to reconcile then that resurgence is not a matter of numbers, be-
cause it’s not a matter of mass mobilizations. The Panthers were not great in num-
ǀǋȍȐल৹�Țȗ৹ȗǞǋΘ৹Βǋȍǋ৹Ʋ৹ǇǋǇǡǁƲȗǋǇ৹ǗǋΒळ৹ȗǞǋΘ৹ǯǷǋΒ৹ǋΗƲǁȗǱΘ৹ΒǞƲȗ৹ȗǞǋΘ৹ΒƲǷȗǋǇळ৹ǇǋȐȊǡȗǋ৹
the mistakes that the Panthers had made too. In terms of leadership, in terms of 
patriarchy, in terms of authoritarianism, and so on, and so forth. So it does require 
a people or a small minority that no other relations are interested in knowing. On 
the land and investing on the land, and returning that land and building on the 
land, those coming communities within itself. Some will be indigenous, some will 
be Black, some will be Jewish, and some will be Muslim, some will be Christian, 
and so on and so forth. But it isn’t going to be simple unison homogeneous com-
munity, either. 
 “Know the territories that you’re on,” I would say to Muslims, “Under-
stand the histories, understand the histories of the treaties of the lands that you’re 
in, the particular geography, and begin to build with indigenous and radical Black 
and indigenous and don’t take the easy way out. Do not take the easy way out, 
saying, ‘I’m going to change things from within.’” Having Debbie Haaland as Min-
ister of Interior does absolutely nothing in the end. Insofar as the rematriation of 
indigenous lands, and the honoring of over 500 treaties that have been broken by 
the US government, that is the US government on its own, let alone the empty acts 
of Reconciliation that occur up north in Canada. 
 So where has Reconciliation gone Canadians? And all the Muslim loving 
people that wear orange shirts on the day to commemorate and missing and mur-
dered indigenous and Aboriginal women, and so on and so forth. Beyond that, 
what are we doing? If these were our children, would we accept the fact that they’re 
ǀǋǡǷǘ৹ ǋΗǁƲΑƲȗǋǇ৹ ǗȍǽǶ৹ ǘȍƲΑǋΘƲȍǇȐह৹ Hȍ৹ ȗǞǋ৹ ȍǋǗȚȐƲǱ৹ ǽǗ৹ ǋΑǋǷ৹ ȗǞǋǡȍ৹ ǋΗǁƲΑƲȗǡǽǷ৹ ǗȍǽǶ৹
graveyards? That becomes the concern, that becomes the issue. 
 Stop holding on to your celebrity activist, let alone professional politi-
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kick everybody back on the boats from which they came, indigenous people are 
ǗƲȍ৹Ƕǽȍǋ৹ǇǡǘǷǡϮǋǇळ৹ƲǷǇ৹ȍǋȐȊǋǁȗǗȚǱ৹ȗǞƲǷ৹ȗǞƲȗल৹�Țȗ৹Ȑǽ৹ȗǞƲȗ৹Βǋ৹ǱǋƲȍǷǋǇ৹ȗǽ৹ǋƲȗ৹ǗȍǽǶ৹ȗǞǋ৹
same dish, with the same spoon, this becomes the element of sharing of reciprocity, 
of getting to know, an investment. That takes time. You’re not going to do that 
ΒǡȗǞǡǷ৹ȗǞǋ৹Ȑǽ৹ǁƲǱǱǋǇ৹ঋȚȍǀƲǷ৹ǶǋȗȍǽȊǽǱǡȐঌ৹ǀǋǁƲȚȐǋ৹XǋΝঌȐ৹ǇǽǷঌȗ৹ǋΗǡȐȗ৹ΒǡȗǞǡǷ৹ȗǞǋ৹ȚȍǀƲǷ৹
metropolis, despite the migration, or displacement of a lot of indigenous people 
because of poverty, and for all sorts of other reasons, into urbanization, if you will, 
into the metropolis. 
 It has to deal with moving out with fantasies with regards to cosmopoli-
tanism, with regards to the  skyscrapers, the geographies of land, how land itself is 
ǀǋǡǷǘ৹ǽȍǘƲǷǡΝǋǇळ৹ΒǞƲȗ৹ȗǞǋ৹ǽȍǘƲǷǡΝƲȗǡǽǷ৹ǽǗ৹ǱƲǷǇ৹ǇǽǋȐळ৹ǡǷȐǽǗƲȍ৹ƲȐ৹ǇǋϮǷǡǷǘ৹ΒǞƲȗ৹ǡȐ৹Ȋȍǡ-
ΑƲȗǋ৹ƲǷǇ৹ΒǞƲȗ৹ǡȐ৹ȊȚǀǱǡǁल৹CǽΒ৹Βǋ৹ǱǡΑǋ৹ǡǷ৹Ʋ৹ǇƲΘ৹ƲǷǇ৹Ʋǘǋ৹ǡǷ৹ΒǞǡǁǞ৹ȊȍǡΑƲǁΘ৹ǇǽǋȐǷঌȗ৹ǋΗǡȐȗ৹
ǀǋǁƲȚȐǋ৹Βǋȍǋ৹ǡǷ৹Ʋ৹ǁƲǶǋȍƲळ৹ȊǽȐȗॺ[ǷǽΒǇǋǷ৹Ʋǘǋ৹ȗǞƲȗ৹ǋΗǡȐȗȐ৹ǽǷ৹ǋΑǋȍΘ৹ȐǡǷǘǱǋ৹ǁǋǱǱ৹ȊǞǽǷǋळ৹
we’re mined, we are digitized, we are harvest, we are numbers on a machine, a for a 
machine. 
 So, the investment means that you’re ostensibly, to me, solidarity means 
ȗǞƲȗ৹ȗǞǽȐǋ৹ȗǞƲȗ৹ΘǽȚঌȍǋ৹ȐȗƲǷǇǡǷǘ৹ǡǷ৹ȐǽǱǡǇƲȍǡȗΘ৹ΒǡȗǞऴ৹ΘǽȚঌȍǋ৹ȊȍǋȊƲȍǋǇ৹ȗǽ৹Ǉǡǋ৹ǀǋǁƲȚȐǋ৹
their causes are yours. And you’re doing so in the name of not only their name, but 
your name as well. Because, I as a Muslim cannot accept that I come over here, that 
I get a job, I get an education, I have access to OSAP [Ontario Student Assistance 
Program], I have access to a good quality of life, medical care, otherwise, that an 
indigenous person would not have access to. Again, lack of clear water in every cup, 
ǽȍ৹ǁǽǶǶǡȗȗǡǷǘ৹ȐȚǡǁǡǇǋळ৹ǀǋǁƲȚȐǋ৹ȗǞƲȗ৹ǋΗǡȐȗȐ৹ȗǽǽ৹Ǘǽȍ৹ΘǽȚȗǞ৹ǽȍ৹ǡǷǇǡǘǋǷǽȚȐ৹ΘǽȚȗǞल৹
 That becomes the concern at this point. It is not a matter of rhetoric, it 
is a matter of investing. The land needs to be returned. Muslims can contribute 
alongside with indigenous people to develop, as indigenous peoples traditions have, 
Ʋ৹ǇǡϥǋȍǋǷȗ৹ǗǽȍǶ৹ǽǗ৹ǘǽΑǋȍǷƲǷǁǋळ৹ǞǽȍǡΝǽǷȗƲǱǡȐȗ৹ǘǽΑǋȍǷƲǷǁǋ৹ȗǞƲȗ৹ǡȐǷঌȗ৹ǡǷȗǋȍǋȐȗǋǇ৹ǡǷ৹ȍǋ-
cuperating the nation state or using the nation state as a tool for liberation. Not for 
them and certainly not for other people. 
 Of course, Afro-indigenous futurities are very much intertwined because 
transatlantic slaves, they didn’t have a choice in coming here. They are the only 
ǁǽǶǶȚǷǡȗΘ৹ǽȍ৹ǽǷǱΘ৹ǘȍǽȚȊ৹ȗǞƲȗ৹ǡȐ৹ǋΗǋǶȊȗळ৹ǡǷ৹ǶΘ৹ǞȚǶǀǱǋ৹ǽȊǡǷǡǽǷळ৹ǗȍǽǶ৹ǀǋǡǷǘ৹ȍǋ-
ferred to as Subjects, because they’re not. They were forcibly displaced, transplant-
ed in the bottom of slave ships with millions that are going to the bottom of the 
ǽǁǋƲǷल৹bǞƲȗ৹ ǋΗȗǋǷǇȐ৹ ƲȐ৹ȊƲȍȗ৹ǽǗ৹ ȗǞǋ৹ȊȍǽǁǋȐȐ৹ǽǗ৹ΒǞƲȗ৹�ǞȍǡȐȗǡǷƲ৹[ǞƲȍȊǋ৹ ȍǋǗǋȍȐ৹ ȗǽ৹ ƲȐ৹
উȗǞǋ৹sƲǯǋळঊ৹ ȗǞǋ৹ǽȍ৹ ǋΑǋǷ৹bǡϥƲǷΘ৹=ǋȗǞƲǀǽ৹<ǡǷǘ৹ ǁƲǱǱȐ৹ উȗǞǋ৹[ǞǽƲǱलঊ৹bǞƲȗ৹ ǋΗȗǋǷǇǋǇ৹
ȐǞǽƲǱ৹ȗǞƲȗ৹ǀȍǡǇǘǋȐ৹ǱƲǷǇ৹ƲǷǇ৹ȐǋƲळ৹ȗǞƲȗ৹ǋΗȗǋǷȐǡǽǷ৹ǽǗ৹ǽȊȊȍǋȐȐǡǽǷळ৹ǽǗ৹ȍǋȊȍǋȐȐǡǽǷळ৹ǀȚȗ৹ƲǱȐǽ৹
agency of resistance. So Muslims can either join...
 The irony of the problem is that we’re all on the same boat, the Titanic, 
we can see the icebergs headed right before us, and we’re headed for them anyways. 
�Θ৹ȗǞƲȗ৹/৹ǶǋƲǷ৹ǘǱǽǀƲǱ৹ΒƲȍǶǡǷǘळ৹ǽȍ৹ǁǱǡǶƲȗǋ৹ǁǞƲǷǘǋल৹=ǽǽǯळ৹ǡȗঌȐ৹Ƿǽȗ৹ǘǽǷǷƲ৹ǶƲȗȗǋȍ৹ȗǽ৹
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ΘǽȚঌȍǋ৹ƲǱǱǽΒǡǷǘ৹ǡȗ৹ȗǽ৹ǽǷॺǘǽळ৹ȗǽ৹ǁǽǷȗǡǷȚǋल৹�ǷǇ৹Ʋȗ৹ȗǞǋ৹ǋΗȊǋǷȐǋ৹ǽǗ৹ΒǞǽǶळ৹ǶǡǘǞȗ৹/৹ƲȐǯह৹
bǞǋȍǋ৹ǡȐ৹Ƿǽ৹ΒƲΘ৹ΒǞǋȍǋǀΘ৹/ǱǞƲǷ৹HǶƲȍ৹ΒǽȚǱǇ৹ǀǋ৹ϱƲǷǯǋǇ৹ǀΘ৹�ǷǘǋǱƲ৹�ƲΑǡȐ৹ƲǷǇ৹ǀǋǘǡǷȐ৹
her speech where she says, “this is a country founded on slavery, on genocide. But 
Ǳǽǽǯ৹Ʋȗ৹Ƕǋळ৹/৹ƲǶ৹ȗǞǋ৹ǋΗƲǶȊǱǋ৹ǽǗ৹ȗǞǋ৹�ǶǋȍǡǁƲǷ৹ǇȍǋƲǶलঊ৹
 So what can Iran get? They want the fantasy of the American Dream that 
ǇǽǋȐǷঌȗ৹ȍǋƲǱǱΘ৹ǋΗǡȐȗह৹bǞǋΘ৹ΒƲǷȗ৹ȗǞǋ৹ȐǋǁȚǱƲȍ৹ǇǋǶǽǁȍƲȗǡǁ৹ȐȗƲȗǋ৹ȗǞƲȗ৹ǇǽǋȐǷঌȗ৹ǋΗǡȐȗह৹bǞƲȗ৹
becomes the question.

TFSR: Well, thank you for that overview of the situations. You’ve touched 
on a lot of the ideas from the book that I want to  dig a little bit deeper in. 
Listening to that, though, I’m thinking about this line from June Jordan’s 
essay, Report from the Bahamas, where she says, “after we get rid of the 
ǶǽǷȐȗǋȍȐळ৹Βǋ৹ǶƲΘ৹ƲǱǱ৹ΒƲǷȗ৹ȗǽ৹ȍȚǷ৹ǡǷ৹ǇǡϥǋȍǋǷȗ৹ǇǡȍǋǁȗǡǽǷȐळঊ৹ΒǞǡǁǞ৹/৹ȗǞǡǷǯ৹ǡȐ৹
really the ultimate test for so called revolutionaries, because it’s really hard 
not to want to, or imagine that you have some answer or better way of doing 
it and impose that on other people. 
 Then there’s the coming down, what you spoke about, there’s a 
cathartic moment within the street protest, that involves direct action it 
could be violent or whatever, there’s something that happens there that 
seems like the seed of the revolution, but it doesn’t have the material kind 
of continuity that will lead to a new world. That’s a place that I feel like 
we’re stuck and rehashing in various places. 
 But I also think that you’re quite right, in thinking about whatever 
the Settler anarchists in the US aren’t facing here when they talk about 
other struggles elsewhere. I think about this a lot in terms of like Israel / 
Palestine, and the way that that gets talked about. There is ongoing indig-
enous resistance in Turtle Island. And yet, the way settler anarchists talk 
about Israel doesn’t face their own complicity within our situation here.

MA: Settlers, as you noted, Scott, the thing with Settlers and white Settlers in par-
ȗǡǁȚǱƲȍळ৹ȗǞǋ৹ǁǽǶȊǱǡǁǡȗǡǋȐ৹Ƿǽȗ৹ǽǷǱΘ৹ΒǡȗǞǡǷ৹ȗǞǋ৹ǁǽǷȗǋΗȗ৹ǽǗ৹[ǋȗȗǱǋȍ৹�ǽǱǽǷǡƲǱǡȐǶळ৹ƲǷȗǡॺǡǷ-
digenous, and anti-Black, because certainly there’s a lot to be said with regards to 
that. But the complicity is also an Imperialism. So there’s a double responsibility 
there. You know, I’m glad that you obviously brought up June Jordan, Fanon. The 
problem of the “hegemony of hegemony” or a new elite class… It’s very easy from a 
BƲȍΗǡȐȗॺ=ǋǷǡǷǡȐȗ৹ȊǋȍȐȊǋǁȗǡΑǋ৹ȗǽ৹ȗƲǯǋ৹ǽΑǋȍ৹ǡǷȐȗǡȗȚȗǡǽǷȐ৹ƲȐ৹ǽȊȊǽȐǋǇ৹ȗǽ৹ǁǽǷȐȗȍȚǁȗ৹ƲǱȗǋȍ-
natives, because then you have to think through, because the institution represents 
that alternative that you’re supposedly going to engage in some cleansing act with 
regards to. Although it’s going to be hierarchical, yada, yada, yada, and reproduce 
all the authoritarian tendencies within itself, and so on and so forth. 
 But this becomes the challenge, because, as you just noted, decolonization 
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is material, it has to deal with land, it is not a metaphor. It doesn’t have to deal with 
dealing with school curriculums, decolonizing the Academy, which is a colonial 
institution, decolonizing laws that are based on Protestant Ethic and so on and so 
forth. You can’t decolonize what has colonially been established insofar as a gover-
nance, insofar is a mode of predatory, parasitic… I don’t want to even say economic 
ǋΗǁǞƲǷǘǋळ৹ǀǋǁƲȚȐǋ৹ȗǞǋȍǋঌȐ৹Ʋ৹ǇǡϥǋȍǋǷǁǋ৹ΒǡȗǞǡǷ৹ǽȚȍ৹ǁȚǱȗȚȍǋȐ৹ƲǷǇ৹ȗȍƲǇǡȗǡǽǷȐ৹ǡǷȐǽǗƲȍ৹ƲȐ৹
ǶƲȍǯǋȗȐळ৹Ǘǽȍ৹ǋΗǁǞƲǷǘǋ৹ΑǋȍȐȚȐ৹�ƲȊǡȗƲǱǡȐǶ৹ƲǷǇ৹ΒǞƲȗ৹�ƲȊǡȗƲǱǡȐǶ৹ƲǁȗȚƲǱǱΘ৹ǡȐल৹bǞǋȍǋঌȐ৹
ǽǷǱΘ৹ǡǷȗǋǘȍƲȗǋǇ৹ΒǽȍǱǇΒǡǇǋ৹ǁƲȊǡȗƲǱǡȐǶल৹/ঌǶ৹ȐǽȍȍΘळ৹Ǳǡǯǋ৹�ǞǡǷƲळ৹XȚȐȐǡƲळ৹�ȚǀƲऴ৹ǷǽǀǽǇΘ৹
ǡȐ৹ ǋΗǋǶȊȗ৹ ǗȍǽǶ৹ ȗǞƲȗ৹�ƲȊǡȗƲǱǡȐȗ৹ǶƲȍǯǋȗळ৹ ǀǋ৹ ǡȗ৹ ȗǞȍǽȚǘǞ৹ ǇǋΑǋǱǽȊǶǋǷȗळ৹ ǀǋ৹ ȗǞȍǽȚǘǞ৹
tourists industry. Sure, some are more of a planned economy manifestation than 
others, but all societies are Capitalist. And that is the limitation of thinking within 
that Statist framework to enact that change. 
 What becomes necessary, wherein the choice is either one of two, you ei-
ther invest in the dominant order or completely divest from it. Divesting means you 
need to organize. You need to organize the alternatives, you get to know people, 
ΒǞǡǁǞ৹ǡȐ৹ΑǋȍΘ৹ǇǡϨǁȚǱȗ৹ΒǡȗǞǡǷ৹ǡȗȐǋǱǗ৹ǀǋǁƲȚȐǋ৹ǽǗ৹ǡǷȐǋǁȚȍǡȗǡǋȐळ৹ǀǋǁƲȚȐǋ৹ǽǗ৹ǗǋƲȍȐळ৹ǀǋǁƲȚȐǋ৹
of misconceptions that we’ve internalized, stereotypes, asymmetries of power that 
ǋΗǡȐȗ৹ƲǶǽǷǘȐȗ৹ȚȐल৹�ǷǇ৹ΒǞƲȗ৹ǞƲȊȊǋǷȐ৹ǡǗ৹Βǋ৹ǗƲǡǱह৹�ǷǇ৹ȗǞǋ৹ǇǡϨǁȚǱȗΘ৹ƲǷǇ৹ǁǞƲǱǱǋǷǘǋȐ৹
of actually creating common communities, solidarities in which people are not tied 
together by some kind of national identity or some religious or racial belonging, 
but rather the ethical and political commitments that inform, that should have 
ǡǇǋǷȗǡϮǋǇळ৹ȗǞƲȗ৹ȐǞǽȚǱǇ৹ǞƲΑǋ৹ǁǽǶǋ৹ΒǡȗǞ৹ȗǞǋ৹ǡǇǋǷȗǡȗǡǋȐ৹ȗǞǋΘ৹ǋǶǀȍƲǁǋल৹
 Queer. Somebody telling me that they’re queer means absolutely nothing 
to me, or an anarchist or Muslim. What are the ethical political commitments that 
ǇǋϮǷǋȐ৹ΘǽȚȍ৹ȌȚǋǋȍǷǋȐȐळ৹ΘǽȚȍ৹/ȐǱƲǶळ৹ΘǽȚȍ৹ƲǷƲȍǁǞǡȐǶल৹�ǋǁƲȚȐǋ৹ȗǞǋȍǋ৹Ʋȍǋ৹Ʋ৹Ǳǽȗ৹ǽǗ৹~ǡǽǷ-
ist queers, let alone anarchists, let alone Muslims, as a matter of fact. So what are the 
ethical political commitments? It’s not a matter of bending one’s self or one’s body 
ȗǽ৹ȗǞǋ৹ȐǯΘ৹ϮΑǋ৹ȗǡǶǋȐ৹Ʋ৹ǇƲΘ৹ƲȐ৹Ʋ৹BȚȐǱǡǶ৹ΒǞǋǷ৹ǽǷǋ৹ǡȐ৹ǀǋǡǷǘ৹Ʋ৹ȊƲȗȍǡƲȍǁǞƲǱ৹ǶǡȐǽǘΘǷǡȐȗ৹
to their family, to their wife, yet is okay with looking at a white woman in predom-
inantly non-Muslim society and being able to say, “Oh, hello” back, but when it 
comes to Muslim women, “I’m not going to say, “�ȦȦǈȇǈȌȰॉǈȇǈ͖ȅȰȌ“ because I 
need to supposedly lower my gaze. 
 So, this is the kind of hypocrisy, unfortunately, that is very much ongoing. 
bǞǡȐ৹ǞΘȊǽǁȍǡȐΘ৹ƲǱȐǽ৹ȐȗȍǋȗǁǞǋȐ৹ǡǷ৹ȗǞǋ৹ǁǽǷȗǋΗȗ৹ǽǗ৹ǶǡǘȍƲǷȗ৹[ǋȗȗǱǋȍȐ৹ǽǗ৹ǁǽǱǽȍळ৹ǽǗ৹ΒǞǡǁǞ৹Ʋ৹
lot are Muslims. Absolutely. Right. And they go out into the streets, and it’s “Free, 
Free Palestine!” What about us being Zionist or tantamount to being Zionist on 
the stolen lands? Because we reap the privileges, and sorry, there’s an incommen-
surability between, as far as I’m concerned, and this is what the book posits, Islam 
ǁǋȍȗƲǡǷǱΘ৹ƲǷǇ৹ȗǞǋ৹ΒǽȍǱǇ৹ȗǞƲȗ৹ǡȐ৹ǁǽǷȐȗȍȚǁȗǋǇ৹ΒǡȗǞǡǷ৹ȗǞǋ৹ǁǽǷȗǋΗȗ৹ǽǗ৹ȗǞǋ৹[ǋȗȗǱǋȍ৹ǁǽǱǽǷΘ৹
itself, in terms of values are cultures of whiteness, which we’ve all internalized. 
৹ [ǽळ৹ ȗǽ৹Ƕǋळ৹sǞǡȗǋǷǋȐȐ৹ ǋΑǋǷ৹ ǋΗȗǋǷǇȐ৹ ǀǋΘǽǷǇ৹ ȗǞǋ৹ ǁǽǱǽȍ৹ ǽǗ৹ ȐǯǡǷल৹bǞǋȍǋ৹ Ʋȍǋ৹
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from Egypt, some who have internalized Islamophobia, they want nothing to do 
ΒǡȗǞ৹/ȐǱƲǶल৹[ǽǶǋ৹ΒǡǱǱ৹ȍǋǶƲǡǷ৹ȗǞǋ৹BȚȐǱǡǶȐळ৹ǀȚȗ৹ȗǞǋΘঌȍǋ৹ǷǽΒ৹ǶǽΑǡǷǘ৹ȗǽ৹ȗǞǋ৹ǁǽǷȗǋΗȗ৹
of settler colonial US and Canada. I’ve seen it happen both ways whereby folks 
completely let go of the responsibilities, they embrace the “free lifestyle,” and they 
go out drinking, partying, and again, I could care less for that sort of a narrative. 
People deserve leisure, they can do whatever it is that they want. But it’s the abdica-
ȗǡǽǷ৹ǽǗ৹ȍǋȐȊǽǷȐǡǀǡǱǡȗΘळ৹ΒǞǋȗǞǋȍ৹ΘǽȚ৹ǀȚΘ৹ǡǷȗǽ৹ǱǋǡȐȚȍǋ৹ǽȍ৹Ƿǽȗळ৹ȗǞƲȗ৹/৹ϮǷǇ৹ȗǽ৹ǀǋ৹ǞǡǘǞǱΘ৹
problematic. Whether you’re a Palestinian or not, we are ultimately Settlers on sto-
len land. What becomes the responsibility insofar as the ‘getting to know’? 
 How many Muslims have been to Reserves? Have even spoken to an in-
digenous person or nation? This becomes the issue and this becomes the problem. 
The fact that we have not invested, the fact that we have internalized anti-Blackness 
within our SWANA communities and reproduce that anti-Blackness. The com-
ȊǱǋΗǡȗΘ৹ǽǗ৹ƲǷȗǡॺ�ǱƲǁǯǷǋȐȐळ৹ǡǗ৹Βǋ৹ȗƲǯǋ৹/ȐȍƲǋǱ৹ƲȐ৹ƲǷ৹ǋΗƲǶȊǱǋळ৹�ǱƲǁǯ৹BǡΝȍƲǞǡळ৹�ȐǞǯǋǷƲΝǡळ৹
sorry, Sephardic now oppressing Black Palestinians, let alone non-Black Palestin-
ians. It’s complicated. We live in a complicated world. This is where the investments 
in relations becomes very vital. 
৹ [ǽ৹ƲȐ৹ǶǡǘȍƲǷȗȐळ৹/৹ΒǽȚǱǇ৹ǋΗȗǽǱ৹BȚȐǱǡǶȐ৹ΒǞǽ৹Ʋȍǋ৹ǀȍǽȚǘǞȗ৹ǡǷȗǽ৹ȗǞǋ৹ǷƲȍȍƲȗǡΑǋȐ৹
of hyphenated American citizenship, of assimilation, of representation, profession-
al or not, within the hierarchies of the state, let alone within racial Capitalism, to sit 
down and to actually begin to think through the responsibilities. So that when they 
go out and they protest in the name of Palestine, perhaps they may realize what it 
is that they’re demanding. Because there is no free Palestine, not “from the river to 
the sea.” Sorry, the road to Jerusalem runs through the Grand River and vice versa. 
It’s as simple as that. 
৹ bǞǋȍǋঌȐ৹Ʋ৹Ǳǽȗ৹ǽǗ৹ǱǡȗǋȍƲȗȚȍǋ৹ȗǞƲȗঌȐ৹ƲǱȍǋƲǇΘ৹ǀǋǋǷ৹ΒȍǡȗȗǋǷऴ৹�ƲǷƲ৹HǱΒƲǷळ৹Bǡǯǋ৹
<ȍǋǀȐळ৹[ȗǋΑǋǷ৹[ƲǱƲǡȗƲळ৹ǽǷǋ৹ǁƲǷ৹ǘǽ৹ǽǷ৹ƲǷǇ৹ǽǷल৹HǗ৹ȗǞǋ৹ȍǋȐǡǇǋǷǁǋȐ৹ȗǞƲȗ৹ǋΗǡȐȗ৹Ƿǽȗ৹ǶƲȊȊǋǇ৹
out identically because no two things are, or two situations are, resonance between 
what is going on insofar as Palestine, insofar as indigenous dispossession here. 
The society relies on its pillars of anti-indigenous dispossession, genocide, land, 
cultures, traditions, languages, resurgence, and anti-Blackness. Yes, as you noted, 
ǡȗঌȐ৹ǡȍǽǷǡǁ৹ȗǞƲȗ৹ȗǞȍǋǋ৹ϮǗȗǞȐ৹ǽǗ৹ȗǞǋ৹ȗȍƲǷȐƲȗǱƲǷȗǡǁ৹ȐǱƲΑǋȐ৹Βǋȍǋ৹�ǱƲǁǯ৹BȚȐǱǡǶȐ৹ǗȍǽǶ৹ȗǞǋ৹
Iberian Peninsula and west coast of Africa. So, the fact that we’re engaged in this 
ǯǡǷǇ৹ǽǗ৹ƲǷȗǡॺ�ǱƲǁǯǷǋȐȐ৹ǡȐ৹ǽǀΑǡǽȚȐǱΘ৹ΑǋȍΘ৹ȐǡǁǯǋǷǡǷǘल৹HǷǋ৹ȐǋǋȐ৹ǡȗ৹ǋΑǋǷ৹ǡǷ৹ȗǞǋ৹ǁǽǷȗǋΗȗ৹ǽǗ৹
Egypt, and blackface, and so on, and so forth, but that’s part of Egyptians, or North 
�ǗȍǡǁƲǷȐळ৹ǋΑǋǷ৹ϮǘǞȗǡǷǘ৹Ǘǽȍ৹ȗǞǋ৹ȍǡǘǞȗ৹ȗǽ৹ǀǋ৹ȍǋǁǽǘǷǡΝǋǇ৹ƲȐ৹ΒǞǡȗǋ৹ΒǡȗǞǡǷ৹ȗǞǋ৹e[৹�ǽǷȐȗǡ-
tution, and within the census at the early turn of the 19th century. It was Egyptians, 
ƲǁȗȚƲǱǱΘळ৹ȗǞƲȗ৹ǱǋǇ৹ȗǞƲȗ৹ǀƲȗȗǱǋळ৹ǞƲΑǡǷǘ৹ǀǋǋǷ৹ȊǋȍȐǋǁȚȗǋǇ৹ǡǷ৹ȗǞǋ৹ǁǽǷȗǋΗȗ৹ǽǗ৹�ǘΘȊȗल৹
 So, this is a reproduction of oppression. If we’re going to break that cycle, 
we need to engage in that decolonial material, land-based, resurgent act where land 
is returned to its proper stewards. It’s not for the sake that indigenous people can 
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this digestible for our listeners. Both of my questions really connect to what 
you were just saying, but one of the major revolutionary liberatory projects 
of the book is grounded in a decolonial land-based liberatory project, that 
for you is really important to draw wisdom and solidarity from indigenous 
movements with diasporic people, like Muslims, Jews, and Black people 
who are descendants of people from the Atlantic slave trade. 
 I want to know a little bit more of that vision that you see, where 
ǡǷǇǡǘǋǷǋǡȗΘ৹ƲǷǇ৹ǇǡƲȐȊǽȍǡǁ৹ǡǇǋǷȗǡȗǡǋȐ৹ǁƲǷ৹ϮǷǇ৹ǁǽǷǷǋǁȗǡǽǷळ৹ƲǷǇ৹ȗǞǋǷ৹ΒǞƲȗ৹ȗǞǋ৹
role of the land is in relation to that? That might connect also to your ideas 
of hospitality, too.

MA: Thank you, thank you very much. That’s a brilliant question. 
 Indigeneity. I don’t read indigeneity as a racial concept, and it’s very dan-
gerous, in my opinion, to read it as such. I distinguish, of course, between indig-
enous peoples, indigenous nations, and indigeneity. Indigeneity, I relate to the 
concept of χȭȣǈǴ within Islam, the inclination to do and being born as good, the 
inclination to connect with community. When was the ‘I’ in ‘I’, when I was a wee 
one within in my mother’s womb. That was socialized as this individualist narcis-
sistic ‘I’, this materialist ‘I’. So our inclination is to connect with community, to 
connect with non human life, prior to us being dressed in pink or blue in a hospital. 
 So, compartmentalization of identities, slotting, acting in authoritarian 
ways insofar as, “Okay, I see Scott, I can categorize Scott, I can slot them, I under-
stand my power relationships with them, and I don’t need to invest any more in 
the ‘getting to know’ process and the act of hospitality.” As migrants, and this is 
why I tell the story of the original migration and persecution of Muslims… When 
BȚȐǱǡǶȐ৹ǶǽΑǋǇ৹ȗǽ৹�ǀΘȐǡǷǷǡƲळ৹ϮȍȐȗ৹ǡǷ৹BǋǇǡǷƲळ৹ȗǞǋǷ৹ǡǷ৹ǶǽǇǋȍǷ৹ǇƲΘ৹�ȗǞǡǽȊǡƲळ৹ȗǞǡȐ৹
is part of not only the getting to know, but building a revolutionary community. 
Why were Muslims not allowed to respond while they were being persecuted and 
the verses that permit them to engage in ȢǷȭǎȇ, not ȂǷǴǎǝ, but actuallyॉȢǷȭǎȇ, which 
is the literal word for a war or battle, if you will, why was it revealed after Muslims 
had been decimated? So that they may learn the greater importance of a lesson. Of 
ǁǽȚȍȐǋळ৹ƲȐ৹ȗǞǋ৹WȚȍସƸǷǡǁ৹ΑǋȍȐǋ৹ȐƲΘȐळ৹উǶǡǘȍƲȗǋळ৹ǽǗ৹ǁǽȚȍȐǋळ৹ǡǗ৹ΘǽȚঌȍǋ৹ǀǋǡǷǘ৹ȊǋȍȐǋǁȚȗǋǇळ৹
and go and establish relations with people on whose lands you are now moving to, 
ƲǷǇ৹ȍǋǱƲȗǡΑǋ৹ȗǽ৹ȗǞǋǶळ৹ƲǷǇ৹ϮǷǇ৹ΘǽȚȍ৹ǁǽǶǶǽǷ৹ǁǽǶǶǡȗǶǋǷȗȐ৹ȗǽǘǋȗǞǋȍ৹ƲǷǇ৹ǀȚǡǱǇ৹Ʋ৹
community together.” That is far more important. Then the right to self-defense. 
bǞƲȗঌȐ৹ǋƲȐΘल৹/ȗঌȐ৹ǋƲȐΘ৹ȗǽ৹Ȋǡǁǯ৹ȚȊ৹Ʋ৹ǘȚǷळ৹ǡȗঌȐ৹ǗƲȍ৹Ƕǽȍǋ৹ǇǡϨǁȚǱȗ৹ȗǽ৹ǱǋƲȍǷ৹ǞǽΒ৹ȗǽ৹ǘȍǽΒ৹
food with a community on land that is not yours, and to grow food more than your 
little or our little narcissistic home garden that we have in our backyards, if we even 
have backyards. 
৹ [ǽळ৹ȗǞǡȐ৹ǡǇǋƲ৹ǽǗ৹ǶǡǘȍƲȗǡǽǷलल৹/৹ȚǷǇǋȍȐȗƲǷǇ৹BȚȐǱǡǶȐ৹ƲǷǇ৹Ʋ৹Ǳǽȗ৹Ʋȍǋ৹ȐȚϥǋȍǡǷǘल৹
They come from everywhere from Afghanistan to Iraq, there are queer Muslims 
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white Arabs, there are all kinds of white people that are also people of color, that’s 
not the point. So thinking about the work that we have to do internally, and col-
lectively, the calling out mechanisms, because again, if we’re talking about building 
Ʋ৹ǁǽǶǶȚǷǡȗΘ৹ȗǞƲȗঌȐ৹ΑǋȍΘळ৹ΑǋȍΘ৹ȗǽȚǘǞ৹ƲǷǇ৹ǇǡϨǁȚǱȗळ৹Βǋঌȍǋ৹ǘǽǡǷǘ৹ȗǽ৹ǞƲΑǋ৹ȗǽ৹ǞƲΑǋ৹ΑǋȍΘ৹
ǇǡϨǁȚǱȗ৹ǁǽǷΑǋȍȐƲȗǡǽǷȐ৹ƲȐ৹ȗǽ৹ΒǞƲȗ৹ǀǡǷǇȐ৹ȚȐ৹ΒǞƲȗ৹ǶƲǯǋȐ৹ȚȐ৹ǇǡϥǋȍǋǷȗळ৹ƲǷǇ৹ǞǽΒ৹Ǉǽ৹Βǋ৹
ȐȚȊȊǽȍȗ৹ǽǷǋ৹ƲǷǽȗǞǋȍळ৹ƲǷǇ৹ΒǞƲȗ৹ǡȗ৹ǡȐ৹ȗǞƲȗ৹Βǋঌȍǋ৹ǀȚǡǱǇǡǷǘ৹ǡǷ৹ȗǞǋ৹ϮȍȐȗ৹ȊǱƲǁǋल

TFSR: Yeah. Pulling on some of this, and then getting into the one of the 
main arguments of your book... I want to pull on this idea of decolonization 
and decolonial education as a main force in this. Because you sort of start 
ȗǞǋ৹ǀǽǽǯ৹ǽȚȗ৹ǡǷ৹ȗǞǡȐ৹ǯǡǷǇ৹ǽǗ৹ǗƲǱȐǋ৹ǁǞǽǡǁǋ৹ǀǋȗΒǋǋǷ৹ȗǞǋ৹ȗΒǽ৹ǇǡϥǋȍǋǷȗ৹ǯǡǷǇȐ৹ǽǗ৹
Muslim identity, let’s say, that sort of created both by Islamophobia and a 
long history of Orientalism and colonialism, and the reaction to that within 
certain Muslim spaces. I think this speaks to what you were talking about, 
about how we end up recreating the hierarchies and institutions. 
 So, maybe you could talk a little bit about that dichotomy between 
the kind of liberal Muslim who’s looking for inclusion in the in the Euro 
nation state, and the reactionary fundamentalist infantilized by Islamopho-
bia?

MA: Well, you and I know, colonialism is violence. Before I come to recognize 
my name, the value of my name, my own traditions, my own cultures, my own 
language, I came to fetishize a skin that wasn’t my own. I learned to bleach my skin 
white, because I wanted to look white, I want to appear white, I want to take on 
the civilizational values insofar as the dress code, I’m talking surface and depth here, 
Ʋȗ৹ȗǞǋ৹ǱǋΑǋǱ৹ǽǗ৹ȗǞǋ৹ȐȚȊǋȍϮǁǡƲǱ৹ȐȚȍǗƲǁǋळ৹ȗǞǋ৹ǶƲȊȐ৹ǽǷ৹ǽȚȍ৹ǗƲǁǋȐळ৹ǋȗǁळ৹ǀȚȗ৹ƲǱȐǽ৹ȗǞǋ৹ǋΘǋȐ৹
insofar as the windows of the soul and the depth as far as our values. Because of that 
trauma, because of the hundreds of years of dispossession, literally so, that we have 
been very much ongoing through. I would argue, really, since 1492, not just in the 
ǁǽǷȗǋΗȗळ৹ƲǷǇ৹ǽǗ৹ǁǽȚȍȐǋ৹ΘǽȚ৹ǯǷǽΒ৹ȗǞǡȐळ৹Ƿǽȗ৹ǡǷ৹ȗǞǋ৹ǁǽǷȗǋΗȗ৹ǽǗ৹ǬȚȐȗ৹ȗǞǋ৹e[৹ƲǷǇ৹�ƲǷ-
ada, and so far as well. The invasion of the Americas in general, starting with the 
�ƲȍǡǀǀǋƲǷळ৹ƲǷǇ৹ȗǞǋ৹ȐǡǘǷǡϮǁƲǷǁǋ৹ǽǗ৹ȗǞƲȗ৹ǇƲȗǋ৹ƲǷǇ৹ΒǞΘ৹ǞǋǷǁǋळ৹Βǋ৹ǷǋǋǇ৹Ʋ৹৹ȊȍǽǬǋǁȗ৹
and not just a 1619 [one], but also because what was going on on the other side of 
the world insofar as Andalusia and the persecution by Ferdinand and Isabella of 
Muslims and Jews, their murder, their forced conversion, and so on, and so forth. 
 So, now, we’re talking hundreds of years. Not just since 1798, the Otto-
man Empire collapse. We begin to see and particularly for Muslims, I think it was 
with each successive Crusade, left particular imprints upon Muslims, that only led 
to their further, if you will, arrogance, hegemony. There’s a lot that can be said 
over the span of about 1,443 years of Muslim history. And I don’t mean to, again, 
engage in a reductionist evaluation of that history, because errors were made in my 
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humble opinion, very shortly after the Prophet, peace be upon him, had passed 
away. We could sit down and get to that in a moment. But if we were to only con-
sider for 1492 onwards, those imprints that happened during the crusades, and that 
ǋΗȊƲǷǇǋǇ৹ǽǷǱΘ৹ǗȚȍȗǞǋȍ৹ΒǡȗǞ৹Ǉǡȍǋǁȗ৹ǽǁǁȚȊƲȗǡǽǷ৹ǽǗ৹ȗǞǋ৹[s�C�৹ȍǋǘǡǽǷȐ৹ǋΗȊǱǡǁǡȗǱΘल
 Of course, there was resistance because again, people of color have agency. 
�Țȗ৹ǡȗ৹ǽǗȗǋǷ৹ǱǋǇ৹ƲǷǇ৹ǽǗȗǋǷ৹ǶƲǷǡǗǋȐȗǋǇ৹ǡǷ৹ȗΒǽ৹ǇǡϥǋȍǋǷȗ৹ǗǽȍǶȐळ৹ǋǡȗǞǋȍ৹ǗȚǷǇƲǶǋǷȗƲǱǡȐȗ৹
ǽȍ৹HȍǡǋǷȗƲǱǡȐȗल৹উ/৹ΒƲǷȗ৹ȗǽ৹ǀǋ৹Ǳǡǯǋ৹ȗǞǋ৹ǁǡΑǡǱǡΝǋǇ৹sǋȐȗǋȍǷ৹ǽȗǞǋȍलঊ৹sǋ৹ǞƲΑǋ৹ǶƲǷΘ৹ǋΗƲǶ-
ȊǱǋȐ৹ǽǗ৹ȗǞƲȗळ৹ǡǷǁǱȚǇǡǷǘ৹BȚȐǱǡǶȐळ৹ǶǡǘȍƲǷȗ৹BȚȐǱǡǶȐ৹ΒǡȗǞǡǷ৹ȗǞǋ৹ǁǽǷȗǋΗȗ৹ǽǗ৹[ǋȗȗǱǋȍ৹ǁǽ-
lonial societies in which we live. Or alternatively, because of the degree of repression, 
ȐȚȊȊȍǋȐȐǡǽǷळ৹ǽȊȊȍǋȐȐǡǽǷ৹ȗǞƲȗ৹Βǋ৹ǋΗȊǋȍǡǋǷǁǋǇळ৹ǀǋǁƲȚȐǋ৹ǽǗ৹ȗǞǋ৹ǱƲǁǯ৹ǽǗ৹ǋǇȚǁƲȗǡǽǷळ৹উ/ঌǶ৹
going to subsequently engage in wanton, impotent violence that manifests itself as 
total, as all occupying, and radiates in all directions against even my own kin.” We 
ǁǋȍȗƲǡǷǱΘ৹Ȑǋǋ৹ǡȗ৹ǡǷ৹ȗǞǋ৹ǁǽǷȗǋΗȗ৹ǽǗ৹/ȍƲȌळ৹Βǋ৹ǁǋȍȗƲǡǷǱΘ৹Ȑǋǋ৹ǡȗ৹ǡǷ৹ȗǞǋ৹ǁǽǷȗǋΗȗ৹ǽǗ৹[ΘȍǡƲल৹sǞǽ৹
would have imagined? I certainly did. And you’re going to get a 3.0 and a 4.0, that 
ISIS would even condemn al Qaeda as being too soft. And the reason is, well, let me 
rephrase the whole reason thing, because obviously, there is no reason and I’m not 
ǁǽǷǇǽǷǡǷǘ৹/[/[৹ǀǋǁǽǶǡǷǘ৹/[/[ळ৹ǀȚȗ৹/৹Ǉǽ৹ƲȐǯ৹ǶΘ৹ǱǡǀǋȍƲǱ৹BȚȐǱǡǶȐळ৹ȗǞǡȐऴ৹/Ǘ৹ΘǽȚ৹Βǋȍǋ৹
an Iraqi who’s family had been murdered, your wife and your children have been 
killed, perhaps raped, your land has been dispossessed, you’re living in poverty, you 
have no education... Would you have joined ISIS? Maybe, maybe not. 
 There were some things that ISIS spoke to insofar as the collapse of the co-
lonial borders between Iraq and Syria. We have to ask ourselves, why did 100,000’s, 
of course, again, supported by a lot of regional and geopolitical forces, migrate to 
this place, what attracted them. The problem with ISIS was the underpinnings of 
the dream of this ȰȌȌǈǴ, that they wanted to establish the ethical and political 
commitments within itself. And again, in order to understand that you have to 
have the knowledge, you have to engage in education. If you don’t, your actions are 
ǽǷǱΘ৹ǘǽǡǷǘ৹ȗǽ৹ǗƲǱǱ৹ΒǡȗǞǡǷ৹ȗǞǽȐǋ৹ȗΒǽ৹ǁƲǶȊȐऴ৹ǗȚǷǇƲǶǋǷȗƲǱǡȐȗ৹ǽȍ৹ǁǽǷȐǋȍΑƲȗǡΑǋल৹bǞǋȍǋ৹
Ʋȍǋ৹Ʋ৹Ǳǽȗ৹ǽǗ৹ȗǞǽȐǋ৹ȗǞƲȗ৹ǋΗǡȐȗळ৹ǽǀΑǡǽȚȐǱΘळ৹ǋΑǋǷ৹ǡǷ৹ȗǞǋ৹ǁǽǷȗǋΗȗ৹ǽǗ৹ȗǞǋ৹e[ळ৹�ƲǷƲǇƲळ৹Ʋ৹Ǳǽȗ৹
of conservative Muslims that sit down, debase the US, every single day. “This is an 
ǡǷϮǇǋǱ৹ȐǽǁǡǋȗΘळ৹ȗǞǡȐ৹ǡȐ৹Ʋॉȅǈχȣ society, this is the this and that.” So my question to 
them, “Why don’t you leave? And what is your complicity within this so-called 
ǡǷϮǇǋǱ৹ȐǽǁǡǋȗΘ৹ǡǷȐǽǗƲȍ৹ƲȐळ৹ƲǘƲǡǷळ৹ΒǞǽȐǋ৹ǀƲǁǯȐ৹ǡȗ৹ǡȐ৹ǀȚǡǱȗ৹ȚȊǽǷहঊ৹
 So there’s a lot of, again, orientalist Muslims or liberal Muslims, let me 
ȐƲΘ৹ ȗǞǡȐ৹ ƲǱȐǽ৹ ǋǷǘƲǘǋ৹ ǡǷ৹ ȗǞǋ৹ ȐƲǶǋ৹ȊȍǽǁǋȐȐǋȐल৹�ǋǁƲȚȐǋ৹ΒǡȗǞǡǷ৹ ȗǞǋ৹ ǁǽǷȗǋΗȗ৹ǽǗ৹ [ǋȗȗǱǋȍ৹
ǁǽǱǽǷǡƲǱǡȐǶळ৹ ȗǞǡȐ৹ ǡȐ৹ ȗǞǋ৹ ǡǷȗǋȍǋȐȗǡǷǘ৹ȊƲȍȗऴ৹[ǋȗȗǱǋȍ৹ǁǽǱǽǷǡƲǱǡȐǶ৹ǇǽǋȐ৹Ʋ৹ Ǳǽȗ৹ǽǗ৹ƲȗȍǽǁǡȗΘळ৹
but it does allow an avenue for the re-envisioning or the re-imagination of one’s 
ǽΒǷ৹ȐǋǷȐǋ৹ǽǗ৹ǡǇǋǷȗǡȗΘल৹�ǋǁƲȚȐǋ৹ǽǗ৹ȗǞǋ৹ǇȍǋƲǶΘ৹ǞǽȍǡΝǽǷ৹ȗǞƲȗ৹ǡȗ৹ǽϥǋȍȐऴ৹উyǽȚঌȍǋ৹ǷǽΒ৹ǡǷ৹
a society in which so-called Freedom reigns.” You can say. You can think. You can 
do whatever it is that you supposedly want, limited by choices, as we all are. That 
becomes the issue. But it also becomes an opportunity to seize. 
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ǋΗǡȐȗǋǇळ৹ǋȗǞǡǁƲǱǱΘळ৹ȊǽǱǡȗǡǁƲǱǱΘळ৹ȐȗƲȚǷǁǞ৹ΒǡȗǞ৹ȍǋǘƲȍǇȐ৹ȗǽ৹ȐǽǁǡƲǱ৹ǬȚȐȗǡǁǋ৹ȗǞƲȗ৹ƲȊȊǋƲȍǋǇ৹ǡǷ৹
particular historical period, and all the Jewish background, and we could sit down 
and talk about sort of the secularization of that, and so on, and so forth. But none-
theless, that embodied certain commitments, that nobody’s perfect. And then even 
in that case, one is aspiring to be like Emma, like Bakunin, like Kropotkin, like 
whatever. 
 There is no ideal stage at which one arrives. One is constantly in the process 
ǽǗ৹ǶǋȗƲǶǽȍȊǞǽȐǡȐळ৹ǋȐȊǋǁǡƲǱǱΘ৹ǡǗ৹Βǋ৹ǁƲǷ৹Ȑǋǋ৹ȗǞƲȗ৹/৹ǞƲΑǋ৹ȗǽ৹ϮǘǞȗ৹ƲǱǱ৹ǶΘ৹ǡǷǷǋȍ৹ǗƲȐǁǡȐǶȐल৹
Period. Somebody who’s white has to deal with the same with regard to their white 
privilege, or whatever else privileges that they have going on. So that becomes, as I 
noted, the idea, if you will, insofar as the ethics of disagreements. Disagreements… 
Ʋ৹ǷȚǶǀǋȍ৹ȗǞǋǶळ৹/৹ǀǋǱǡǋΑǋळ৹ǗǽȚȍ৹ǽȍ৹ϮΑǋळ৹ǡǷ৹ƲǷ৹ǋȐȐƲΘ৹ȗǞƲȗ৹/৹Βȍǽȗǋ৹ȗǞƲȗ৹ǘǽȗ৹ȊȚǀǱǡȐǞǋǇ৹ǡǷ৹
the Journal of Political Theology, they happen because of ego, they happen because 
of ideology, they happen because of ignorance and other reasons. 
৹ /ǇǋǽǱǽǘǡǋȐ৹ǇǽǷঌȗ৹ǋΗǡȐȗल৹Cǽ৹ȗȍƲǇǡȗǡǽǷळ৹ƲȐ৹ǶȚǁǞ৹ƲȐ৹ǋΑǋǷ৹Ʋ৹ȍǋǱǡǘǡǽǷल৹�ǘƲǡǷळ৹/ঌǶ৹
ΑǋȍΘ৹ ǁƲȍǋǗȚǱ৹ǀǋǁƲȚȐǋ৹Βǋ৹ǇǡǇǷঌȗ৹ ǘǋȗ৹ ǡǷȗǽ৹ ȗǞǋ৹ǇǡȐǁȚȐȐǡǽǷ৹ǽǗ৹ ȗǞǋ৹ǇǡϥǋȍǋǷǁǋ৹ǀǋȗΒǋǋǷ৹
ȍǋǱǡǘǡǽǷळ৹ ǗƲǡȗǞळ৹ƲǷǇ৹ȐȊǡȍǡȗȚƲǱǡȗΘल৹bǞǋȐǋ৹Ʋȍǋ৹ǇǡϥǋȍǋǷȗ৹ǁǽǷǁǋȊȗȐल৹bǞǋΘঌȍǋ৹ ǡǷȗǋȍȍǋǱƲȗǋǇ৹
ΒǡȗǞǡǷ৹ȗǞǋ৹WȚȍସƸǷळ৹ǀȚȗ৹ȗǞǋΘঌȍǋ৹Ƿǽȗ৹ǽǷǋ৹ǽǗ৹ȗǞǋ৹ȐƲǶǋ৹ȗǞǡǷǘ৹ƲǷǇ৹ǡǷȐȗǡȗȚȗǡǽǷƲǱǡΝǋǇ৹Αǋȍ-
ȐȚȐ৹ǷǽǷॺǡǷȐȗǡȗȚȗǡǽǷƲǱǡΝǋǇ৹ȍǋǱǡǘǡǽǷळ৹ȊƲȍȗǡǁȚǱƲȍǱΘ৹ǡǷ৹ȗǞǋ৹ǁǽǷȗǋΗȗ৹ǽǗ৹:ȚǇƲǡȐǶ৹ƲǷǇ৹/ȐǱƲǶल৹
Because we don’t have a central authority, we don’t have a priesthood and certainly 
don’t have a Church, you know. So, what that ostensibly then also means, in terms 
ǽǗ৹ȗǞǋ৹ȍƲǶǡϮǁƲȗǡǽǷȐ৹ƲǷǇ৹ȗǞǋ৹ȍǋȊǋȍǁȚȐȐǡǽǷȐ৹ǽǗ৹ȗǞƲȗह৹/ȗ৹ǡȐ৹ȍǋϱǋǁȗǡǷǘ৹ȗǞȍǽȚǘǞ৹ƲǱǱ৹ȗǞǋȐǋ৹
processes of Muslims may claim that Islam responds to everything, but Islam is an 
ǋǷǘƲǘǋǶǋǷȗ৹ΒǡȗǞ৹ȗǞǋ৹ΒǽȍǱǇ৹ƲǷǇ৹ǷǽǷॺǞȚǶƲǷ৹ǱǡǗǋ৹ǡȐ৹ƲǷ৹ǋΗȗǋǷȐǡǽǷ৹ǽǗ৹ǁȍǋƲȗǡǽǷ৹ƲǷǇ৹ǡȗ৹
interacts back. 
 This is a not a non-thinking religion, and you have to apply it and it de-
pends on space, time and hence ethics. Not just moralities. Here, I mean by you 
know, Thou shalt not kill or the 10 Commandments. Of course, these are general 
beautiful commandments, but God forbid if somebody threatens you or I in this 
particular instance, or moment in which we are collectively together, we reserve the 
ȍǡǘǞȗ৹ ȗǽ৹ ȐǋǱǗॺǇǋǗǋǷȐǋल৹sǞƲȗ৹ ȗǞƲȗ৹ǶƲǷǡǗǋȐȗȐ৹ƲȐऴ৹Βǋ৹ǁƲǷ৹ȍǋȐȗȍƲǡǷ৹ ȗǞǡȐ৹ȊǋȍȐǽǷळ৹Βǋ৹ȚȐǋ৹
Ʋ৹ǯǷǡǗǋळ৹Βǋ৹ȚȐǋ৹ΒǞƲȗǋΑǋȍ৹ǶǋƲǷȐ৹ȗǞƲȗ৹Ʋȍǋ৹ǷǋǁǋȐȐƲȍΘल৹bǞƲȗঌȐ৹Ʋ৹ΒǞǽǱǋ৹ǇǡϥǋȍǋǷȗ৹ǽȗǞǋȍ৹
ȌȚǋȐȗǡǽǷल৹�Țȗ৹ǡȗ৹ǀǋǁǽǶǋȐ৹Ʋ৹ȌȚǋȐȗǡǽǷ৹ǽǗ৹ǁǽǷȗǋΗȗळ৹ǽǗ৹ǋȗǞǡǁȐळ৹ƲǷǇ৹Ƿǽȗ৹ǶǽȍƲǱǡȗΘल৹
 Moralities are nice. They’re general commandments that we should abide 
by. But we have to leave room for ethics, and hence the ethics of disagreements 
and hospitality, that way, and we lack them. We lack that kind of investment and 
beyond the liberal multicultural interfaith initiatives, and all that, that really just 
ȍǋǡǷǗǽȍǁǋ৹ȗǞǋ৹ǘȍǋƲȗǋȍ৹ǶƲǁȍǽॺǗƲȐǁǡȐǶ৹ƲǷǇ৹ȗǽȗƲǱǡȗƲȍǡƲǷ৹ǽȍǇǋȍȐ৹ȗǞƲȗ৹ƲǱȍǋƲǇΘ৹ǋΗǡȐȗल

TFSR: There’s so much I want to talk to you about, but there’s two ques-
ȗǡǽǷȐ৹/৹ǇǋϮǷǡȗǋǱΘ৹ΒƲǷȗ৹ȗǽ৹ǘǋȗ৹ȗǽळ৹ƲǷǇ৹ǶƲΘǀǋ৹ȗǞǡȐ৹ΒǡǱǱ৹ǀǋ৹ȗǞǋ৹ǱƲȐȗळ৹ǬȚȐȗ৹ȗǽ৹ǶƲǯǋ৹
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ment organizing to actually get to know one another. How many times have we 
went to protests, say Iraq war, or Afghanistan war, even with regard to what’s going 
on in Iran or otherwise? I can guarantee you and I said this before, the anarchists 
that went out during the anti-war - Iraq & Afghanistan protests... how many of 
ȗǞǋǶ৹ΒǋǷȗ৹ȗǽ৹Ʋ৹ǶǽȐȌȚǋह৹,ǽΒ৹ǶƲǷΘ৹ǽǗ৹ȗǞǋǶ৹ȊǡǁǯǋǇ৹ȚȊ৹ȗǞǋ৹WȚȍସƸǷह৹,ǽΒ৹ǶƲǷΘ৹
of them have spent time with Muslims? How many of them have cooked meals or 
broke bread with Muslims? How are you supposed to claim that you’re engaged in 
solidarity? Again, I appreciate the gesture of going out on the streets and being al-
lies that way, but there is no investment in relation. Investing relation means I have 
to create the space, the time, the opportunity for the process of getting to know, let 
ƲǱǽǷǋ৹ȗǽ৹ǞƲΑǋ৹ƲǷ৹ǋȗǞǡǁȐ৹ǽǗ৹ǇǡȐƲǘȍǋǋǶǋǷȗȐ৹ǀΘ৹ΒǞǡǁǞ৹ǁǽǷϱǡǁȗ৹ȍǋȐǽǱȚȗǡǽǷ৹ǁƲǷ৹ǀǋǘǡǷ৹ȗǽ৹
manifest and to take place. No two people were aligned 100% insofar is their ethical 
political commitments. 
 Say I meet another anarchist or say they meet me. I’m an anti-capitalist, 
I’m anti-racist, and anti-authoritarian, but you know what? With regards to the 
ȌȚǋǋȍ৹ȐȗȚϥह৹উ/৹ǁƲǷঌȗललल৹/ঌǶ৹Ƿǽȗ৹ǽǷ৹ǀǽƲȍǇ৹ΒǡȗǞ৹ȗǞƲȗल৹/ঌǶ৹Ƿǽȗ৹ǽǷ৹ǀǽƲȍǇ৹ΒǡȗǞ৹ȗǞǋ৹ȗȍƲǷȐ৹
ȐȗȚϥलঊ৹XǡǘǞȗह৹bǞǋ৹ǽȗǞǋȍ৹ȊƲȍȗΘ৹ǞƲȐ৹ȗǽ৹ǇǋǁǡǇǋ৹Ʋȗ৹ȗǞǡȐ৹ȊǽǡǷȗऴ৹Ǉǽ৹Βǋ৹ǞƲΑǋ৹ǋǷǽȚǘǞ৹ǀǽǷǇȐ৹
ǽǗ৹ƲϨǷǡȗΘ৹ƲǷǇ৹ƲǶ৹/৹ΒǡǱǱǡǷǘ৹ȗǽ৹ǀǋ৹ȊƲȗǡǋǷȗ৹ΒǡȗǞ৹BǽǞƲǶǋǇ৹ȐȚǁǞ৹ȗǞƲȗ৹ȗǞǋΘ৹ȚǷǇǋȍȐȗƲǷǇ৹
ȗǞǋ৹ȍǋǱǋΑƲǷǁǋ৹ƲǷǇ৹ǡǶȊǽȍȗƲǷǁǋ৹ǽǗ৹ǘǋǷǇǋȍ৹ƲǷǇ৹ȐǋΗȚƲǱǡȗΘ৹ƲǷǇ৹ǡǷȗǡǶƲǁΘळ৹ƲǷǇ৹Ȑǽ৹ǽǷ৹ƲǷǇ৹
so forth? And how much patience and time should I give Mohamed, because as 
�ǋȍȍǡǇƲ৹ȊǽȐǡȗȐऴ৹Βǋ৹ ǁƲǷঌȗ৹ ǬȚȐȗ৹ ǞƲΑǋ৹ǽȚȍ৹ǇǽǽȍȐ৹ ǽȊǋǷ৹ ȗǽ৹ ǋΑǋȍΘǀǽǇΘळ৹ ǽǷǋ৹ΒǽȚǱǇ৹Ƿǽȗ৹
invite the rapist or the misogynist, etc. 
 But if none of us are pure, we have to allow room for that morphing, and 
that metamorphosis of the self, indeed our becoming. That becomes the capacity. 
There is no ideal Muslim. The ideal Muslim is Mohammed, Mohammed died, he 
left us the practice, and has left us the oral tradition. But we’re also always striving 
to be ideal Muslims, but we’re never going to reach it. There is no ideal anarchist. 
Even if you consider, as I was told by a classical anarchist in a conference, this is true, 
many years ago, Emma Goldman and Bakunin and Kropotkin... I can tell you the 
ǁǽǷȗǋΗȗल৹HǷǋ৹ǽǗ৹ȗǞǋ৹ϮȍȐȗ৹ȗǡǶǋȐ৹ȗǞƲȗ৹/৹ΒƲȐ৹ȊȍǋȐǋǷȗǡǷǘ৹ǽǷ৹/ȐǱƲǶ৹ƲǷǇ৹ƲǷƲȍǁǞǡȐǶळ৹ȗǞǡȐ৹ǡȐ৹
an anarchist that came into the conference dressed in a suit, tie, everything, white 
ǽǗ৹ǁǽȚȍȐǋल৹,ǋ৹ȐƲΘȐळ৹উsǋǱǱळ৹ǱƲȐȗ৹Βǋǋǯ৹Βǋ৹ǶƲǇǋ৹Ʋ৹ΒǞǽǱǋ৹ǀȚǷǁǞ৹ǽǗ৹ǋϨǘǡǋȐ৹ǽǗ৹BǽȐǋȐ৹ǽǗ৹
Jesus and Muhammad and we burned them. What is your opinion with regard to 
that?” This is over 12 years ago and I said, “Well, I neither know what Moses or 
Jesus or Muhammad look like besides the blond, blue eyed Jesus, but I don’t mind 
that Jesus, but sure. I don’t know what Muhammad looks like. If that gives you 
some sort of cathartic satisfaction. Okay, but I obviously would not do that with 
our elders. I wouldn’t do that with Emma or Bakunin, right?” He’s like, “Yeah, 
because these are our gods.” So, so much for ‘no gods, no masters.’ 
 So, that mentality, even if we are to assume that Emma, Bakunin, Kro-
potkin, and again, they were incredible subjects, subjectivities, personalities that 
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৹ bǞǋ৹Ǉǋǘȍǋǋ৹ǽǗळ৹ǡǗ৹ΘǽȚ৹ΒǡǱǱळ৹ǁǽǱǽǷǡΝƲȗǡǽǷ৹ǋΑǋǷ৹ǋΗȗǋǷǇȐ৹ȗǽ৹ΒǞǋǷ৹/৹ǘǋȗ৹ƲȐǯǋǇळ৹
“Why did you write this book?” You had mentioned the Orwellian theft of lan-
guage, I’m talking language as it relates to land, as it relates to identity, as it relates 
to power, and so on and so forth. The degree of colonization is such, if you stop a 
Muslim on the street and you ask them, “What does Islam mean?” In most likely of 
cases, 99%, the Muslim world respond back and say, “Oh, it means ‘submission.’” 
Islam does not mean submission. Islam comes from the root ȦǈȇǷȌǈ, which means 
you willfully deliver, to deliver based hence upon intellect, upon choice, and to do 
so willfully. Right? Not blindly, in a submissive docile state as the word submission 
would suggest. The word for submission actually in Arabic is ȅǴȰǝǴȰ. 
৹ bǞǡȐ৹ ǡȐ৹ ȗǞǋ৹ǋΗȗǋǷȗ৹ ȗǽ৹ΒǞǡǁǞ৹BȚȐǱǡǶȐ৹ƲǁȗȚƲǱǱΘ৹ǯǷǽΒ৹ȗǞǋǡȍ৹ǽΒǷ৹ ǱƲǷǘȚƲǘǋळ৹
ǋΑǋǷ৹�ȍƲǀǡǁ৹ȐȊǋƲǯǋȍȐल৹HǷǋ৹ǁƲǷ৹ǋΑǋǷ৹ǇȍƲΒ৹ǽǷ৹ȗǞǋ৹ǁǽǷǁǋȊȗळ৹ǽȍ৹ȗǞǋ৹ǷǽǷॺǋΗǡȐȗǋǷǁǋ৹ǽǗ৹
ȗǞǋ৹ǁǽǷǁǋȊȗ৹ǽǗ৹ȗǞǋ৹[ȗƲȗǋळ৹ΑǡȐƲ৹Αǡǋ৹Ʋ৹ǁǽǷǁǋȊȗ৹ȗǞƲȗ৹BȚȐǱǡǶȐ৹ȗǽǽǯ৹ǗȍǽǶ৹ȗǞǋ৹WȚȍସƸǷश৹
�ǈ͐ȇǈ, which doesn’t mean state and because didn’t have a word for state, they 
started to use it as the term for a State... and so on and so forth. If you ask an Arab 
speaker, “anarchy.” Anarchism in Arabic is translated as ǈȇǭǈ͐ǝǈ͐Ƿǈ and most like-
ly you were received that response as in to suggest chaos disorder and so on. Where-
as the actual word for anarchism where the actual translation, if you will, and hence 
we’re talking about the politics of translation/mistranslation... Saba Mahmood, Jo-
seph Massad, Sherene Razack and many others. The actual word is ȇǈॉȦȰȇȭǈ͐Ƿ͖ǈॉ
without authority. 
 So, the crisis of language, the crisis of the absence of proper education, 
ȗǞǋ৹ǁǽǶȊǱǋΗǡȗΘ৹ǽǗ৹ȗǞǋ৹WȚȍସƸǷळ৹ƲǷǇ৹ǽȚȍ৹ȍǋǱǡǘǡǽȚȐ৹ȗȍƲǇǡȗǡǽǷȐ৹ȗǞƲȗ৹ǇǋǶƲǷǇ৹Ʋ৹ǁǋȍȗƲǡǷ৹
impetus and elevation of knowledge, insofar as our own language, which we have 
been stripped away from, because we’re forced or compelled to learn English prior 
to learning Arabic… And many, many other reasons lead to these ostensible man-
ǡǗǋȐȗƲȗǡǽǷȐ৹ǽǗ৹ ǋǡȗǞǋȍ৹ ǗȚǷǇƲǶǋǷȗƲǱǡȐȗ৹ǽȍ৹HȍǡǋǷȗƲǱǡȐȗऴ৹ উ/৹ǞƲΑǋ৹ ȗǽ৹ǀǋ৹ Ʋ৹ ǘǽǽǇ৹BȚȐǱǡǶ৹
citizen subject because law abiding that capitulates to the nation state, even if it is a 
genocidal state, even if it is a slaving state in which I am a part of that enslavement 
within itself, that I shall pledge my allegiance to the almighty US to defend its bor-
ǇǋȍȐळ৹ȗǽ৹ϮǘǞȗ৹ǡǗ৹ǷǋǋǇ৹ǀǋ৹ǀΘ৹ƲȍǶȐल৹�Ȑ৹ǡȐ৹ȊƲȍȗ৹ǽǗ৹ȗǞǋ৹UǱǋǇǘǋ৹ǽǗ৹�ǱǱǋǘǡƲǷǁǋ৹ȗǞƲȗ৹ȗǞǡȐ৹ȊƲǡǇ৹
homage to, whereby liberalism is now crowned gods.” What does that do insofar 
as the concept ofॉ ȭǈ͐Ƿǝ, within itself? Which is the concept that I, as a Muslim, 
should not worship anything or deify anything but God the Creator, not a nation, 
not the people, not the state, nothing.
 So, that becomes the question. Do Muslims actually understand who 
they are, and where they’re headed? The crisis with the Muslims is even worse and 
I don’t mean to romanticize indigenous people, but the indigenous people have 
been sent to everything from... not only have their land stolen and continued to 
ǋΗȊǋȍǡǋǷǁǋ৹ǽǷǘǽǡǷǘ৹ǘǋǷǽǁǡǇǋळ৹ȗǞǋ৹ƲǀȐǋǷǁǋ৹ǽǗ৹ǁǱǋƲȍ৹ΒƲȗǋȍळ৹Βǋ৹ǁƲǷ৹ǋΑǋǷ৹ȐƲΘ৹ȗǞƲȗ৹ΒǡȗǞ৹
regards to Flint, Michigan, Black populations and so on and so forth, residential 
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schools, as I mentioned, the stripping away of their mother tongues, because they 
understood the power of their cultures, their traditions, their spirituality, and so on 
and so forth, and engaged in a kind of ǷȂȭǷǴǎǝ of their own making. Muslims, what 
do we lack? We have our man we have our territories, we’re over a billion people. 
sǞƲȗ৹Ǉǽ৹Βǋ৹ǱƲǁǯह৹sǋ৹ǞƲΑǋ৹ǽȚȍ৹ȍǋȐǽȚȍǁǋȐल৹bǞǋ৹WȚȍସƸǷ৹ǁǽǶǋȐ৹ƲǀǽȚȗ৹ƲǷǇ৹ǞƲȐ৹ǋǷȗǡȍǋ৹
chapters named after the Chapter of the Sun, the Chapter of the Moon, the Chap-
ter of the Bees, the chapter named after non-human life, other-than-human species. 
What should this indicate? Insofar as Muslim commitments to ecology, insofar as 
global climate change, and so on and so forth. That becomes the dilemma. 
 Unless Muslims strive and get to understand who they are, once again, 
and feel a great deal of pride and dignity, because if colonialism thieves anything, it 
is our ability to imagine ourselves anew. And yes, we need to re-dream dangerously 
again. But we’ve been stripped of that pride and dignity with regard to our own 
ȗȍƲǇǡȗǡǽǷȐललल৹Cǽष৹/৹ǞƲΑǋ৹ȗǽ৹ǁǽǷȐȗƲǷȗǱΘळ৹ǋΑǋǷ৹ΒǡȗǞ৹BȚȐǱǡǶȐ৹ΒǞǽ৹Ʋȍǋ৹BƲȍΗǡȐȗॺ=ǋǷǡǷǡȐȗळ৹
ΒǞǽ৹ǁǽǷȐȗƲǷȗǱΘ৹ǞƲΑǋ৹ ȗǽ৹ǇǋǗǋȍ৹ ȗǽ৹BƲȍΗǡȐǶळ৹ƲǷǇ৹/৹ΒǡǱǱ৹ ǡǷǁǱȚǇǋ৹ǋΑǋǷ৹BȚȐǱǡǶ৹ƲǷƲȍ-
chists, who constantly feel the need to defer to classical anarchism, in particular, 
without looking through their own traditions, that arguably are inherently anar-
chistic. I love anarchism, including, of course, the classical anarchists. But it didn’t 
start there. There are non-western or non-Euro-American anarchisms that anteced-
es and precedes classical European anarchism. 
 So the horizon of imagination, the theft of that, that colonialism engages 
in is also a contributing factor insofar as the blindedness, the ǮǴȰȦǴǈ͐ǈ, whereby I 
ǋǡȗǞǋȍ৹ǀǋǁǽǶǋ৹Ʋ৹ȍǋƲǁȗǡǽǷƲȍΘ৹ǁǽǷȐǋȍΑƲȗǡΑǋ৹ǀǋǁƲȚȐǋ৹ǽǗ৹ȗǞǋ৹Ǉǋǘȍǋǋ৹ǽǗ৹ȊȐΘǁǞǽॺǋϥǋǁȗǡΑǋ৹
ȗȍƲȚǶƲ৹ȗǞƲȗ৹/৹ǞƲΑǋ৹ǋΗȊǋȍǡǋǷǁǋǇल৹bǞǋ৹ȐǋǷȐǋ৹ǽǗ৹ǱǽȐȐळ৹ȗǞǋ৹ȐǋǷȐǋ৹ǽǗ৹ǇǡȐǽȍǡǋǷȗƲȗǡǽǷळ৹ȗǞǋ৹
sense of wanting a just world but not knowing how to bring it about. And then I 
have mullahs and so-called imams and this and that doing the interpretation for 
me, and me becoming sheep, a follower of these wolves, and vice versa, the wolf 
of the Settler state that I need to follow now and abide. We need to be good hy-
ȊǞǋǷƲȗǋǇ৹�ǶǋȍǡǁƲǷ৹ ǁǡȗǡΝǋǷȐऴ৹ :ǋΒǡȐǞॺ�ǶǋȍǡǁƲǷळ৹BȚȐǱǡǶॺ�ǶǋȍǡǁƲǷळ৹�ǱƲǁǯॺ�Ƕǋȍǡ-
ǁƲǷळ৹/ǷǇǡƲǷॺ�ǶǋȍǡǁƲǷळ৹ǋΑǋȍΘǀǽǇΘঌȐ৹ǞΘȊǞǋǷƲȗǋǇ৹ǋΗǁǋȊȗ৹ȗǞǋ৹ΒǞǡȗǋ৹�ǶǋȍǡǁƲǷ৹ǀǋǁƲȚȐǋ৹
they’re supposedly the native. They’re just Americans but everybody else is trying 
to become part of this manifested so called ‘American Dream.’ Sorry, it ain’t no 
American dream, as Malcolm called it many, many years ago, may he rest in power, 
“it’s an American fucking nightmare”. Forgive my language.

TFSR: Thanks for laying that out. That made me think also, there’s the 
legacy of decolonization from the 50’s and 60’s, a lot of that gets romanti-
cized from the leftist point of view. But again, it’s an example of recreating 
nations and the problems of states that you’ve been detailing. I was also just 
thinking about the kind of white fascism rising in the United States as a 
place for desperate people to go just like ISIS would be when you have no 
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ȰȌȌǈǴॉǡȐ৹Ʋ৹ΑǋȍΘळ৹ƲǱȐǽ৹Ʋ৹ǀǋƲȚȗǡǗȚǱ৹ǁǽǷǁǋȊȗ৹ƲǷǇ৹ȗǋȍǶळ৹ǡǷȐǽǗƲȍ৹ƲȐ৹ƲǘƲǡǷळ৹ȗǞƲȗ৹ǋΗȗȍƲȊǽ-
lation of what it means for an individual, let alone a body, a communal body, to a 
body particular, or to embrace particular ethical political commitments grounded 
in your social justice.

TFSR: Yeah, well, that makes me think. Another sort of strand that you 
pull out, and it recurs in the book is this idea of hospitality. I think that re-
ally connects to what you were just talking about. So I was wondering if you 
could expand a little bit on that from an anarchist Muslim point of view. 
Maybe if you have some thoughts about how we can infuse an anarchistic 
Muslim hospitality into our daily practices, whether or not we are Muslim?

MA:৹bǞǋ৹ǁȍǡȐǡȐ৹ΒǡȗǞǡǷ৹ȗǞǋ৹=ǋǗȗळ৹ƲȐ৹ΘǽȚ৹ǯǷǽΒ৹ǶΘ৹ǇǋƲȍळ৹ǡȐ৹ȗǞǋ৹ǗƲǁȗ৹ȗǞƲȗ৹Βǋঌȍǋ৹ȍǋƲǱǱΘ৹
good at tearing each other apart. The Right doesn’t actually have to worry about 
ƲǷΘȗǞǡǷǘ৹ǡǷ৹ȗǞƲȗ৹ȍǋȐȊǋǁȗल৹bǞǋΘ৹ǶƲǡǷȗƲǡǷ৹ȗǞǡȐ৹ȚǷǡϮǋǇ৹ȐȗƲǷǁǋळ৹ȍǋǘƲȍǇǱǋȐȐ৹ǽǗ৹B�%�ळ৹
ȍǋǘƲȍǇǱǋȐȐ৹ǽǗ৹/ȍƲȌ৹ΒƲȍȐळ৹ȍǋǘƲȍǇǱǋȐȐ৹ǽǗ৹ΒǞƲȗǋΑǋȍ৹ǡȗ৹ǶƲΘ৹ǀǋल৹XǡǘǞȗह৹bǞǋ৹=ǋǗȗह৹Cǽह
 For a while now, more than 15 years ago I started to work on what is re-
ferred to within Islam as ȰȦȰȇॉǈȇǷȅǴȭȇǈǭॉand ȰȦȰȇॉǈȇǝǴǷ͖ǈǭǈ , the ethics and politics 
ǽǗ৹ǇǡȐƲǘȍǋǋǶǋǷȗ৹ƲǷǇ৹ȗǞǋ৹ȊǽǱǡȗǡǁȐ৹ǽǗ৹ǞǽȐȊǡȗƲǱǡȗΘळ৹ǡǗ৹ΘǽȚ৹ΒǡǱǱल৹,ǽΒ৹Ǉǽ৹ΘǽȚ৹ǽϥǋȍ৹ǞǽȐȊǡ-
tality the Other? Of course, I draw on Jacques Derrida, a beautiful Jewish Algerian 
Derrida. Who faced everything, from obviously anti-Jewishness in France, let alone 
ǡǷ৹�ǱǘǋȍǡƲ৹ǡȗȐǋǱǗल৹[ǽ৹Ǟǋ৹ǘǽȗ৹ǞƲȗǋǇ৹ǽǷ৹ǀǽȗǞ৹ȐǡǇǋȐ৹ǽǗ৹ȗǞǋ৹ΒǽȍǱǇल৹�Țȗ৹/৹ƲǱȐǽ৹ǇȍƲΒ৹ǽǷ৹=ǋǋǱƲ৹
Gandhi. On a lot of other thinkers, if you will, within that process of hospitality. 
 In Islam, there is such a thing as the ethics of hospitality, insofar as how 
Ǉǽ৹ΘǽȚ৹ǽϥǋȍ৹ǞǽȐȊǡȗƲǱǡȗΘ৹ΒǡȗǞ৹ȗǞǋ৹HȗǞǋȍह৹UƲȍȗ৹ǽǗ৹ǡȗ৹ǀǋǘǡǷȐ৹ΒǡȗǞ৹Βǋ৹ǷǋǋǇ৹ȗǽ৹Ǉǽ৹ƲΒƲΘ৹
with these discussions, because this is no forum. Well, any forum could be used. 
But can you imagine if we were face to face? If I entered your home, or you en-
tered mine. How the conversation ostensibly, in a very Artaudian way, would have 
ǀǋǋǷ৹ǇǡϥǋȍǋǷȗल৹HȚȍ৹ǘǋȐȗȚȍǋȐ৹ǡǷ৹ȗǋȍǶȐ৹ǽǗ৹ȐƲΘǡǷǘ৹ǞǋǱǱǽळ৹ȗǞǋ৹ƲǀǡǱǡȗΘ৹ȗǽ৹ǋǶǀȍƲǁǋळ৹ǞǽΒ৹
Βǋ৹ΒǽȚǱǇ৹ǀǋ৹ȐǋƲȗǋǇ৹ǇǽΒǷळ৹ȗǞǋ৹Ʋϥǋǁȗ৹ǽǗ৹ƲǱǱ৹ȗǞƲȗळ৹ȗǞǋ৹ǽϥǋȍǡǷǘȐ৹ǽǗ৹ǘǋȐȗȚȍǋȐ৹ǽǗ৹ǗǽǽǇळ৹ǽǗ৹
ΒƲȗǋȍळ৹ǽǗ৹ȐȚȐȗǋǷƲǷǁǋळ৹ȍǡǘǞȗह৹�ΗȊȍǋȐȐǡǽǷȐ৹ǽǗ৹ǱǽΑǋळ৹ȗǞǋ৹ƲǀǡǱǡȗΘ৹ȗǽ৹Ǳǽǽǯ৹ȗǞǋ৹HȗǞǋȍ৹ǡǷ৹ȗǞǋ৹
eye and connect, so that you don’t have to sit at the end of the day across from a 
dinner table and say, “Honey, what’s wrong, say something!” Out of this fear, this 
compulsion to speak. You don’t demand the others name, the others name has to 
be given willfully. It needs to be surrendered. It means that when you are my guest, 
you are the owner of the home, it means the switch of the playing of the roles. You 
become, in a certain sense, the commander of the house. Whatever it is that you 
need. At least traditionally, for three nights, if you will, but obviously, I don’t want 
to read into things too literally. It could be three nights, it could be longer than that 
if we’re building community. 
 We need to give ourselves space, time, which we don’t allow within move-
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political, social justice responsibilities that they had with one another. This was also 
underneath the understanding of what I spoke about earlier, insofar as there was a 
ǷȚƲǷǁǋǇ৹ǁǽǷǁǋȊȗȚƲǱǡΝƲȗǡǽǷ৹ƲǶǽǷǘȐȗ৹ȗǞǋ৹ǋƲȍǱΘ৹ȊǽǱǡȗΘ৹ǽǗऴ৹ǡȗ৹ǡȐ৹Ƿǽȗ৹Ʋ৹ǶƲȗȗǋȍ৹ǽǗ৹Ʋ৹BȚȐ-
lim/non Muslim, because the person before me is a believer if I choose them as part 
of my ȰȌȌǈǴ, and they are included, and they are a believer, they are a BȰȌǷȍॉ
sǞǋȗǞǋȍ৹ ȗǞǋΘ৹ǀǋǱǡǋΑǋ৹ ǡǷ৹ǋΗƲǁȗǱΘ৹ ȗǞǋ৹ȐƲǶǋळ৹ΒǞǋȗǞǋȍ৹ ǡȗঌȐ৹ ȍǋǗǋȍȍǋǇ৹ȗǽ৹ƲȐळ৹ ǗǽȍǘǡΑǋ৹Ƕǋळ৹
Yahweh, Adoni, or Allah, or Jesus, or Buddha, or Mother Earth, whatever it is. 
That’s a name. What’s in a name? Nothing and everything. The everything comes 
precisely because of the ethical-political commitment, that that Buddha, that Yah-
weh, that that Alma, whatever, would have us believe in. 
 So if we begin to think about now, theॉȰȌȌǈǴ constructed from that per-
spective, common community. A community that has a porous membrane, such 
ȗǞƲȗ৹ǡȗঌȐ৹ƲǀǱǋ৹ȗǽ৹ǋΗȊƲǷǇळ৹ǡȗঌȐ৹ƲǀǱǋ৹ȗǽ৹ǘȍǽΒळ৹ǡȗঌȐ৹ƲǀǱǋ৹ȗǽ৹ǶƲȗȚȍǋ৹ΑǡȐƲ৹Αǡǋ৹ǗǽǱǯȐ৹ȗǞƲȗ৹Ʋȍǋ৹
coming in, and folks that are leaving, at the same time equally. As this communi-
ty interacts with other communities, because the ȰȌȌǈǴȦ are often misinterpret-
ed as a nation, which is highly problematic. Because again, the concept of nation 
ΒǡȗǞǡǷ৹ǡȗȐǋǱǗ৹ǇǽǋȐǷঌȗ৹ǋΗǡȐȗ৹ǋΗǁǋȊȗ৹ǡǷ৹ǁǽǷȗǋǶȊǽȍƲȍΘ৹�ȍƲǀǡǁ৹ǱǋΗǡǁǽǷल৹bǞǋ৹WȚȍସƸǷ৹ȚȐǋ৹
the words,ॉȢǈǖǷȇॉand ȦǴȰȰǖ. Qabil are small tribes. ȦǴȰȰǖ are larger populations, so 
ȗǞǋȍǋ৹ΒƲȐ৹ǡǷǇǡǁƲȗǡΑǋ৹ǽǗ৹ȗǞǋȐǋ৹ǀǋǡǷǘ৹Ƕǽȍǋ৹ȌȚƲǷȗǡȗƲȗǡΑǋ৹ȌȚƲǱǡϮǋȍȐ৹ȗǞƲǷ৹ȗǞǋΘ৹Βǋȍǋ৹ȌȚƲǱ-
itative. And an appreciation for the fact that even small communities, even small 
ȗȍǡǀǋȐळ৹ Ʋȍǋ৹ΒǽȍȗǞΘ৹ǽǗ৹Ƿǽȗ৹ǽǷǱΘ৹ ǋǷǘƲǘǋǶǋǷȗळ৹ ƲǷǇ৹ ǡǷȗǋȍƲǁȗǡǽǷळ৹ ƲǷǇ৹ ǋΗǁǞƲǷǘǋ৹ΒǡȗǞळ৹
but if need be, protection from other communities that would oppress those small 
tribes. And hence that sense of collective responsibilities that folks would share 
with one another. 
৹ [ǽ৹ȗǞƲȗ৹ǀǋǁǽǶǋȐ৹ȗǞǋ৹ǡǇǋƲ৹ǽǗ৹ȗǞǋ৹ǁǽǶǶȚǷǡȗΘल৹bǞǋȍǋঌȐ৹ǽǷǋ৹ȗǞƲȗ৹ǋΗǡȐȗǋǇ৹ǇȚȍǡǷǘ৹
the early Muslim period, unfortunately, and it began and gradually, of course, to 
become misconstrued. For instance, we see with the idea of the ǝǴǷȌȌǷȭǡȦ or the 
ǝǴǷȌȌǷ. Jews being dressed in particular garbs as theॉǝǴǷȌȌǷȭǡ Now, the ǝǴǷȌȌǷॉ
is a beautiful concept because it means one whose life, whose neck, if you will, lies 
within my hands. So, it is worthy of protection. But then we begin to see gradually 
Muslims, this is 1,000 years later or 1,200 years, wanting to dress Jews or non-Mus-
ǱǡǶȐ৹ǡǷ৹ǇǡϥǋȍǋǷȗ৹ǘƲȍǀȐ৹ǡǷ৹ǽȍǇǋȍ৹ȗǽ৹ǇǡȐȗǡǷǘȚǡȐǞ৹ȗǞǋǶȐǋǱΑǋȐ৹ǗȍǽǶ৹BȚȐǱǡǶȐ৹ƲǷǇ৹Ȑǽ৹ǽǷ৹
and so forth. The beginning of misconstruing, again, beautiful concepts towards 
ulterior motives that are meant to Other, that are meant to Other and not create an 
ƲϨǷǡȗΘ৹ȗǽΒƲȍǇȐळ৹ǀȚȗ৹ȗǽ৹ǁȍǋƲȗǋ৹ƲȐ৹ǽȚȗǁƲȐȗȐल৹bǽ৹ǶƲȍǯ৹ȗǞǋǶळ৹ȗǽ৹ǶƲȍǯ৹ȗǞǋǡȍ৹ǀǽǇǡǋȐळ৹ȗǽ৹
ǶƲȍǯ৹ȗǞǋǡȍ৹ȗȍƲǇǡȗǡǽǷȐळ৹ȗǞǋǡȍ৹ΒƲΘȐ৹ǽǗ৹ǀǋǡǷǘ৹ƲǷǇ৹ǋΗǡȐȗǡǷǘ৹ΒǡȗǞǡǷ৹ȗǞǋ৹ΒǽȍǱǇल৹
 That’s the concept generally, loosely of ȰȌȌǈǴ, because the concept of 
ȅǴǈȇǷχȭǡ৹ǇǽǋȐǷঌȗळ৹ȗǞǡȐ৹ǡȐ৹ΒǽȍȗǞΘ৹ǽǗ৹ǶǋǷȗǡǽǷǡǷǘळ৹ǇǽǋȐǷঌȗ৹ǋΗǡȐȗल৹�ǘƲǡǷळ৹ȅǴǈȇǷχȭǡ is a de-
rivative of the concept ofॉȅǴǈȇǷǭǈ. And we’re all ȅǴǈȇǷǭȦ৹ǡǷ৹ȗǞǋ৹WȚȍସƸǷल৹bǞǋ৹WȚȍସƸǷ৹
certainly uses ȅǴǈȇǷǭǈ in the plural, just as much as it’s used in the singular. But 
Abraham, peace be upon him, was described as anॉȰȌȌǈǴॉonto themselves. So the 
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ΒƲΘ৹ǽǗ৹ϮǘȚȍǡǷǘ৹ǽȚȗ৹ǞǽΒ৹ȗǽ৹Ʋǁȗ৹ƲǘƲǡǷȐȗ৹ȗǞǋ৹ǞǽȍȍǽȍȐ৹ǽǗ৹ȗǞǋ৹ǱǡǗǋ৹ȗǞƲȗ৹ΘǽȚ৹Ʋȍǋलललल৹
or just losing control over your life even, for more privilege. Like poor white 
people in the US. We get these false options. 
 You mentioned the term that you talked about in the book, the an-
archic ȂǷǴǎǝ as a method of reading Islam. I want to get to that, what’s the 
positive way that you’re looking at how a forgotten tradition in Islam that 
isn’t, as we are told so often inherently authoritarian, violent, misogynis-
tic, homophobic or whatever, that there’s an actual rich tradition buried 
in there, sometimes unseen, that you want to pull out of anti authoritar-
ianism, of communal care, and so on. Could you talk about the method 
that you’re proposing? And also some of these core ideas that you see in the 
WȚȍସƸǷ৹ƲǷǇ৹ǡǷ৹ȗǞǋ৹ȗǋƲǁǞǡǷǘȐह

MA: Thank you. Well, there are as many Islams as there are, in a certain sense, 
Muslims. So, I just want to take a step back, if you will, because you noted an im-
portant point that I think is worthy of at least stopping at, and that is the fantasy 
of the 50’s and 60’s and 70’s insofar as decolonization and whether it actually hap-
pened or not. “The masters tools will never dismantle the masters house” (Audrey 
=ǽȍǇǋॡल৹[ǽ৹ȗǞǋ৹ȊǋȍǁǋȊȗǡǽǷ৹ȗǞƲȗ৹ȗǞǡȍǇॺΒǽȍǱǇǡȐǶळ৹ȗǞǋ৹�ƲǷǇȚǷǘ৹ǁǽǷǗǋȍǋǷǁǋȐळ৹CƲȐȐǋȍळ৹
Tito, Nehru, Kwame Toure and so on and so forth… Or what was going on within 
Pan-Africanist and Pan-Arab thought was actually an internalization, I would say, 
not only of the master tools insofar as the nation states. I mean, Nasser, at a certain 
ȊǽǡǷȗळ৹ΒƲǷȗǋǇ৹ȗǽ৹ǁǽǶǀǡǷǋ৹�ǘΘȊȗळ৹=ǡǀΘƲळ৹ƲǷǇ৹[ȚǇƲǷ৹ǀǋǁƲȚȐǋ৹ȗǽ৹ǞǡǶळ৹ ǡǗ৹ΘǽȚ৹ǇȍǋΒ৹
around the borders of these through nations, Egypt and Sudan were one nation 
prior to British partition, and so on and so forth. Obviously, the boundaries of 
Egypt have morphed tremendously over time, as all nations. 
 But if you draw around that, you will get the image of a smaller Africa. 
To him, Egypt represented ȭǴǡॉȇǈǖȓȣळ৹[ȚǇƲǷळ৹ǷǋΗȗ৹ȗǽ৹ȗǞǋ৹$ǋȍȗǡǱǋ৹�ȍǋȐǁǋǷȗ৹ǽǀΑǡǽȚȐǱΘ৹
represented ȭǴǡॉȇǈȍǝळ৹ƲǷǇ৹=ǡǀΘƲळ৹ȍǋȊȍǋȐǋǷȗǋǇ৹ȭǴǡॉǗǈȠǷȭǈȇ. So to him he wanted to 
have this image of a smaller Africa. We saw an attempt insofar is a fusion between 
the state of Egypt and the state of Syria that ended up collapsing, that didn’t really 
ǱƲȐȗ৹ǶȚǁǞ৹Ǘǽȍ৹ǱǽȗȐ৹ǽǗ৹ǇǡϥǋȍǋǷȗ৹ȍǋƲȐǽǷȐळ৹ǡǷǁǱȚǇǡǷǘ৹ǘǋǽǘȍƲȊǞǡǁ৹ȐȊƲǁǋल৹�Țȗ৹Ʋ৹ǗǋΒ৹ǱƲǷǇ৹
reforms and a few gestures to women’s rights do not constitute or undermine the 
ȊƲȗȍǡƲȍǁǞΘ৹ǡǷ৹ȗǞǋ৹ȐȗƲȗǋ৹ǀǋǁƲȚȐǋ৹ΒǞǋǷ৹Βǋ৹Ǳǽǽǯ৹Ʋȗ৹ȊƲȍȗǡǁȚǱƲȍǱΘ৹ȗǞǋ৹ǁǽǷȗǋΗȗ৹ǽǗ৹�ǘΘȊȗल৹
৹ bǞǋȐǋ৹ ǱƲǷǇ৹ ȍǋǗǽȍǶȐललल৹ /ȗ৹ ǇǡȐȊǱƲǁǋ৹ ȗǞǋ৹CȚǀǡƲǷ৹ȊǽȊȚǱƲȗǡǽǷ৹ ȗǞƲȗ৹ ǋΗǡȐȗǋǇ৹ ǡǷ৹
Egypt... twice. The Nubians since then have not been able to return to their lands, 
and returned to their land and carry out their rituals. These are Muslims and Nu-
bian Egyptians, and so on and so forth. They were displaced, obviously, with Sadat, 
after that, and the building of the Nile dam. There was just an important point, 
decolonization means completely abandoning the master’s tools and looking back 
Ʋȗ৹ΘǽȚȍ৹ǽΒǷ৹ȗȍƲǇǡȗǡǽǷȐ৹ȗǽ৹ǋȐȗƲǀǱǡȐǞ৹ǇǡϥǋȍǋǷȗ৹ǗǽȍǶȐ৹ǽǗ৹ǘǽΑǋȍǷƲǷǁǋ৹ƲǷǇ৹ǀǋΘǽǷǇ৹ȗǞǋ৹
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rhetoric of socialism. Moving on to the question that you noted, and forgive me for 
that digression, but, I do feel that that was an important point to be made, given, as 
you noted, the romanticization of the 50’s, the 60’s. 
 Anarchic ǷȂȭǷǴǎǝॉ is a methodology that I use to discern ostensibly an-
ti-authoritarian, anti-capitalist, and not just anti, because that’s a rhetorical. But 
ǷǽǷॺǁƲȊǡȗƲǱǡȐȗळ৹ ǷǽǷॺƲȚȗǞǽȍǡȗƲȍǡƲǷ৹ ǁǽǷǁǋȊȗȐ৹ ƲǷǇ৹ ȊȍƲǁȗǡǁǋȐ৹ ȗǞƲȗ৹ ǋΗǡȐȗ৹ ͏ǷȦǍ͏ǷȦ the 
WȚȍସƸǷळ৹ǀǋǁƲȚȐǋ৹ƲǷΘ৹BȚȐǱǡǶ৹ǽȍ৹ǷǽǷ৹BȚȐǱǡǶ৹ΒǡǱǱ৹ȐƲΘळ৹উΒǋǱǱ৹ǁǽǶǋ৹ȐǞǽΒ৹Ƕǋ৹ǡǷ৹ȗǞǋ৹
WȚȍସƸǷ৹ΒǞǋȍǋ৹%ǽǇ৹ ȐƲΘȐ৹ ȗǞƲȗ৹ /৹ ǷǋǋǇ৹ ȗǽ৹ ǀǋ৹ ƲǷ৹ ƲǷȗǡॺǁƲȊǡȗƲǱǡȐȗ৹ ǽȍ৹ ƲǷȗǡॺȐǋΗǡȐȗ৹ ǽȍ৹ ƲǷ-
ti-racist, etc.” What I was out to do or was out to do is to provide a reading of the 
WȚȍସƸǷ৹Ǘǽȍ৹ȗǞǋ৹ǽȊȊȍǋȐȐǋǇळ৹ǡǗ৹ΘǽȚ৹ΒǡǱǱळ৹WȚȍସƸǷ৹Ǘǽȍ৹ȗǞǋ৹Ƕǋǋǯळ৹WȚȍସƸǷ৹ȗǞǋ৹ΒƲΘ৹ȗǞƲȗ৹ǡȗ৹
was meant to be understood. Because, arguably, all religious traditions and I know 
this is a generalization because but I do feel it’s a fair one, are built on foundations 
of social justice periods, otherwise the idea of Prophets was simply to come and to 
dictate to folks what to do and what not to do, nobody would have followed. There 
had to be an impetus towards justice that establishes that you convince enough of a 
critical mass to join this movement. Then after that, you can begin to set down the 
rules of the guidelines and that becomes more acceptable to folks in such that they 
were able to fathom, to rationalize, to swallow, and to think through why certain 
things become forbidden, why certain things becomeॉȅȓȦǴǡȣ orॉǴǈȇǈȇ 
 Now, an Anarchic ǷȂȭǷǴǎǝळ৹ƲǷǇ৹ȗǞǋ৹WȚȍସƸǷ৹ǇǽǋȐǷঌȗ৹ǬȚȐȗ৹ȍǋǱΘ৹ǽǀΑǡǽȚȐǱΘ৹ǽǷ৹
ȗǞǋ৹WȚȍସƸǷ৹ȍǋǗǋȍȐ৹ȗǽ৹ȗǞǋ৹[ȰȍȍǈǴȦ insofar as the practice of the Prophet Isaiah (Alai-
his Salam), the ,ǈǝǷȭǴȦ, the oral tradition, but also it takes liberty and drawing 
on the ȭǴǈȢǈǭǈ, insofar as everything pertaining to Islam, insofar as 1,443 years of 
history. We’re talking everything from manuscripts on astronomy, to the chemistry, 
to biology, to whatever it is that is relevant and that can be brought to the fore, and 
to the contemporary present, in order to build this pluriverse. It’s also ȭǴǈȢǈǭǈ, 
cultural consciousness, that had been built over 1,443 years of history. 
 Now there are rules, of course, to ǷȂȭǷǴǎǝ in a general as well as to anarchic 
ȂȭǷǴǎǝ and I talked about those rules. There’s the rules with regard to the abroga-
ȗǡǽǷ৹ǽǗ৹ǁǋȍȗƲǡǷ৹ΑǋȍȐǋȐळ৹ȗǞǋ৹ǁǽǷȗǋΗȗ৹ǽǗ৹ǁǋȍȗƲǡǷ৹ΑǋȍȐǋȐळ৹ȗǞǋȍǋ৹Ʋȍǋ৹ǋΑǋǷ৹ΑǋȍȐǋȐ৹ȗǞƲȗ৹ǷǽǀǽǇΘ৹
ǯǷǽΒȐ৹ȗǞǋ৹ǶǋƲǷǡǷǘ৹ǽǗल৹bǞǋ৹ȐǋǁǽǷǇ৹ǁǞƲȊȗǋȍ৹ǡǷ৹ȗǞǋ৹WȚȍସƸǷळ৹ȗǞǋ৹ǁǞƲȊȗǋȍ৹ǽǗ৹ȗǞǋ৹ǁǽΒळ৹
begins with ǈȇǷǭ, ȇǈȌ andॉȌǡǡȌ, Arabic letters that conjoin to form an Arabic word 
that nobody knows the meaning of. There are more blank spaces on the page and 
there is what is written in black. That becomes the point. This capacity to interpret 
ǞǽΒ৹ƲǷǇ৹ǡǗ৹ȊǋǽȊǱǋ৹ǁƲǷ৹Ȑǡȗ৹ǇǽΒǷ৹ƲǷǇ৹ȍǋǡǷȗǋȍȊȍǋȗ৹BƲȍΗǡȐǶ৹ǡǷ৹Ȑǽ৹ǶƲǷΘ৹ǇǡϥǋȍǋǷȗ৹Ǉǡ-
mensions and forms we can certainly interpret our own traditions and have every 
right. 
 /ȂȭǷǴǎǝ is a right provided by God, there is this myth that at a certain point, 
the door to each ǷȂȭǷǴǎǝॉwas closed during the Abbasid era. That is not true. Be-
cause nobody can stop that process within itself. If I want to engage in ǷȂȭǷǴǎǝ, 
if I then want to issue aॉǭǈȭ͐ǈ, I can go ahead and do so. Whether somebody fol-
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of one being from one person to another or between groups. “One day I have my 
ǞǋƲǱȗǞळ৹ ȗǞǋ৹ǷǋΗȗ৹ǇƲΘ৹ /৹ǇǽǷঌȗळঊ৹ ȗǞƲȗঌȐ৹ȊƲȍȗ৹ǽǗ৹ ȗǞǋ৹ȚǷǇǋȍȐȗƲǷǇǡǷǘ৹ǽǗ৹ ȗǞǋ৹ǝǈ͐ȇǈ, it’s 
ȐȚǀǬǋǁȗ৹ȗǽ৹ǁǞƲǷǘǋल৹sǋ৹ǁƲǷ৹ϮǷǇ৹ǡȗ৹ǡǷ৹�ǞƲȊȗǋȍ৹ळ৹�ǞƲȊȗǋȍ৹ǽǗ৹ȗǞǋ৹%ƲȗǞǋȍǡǷǘळ৹ΑǋȍȐǋ৹
seven. The prophets distribution of the spoils of war referred to as a ǝǈ͐ȇǈ, in a 
certain sense. “Do not hoard the spoils within only an enclave of you, distribute it 
amongst the community in its entirety.” The same thing with other verses in the 
WȚȍସƸǷळ৹ƲǷǇ৹ȗǞǋ৹ǁǞƲȊȗǋȍ৹ǽǗ৹ȗǞǋ৹,ǽȚȐǋ৹ǽǗ৹ঋ/ǶȍƲǷळ৹Ǘǽȍ৹ǡǷȐȗƲǷǁǋळ৹ΑǋȍȐǋ৹ळ৹ȗǞƲȗ৹ǇǡȐ-
cusses the cyclical nature that I noted of human discitudes, insofar as  triumph, one 
days were usually displaced by defeat, another. will be replaced by, defeat another. 
[ǽळ৹ǡȗ৹ȚǱȗǡǶƲȗǋǱΘ৹ǶǋƲǷȐ৹ȗǽ৹ȗȚȍǷ৹ȗǽ৹ƲǱȗǋȍǷƲȗǋळ৹ǀȚȗ৹Ƿǽȗ৹ȗǽ৹ǀǋ৹ϮΗƲȗǋǇळ৹ǡȗ৹ǇǽǋȐǷঌȗ৹ǞƲΑǋ৹
Ʋ৹ȐȗƲȗǡǁ৹ȊǱƲǁǋल৹HȍǘƲǷǡΝƲȗǡǽǷल৹=ǡǯǋ৹/৹ȐƲǡǇळ৹ȗǞǋȍǋ৹Ʋȍǋ৹Ʋ৹ǶȚǱȗǡȊǱǡǁǡȗΘ৹ǽǗ৹ǇƲΒǱƲȐळ৹ΒǡȗǞǡǷ৹
one ǝǈ͐ȇǈ, loosely establishing a decentralized confederacy under the rubric of a 
so called ummah, within itself. Now, a ǝǈ͐ȇǈ৹ǁƲǷǷǽȗ৹ǗǽǶǋǷȗ৹ƲǷǇ৹ȚǶǶƲǞल৹�Ƿ৹ǋΗ-
ƲǶȊǱǋ৹ǽǗ৹ǇƲΒǱƲȐ৹ȗǞƲȗ৹ǋΗǡȐȗǋǇ৹Ǘǽȍ৹ǡǷȐȗƲǷǁǋळ৹ȗǞǋȍǋ৹ΒƲȐ৹ȗǞǋ৹,ƲǶǇǋǷǷǡȗǋळ৹BȚঌƲΘΘƲǇश৹
ǝǈ͐ȇǈȦ within the Abbasid Ummah during that time... There was many ummah. 
But the fact that you had a seat in Damascus did not mean that you have the Syria, 
or that you had a seat in Baghdad, did did not mean that you had an Iraq within 
itself. 
৹ bǞǋ৹ȚǶǶƲǞ৹ΒǡȗǞǡǷ৹ǡȗȐǋǱǗश৹�ǋǁƲȚȐǋ৹WȚȍସƸǷळ৹ƲǷǇ৹%ǽǇ৹ǇǡǇ৹Ƿǽȗ৹ǱƲΘ৹ǡȗ৹ǇǽΒǷश৹
And this is so fascinating, because the concepts I talked about earlier, are micro 
ƲǷȗǡॺƲȚȗǞǽȍǡȗƲȍǡƲǷ৹ǁǽǷǁǋȊȗȐल৹XǡǘǞȗह৹bǞǋ৹WȚȍସƸǷ৹ǇǡǇ৹Ƿǽȗ৹ǱƲΘ৹ǇǽΒǷ৹Ʋ৹ǶƲǁȍǽ৹ȐȗȍȚǁ-
ture of governance, it left things loose and it placed the idea ofॉǝǈ͐ȇǈ there, and it 
placed the ideal of ȰȌȌǈǴ. You want to this non territorial concept. Why? because 
Islam is a message to the world. So it is seeking, and Muslims should be seeking, 
engagement with those who are like, and are unlike them. Okay, with the spirit that 
we talked about earlier, insofar as the process of getting to know. If we take that as 
a foundation, and the ȰȌȌǈǴ structure itself was left loose, and what we saw for 
ȗǞǋ৹ǶǽȐȗ৹ȊƲȍȗ৹ȗǞȍǽȚǘǞ৹ळ৹ΘǋƲȍȐ৹ǡȐ৹Ʋ৹ǇǋǁǋǷȗȍƲǱǡΝǋǇ৹ǶǽǇǋǱ৹ȗǞƲȗ৹ǋΗǡȐȗǋǇ৹ǽȍǘƲǷǡǁƲǱǱΘल৹
Sure there was nepotism, sure there was despotism, and so on, and so forth, and 
gradual hegemony that fed into it. But we have to distinguish between what the de-
centralized confederacy also allowed. It allowed mobility, there were no politics of 
citizenship, of surveillance, there were no controlled societies, disciplinary societies 
in the way that we understand them now. You can contest a despotic ruler by com-
ǡǷǘ৹ȚȊ৹ΒǡȗǞ৹ƲǷ৹ǡǷȗǋȍȊȍǋȗƲȗǡǽǷ৹ǽǗ৹/ȐǱƲǶळ৹ȗǞƲȗ৹ΒǽȚǱǇ৹ǋΗȊǽȐǋ৹ȗǞƲȗ৹ȍȚǱǋȍঌȐ৹ǁǽȍȍȚȊȗǡǽǷळ৹
and so on and so forth. So there was far more means to resist. Power was far more 
ǶƲǷƲǘǋƲǀǱǋ৹ȗǞƲǷ৹ǡȗ৹ǡȐ৹ǷǽΒळ৹ǡȗ৹ΒƲȐ৹Ƕǽȍǋ৹ǗƲȍ৹Ƕǽȍǋ৹ϱȚǡǇल৹
 The idea of the ȰȌȌǈǴ৹ ȗǞƲȗ৹ /ঌǶ৹ǇȍƲΒǡǷǘ৹ȚȊǽǷ৹ ǡȐ৹ǽǷǋ৹ǽǗ৹ ȗǞǋ৹ϮȍȐȗ৹ȊǽǱǡ-
cies that was established at the Prophet, peace with Muhammad, peace be upon 
him, established, which is founded on the Medina charter, and the treaty of Hu-
daybiyyah. It was a multi-faith community, including Jews, Christians, Sabians, 
and polytheists, in which what bounded this community together was the ethical, 
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various ways. But I really think that’s a helpful way of thinking. Forming a 
community that is maybe a minority under the threat of violence as a way to 
seek social justice, and in that founding moment, thinking of, “how do you 
ǇǋƲǱ৹ΒǡȗǞ৹ǽȗǞǋȍ৹ȊǋǽȊǱǋ৹ȗǞƲȗ৹ƲȍǋǷঌȗ৹ȗǞǋ৹ȐƲǶǋ৹ƲȐ৹ΘǽȚहঊ৹bǞǽȐǋ৹ȗΒǽ৹ǱǡǷǋȐ৹ȗǞƲȗ৹
you quoted in the book, “I could have just created everyone the same, but I 
ǇǡǇǷঌȗलঊ৹/৹ǬȚȐȗ৹ȗǞǡǷǯ৹ȗǞǽȐǋ৹ȗǞǽȐǋ৹ǱǡǷǋȐ৹Ʋȍǋ৹ȍǋƲǱǱΘ৹ǀǋƲȚȗǡǗȚǱल৹
 It’s interesting to think about what gets lost. One of the major 
points that you look at in the book, or one of the major terms, I guess, is a 
better way of saying it is ummah, right? This idea of community that can 
get translated into ideas of state or nation. I wonder if maybe you could tell 
me what an anarchist ummah, in your interpretation of Islam, is and then 
how it gets framed, in a more fascist or micro/ macro fascist kind of way?

MA: So, thank you. Again, it’s very enjoyable talking with you, Scott, because the 
element of pluriversality in a certain sense that you just noted in your last set of 
comments... All we learn from oppression is learning how to repeat it unless we 
ǇǋǁǽǱǽǷǡΝǋ৹ǡȗल৹�ǷǇ৹ȗǞǋ৹ǡȍǽǷΘ৹ǡȐळ৹ƲǱǱ৹ȗǞǋȐǋ৹ǶǽǷǽȗǞǋǡȐȗǡǁ৹ȗȍƲǇǡȗǡǽǷȐ৹ȐȗƲȍȗǋǇ৹ǽϥ৹ƲȐ৹ǽȊ-
pressed collectivities. Prior to arrogance, rule, and power seducing, and in a certain 
sense corrupting the original heart and message, of the intent and the action behind 
it. 
৹ yǽȚ৹ǯǷǽΒळ৹ǡȗঌȐ৹ǡȗঌȐ৹ǇǡϨǁȚǱȗ৹ȗǽ৹ȗƲǱǯ৹ƲǀǽȚȗ৹ȗǞǋ৹ȰȌȌǈǴ without talking about 
the ǝǈ͐ȇǈ So if you don’t mind, I’m just going to say a few things with regards 
to the dawla just because of a lot of misconceptions. So, you know, Muslims or 
non-Muslims alike, like I said earlier, they often repeat and promote the de histori-
cized view that there is such a thing as an Islamic State. There is no such thing as 
Ʋ৹[ȗƲȗǋ৹ȗǞƲȗ৹ǋΗǡȐȗǋǇ৹ǡǷ৹Ȋȍǋ৹ǶǽǇǋȍǷǡȗΘ৹ȐǡǶȊǱΘ৹ǀǋǁƲȚȐǋ৹ǡȗঌȐ৹Ʋ৹�ȚȍǽॺǁǽǱǽǷǡƲǱ৹ǡǷΑǋǷȗǡǽǷ৹
within itself, but we did not have the word for “State.” So Arabs and predominately 
Arabic speakers, let alone Muslims, now in general will use the post-colonial term 
ǝǈ͐ȇǈ to mean State, when it actually does not mean state. Even ISIS refers to itself 
as a �ǈ͐ǈॉ/ȦȇǈȌƛ. So, so much for a Muslim movement that was out to change the 
world, that knows and claims that it was an authentic kind of Islam actually know-
ing who and what it is to use the concept of Islamic State, let alone �ǈ͐ȇǈॉ/ȦȇǈȌǷ. 
 So, obviously, this represents a distortion ofॉǝǈ͐ȇǈ meaning. �ǈ͐ȇǈॉstems 
from the verb ǝ͐ȇ, which morphically as well as somatically falls between two 
verbs ǝǈȣ and ͛ǈȇ, which means to rotate and to go away. The temporality is a part 
of the understanding of it. Usually what we had within pre modern Muslim modes 
of governance, several ǝǈ͐ȇǈȦ, even within one ǝǈ͐ȇǈ. It represented a decentral-
ized model that all composed a part of this ummah, broadly speaking. But they 
mostly are rotated around connotations of temporality, change, rotation, nothing 
ƲȐ৹ǶȚǁǞ৹ƲȐ৹Ʋ৹ϮΗǋǇ৹ǽȍǇǋȍ৹ȗǞƲȗ৹ƲȐȊǡȍǋȐ৹ȗǽळ৹ǽȍ৹Ʋȗ৹ǱǋƲȐȗ৹Ʋ৹ǶǽǇǋȍǷ৹ȐȗƲȗǋ৹ƲȐȊǡȍǋȐ৹ȗǽल৹
 That’s essential. The condition of well being or the change and alteration 
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lows the ǭǈȭ͐ǈळ৹ȗǞƲȗঌȐ৹Ʋ৹ǇǡϥǋȍǋǷȗ৹ȌȚǋȐȗǡǽǷल৹[ƲǱǶƲǷ৹XȚȐǞǇǡǋळ৹Ǘǽȍ৹ǡǷȐȗƲǷǁǋळ৹ȗǞǋ৹ǭǈȭ͐ǈ 
against him had been since Khomeini. Nobody had gone through with regards to 
that up until fairly recently. So, it’s a matter of again, that determinant will. If you 
will, or whether people are convinced by the ǭǈȭ͐ǈॉor not. People issue ǭǈȭ͐ǈȦ all 
ȗǞǋ৹ȗǡǶǋल৹[ǽ৹ȗǞƲȗ৹ǀǋǁǽǶǋȐ৹ȐǽǶǋȗǞǡǷǘ৹ǋǱȐǋ৹ǽȍ৹Ʋ৹ǇǡϥǋȍǋǷȗ৹ǇǡǶǋǷȐǡǽǷल৹
৹ �Țȗ৹ȗǞǋ৹ǡǇǋƲ৹ǀǋǁǽǶǋȐ৹ȗǽ৹ǘǽ৹ȗǞȍǽȚǘǞ৹ȗǞǋ৹WȚȍସƸǷ৹ƲȐ৹ƲǷ৹�ȍƲǀǡǁ৹ȐȊǋƲǯǋȍळ৹ȗǽ৹
focus on the etymology, the ontology, the categories that are created. For instance, 
ȗǞǋ৹WȚȍସƸǷ৹ǡǷ৹Ȑǽ৹ǶƲǷΘ৹ΒƲΘȐळ৹ǽǗ৹ǁǽȚȍȐǋळ৹ƲǇǇȍǋȐȐǋȐ৹BȚȐǱǡǶȐळ৹ƲǷǇ৹ȍǋǗǋȍȐ৹ȗǽ৹ǡǷ৹Ȑǽ৹ǶƲǷΘ৹
verses, “͖ǈॉǈ͖ǴȰॉǈȇȌȰȦȇǷȌǡǡȍॉ͐ࣝǈȇॉȌȰȦȇǷȌǈȭ” But in so many verses, it also refers 
to “ȌȰȍǷȍǡǡȍॉ ͖ࣜǈॉǈ͖ǴȰॉǈȇȌȰȌǷȍǡǡȍॉ͐ࣝǈȇॉȌȰȌǷȍǈȭ”, or believers, and there are 
verses in which theॉyǡǴȰǝ [Jews], �ȇCǈȦǈȣǈ, [ǈǖǷǈȍȦ, in which the Jews, the Chris-
tians, are being told that they themselves let alone to Muslims, that they are safe, on 
ȗǞǋ৹ǇƲΘ৹ǽǗ৹ȊǽΒǋȍळ৹ȗǞƲȗ৹ȗǞǋΘ৹Ʋȍǋ৹ǀǋǱǡǋΑǋȍȐळ৹ȗǞƲȗ৹ȗǞǋΘ৹ǞƲΑǋ৹ǗȚǱϮǱǱǋǇ৹ȗǞǋǡȍ৹ǁǽΑǋǷƲǷȗ৹ǡǷ৹
relationship to �ȇȇǈǴॉ[ȰǖǴǈȍǈॉsǈॉbǈࣝǈȇǈ
 So, that becomes a question of the category of mumin, of believer… What 
ǇǋϮǷǋȐ৹ ǋȗǞǡǁƲǱ৹ȊǽǱǡȗǡǁƲǱ৹ ǁǽǶǶǡȗǶǋǷȗȐळ৹ ǡǷȐǽǗƲȍ৹ ƲȐ৹ȌȰȌǷȍ, who and what is a be-
ǱǡǋΑǋȍह৹sǞƲȗ৹ǽǷ৹ȗǞǋ৹ǽȗǞǋȍ৹ȐǡǇǋ৹ǇǋϮǷǋȐ৹ȗǞǋ৹ȅǈχȣ৹ȗǞǋ৹ǡǷϮǇǋǱल৹CǽΒ৹Βǋळ৹ǡǗ৹Βǋ৹Ǳǽǽǯ৹Ʋȗ৹
ǋȗΘǶǽǱǽǘǡǁƲǱǱΘळ৹ Ǳǋȗ৹ƲǱǽǷǋळ৹ǽǷȗǽǱǽǘǡǁƲǱǱΘळ৹ǋȊǡȐȗǋǶǽǱǽǘǡǁƲǱǱΘ৹Ʋȗ৹ȗǞǋ৹WȚȍସƸǷळ৹ȗǞǋ৹ȅǈχȣ 
ǡȐ৹ǇǋϮǷǋǇ৹ƲȐ৹ȗǞǋ৹ǽǷǋ৹ȗǞƲȗ৹ǇǋȐǋǁȍƲȗǋȐ৹ȗǞǋ৹ǋƲȍȗǞ৹ǇǋȐȗȍǽΘȐ৹ȗǞǋ৹ǱƲǷǇळ৹ǋǷǘƲǘǋȐ৹ǡǷ৹ȌȰȦȣǷǭ, 
in waste, steals the wealth, of the orphan, of the poor, treats women in ill ways and 
Ȑǽ৹ǽǷ৹ƲǷǇ৹Ȑǽ৹ǗǽȍȗǞल৹bǞǡȐ৹ȍǋǇǋϮǷǋȐ৹ȗǞǋ৹ǶǽǷǡǯǋȍळ৹ȗǞǋ৹ǡǇǋǷȗǡȗΘ৹ǡǷ৹ǗȚǱǱ৹ƲǷǇ৹ΒǞƲȗ৹ǡȐ৹Ʋ৹
BȚȐǱǡǶ৹ǡǷ৹ȗǞǋ৹ϮȍȐȗ৹ȊǱƲǁǋळ৹ Ǳǋȗ৹ƲǱǽǷǋ৹ΒǞǽ৹ƲǷǇ৹ΒǞƲȗ৹ǇǽǋȐ৹ǡȗ৹ǀǋǱǡǋΑǋȍल৹HǷǋ৹ǡȐ৹ƲǀǱǋ৹ȗǽ৹
then categorize and establish again, certain actions, certain ethics that are related to 
certain categories, and hence be able to do this re-mapping of again, the Muslim, 
the believer, the ȅǈχȣ, and so on and so forth. 
 This becomes a part of the process. Of course, I proceed within the book 
in order to talk about concepts or anti-authoritarian or non-authoritarian concepts 
ǽǗ৹ȗƲΒǡǇल৹$ǽȍ৹ǡǷȐȗƲǷǁǋळ৹ǡȗঌȐ৹Ʋ৹ǁǽǷǁǋȊȗ৹ǡǷ৹ΒǞǡǁǞ৹/৹ǬȚȐȗ৹ǶǋǷȗǡǽǷǋǇऴ৹ǡǗ৹/৹ΒǽȍȐǞǡȊ৹�ǱǱƲǞळ৹
ȗǞǋ৹�ȍǋƲȗǽȍळ৹ǽǗ৹ΒǞǡǁǞ৹ȗǞǋ৹ǋΗȗǋǷȐǡǽǷ৹ǡȐ৹ǁȍǋƲȗǡǽǷळ৹/৹ȐǞƲǱǱ৹ΒǽȍȐǞǡȊ৹Ƿǽ৹ǽȗǞǋȍ৹ǶƲȐȗǋȍळ৹Ƿǽ৹
nation, no state, no blood ties, not my tribe, not my community, not my children, 
I shall not run after money, I shall not deify anything, right? I only worship with 
the commitments, the social justice commitments, that Allah commanded in the 
WȚȍସƸǷल৹�ǋǁƲȚȐǋ৹�ǱǱƲǞ৹ȐƲǡǇ৹ΑǋȍΘ৹ǽȊǋǷǱΘळ৹ƲǷǇ৹/ঌǶ৹ȊƲȍƲȊǞȍƲȐǡǷǘ৹Ǟǋȍǋऴ৹উǡǗ৹Βǋ৹ΒƲǷȗǋǇ৹
to create you all, as one nation we could have done so...” ͐ǈȇǈȅǷȍ (or but),” the 
verse continues “ȂǈǡȇǈȍǈȅȰȌॉȌǷȍॉȦǴȰȰǖॉ͐ࣝȢǈǖǈǷȇॉȇࣝȭǡȣǈǭȰॉ͐ǈࣝ ǷȍǈॉǈȅȣǈȌȅȰȌॉࣜǷȍǝǈॉ
ǈȇȇǈǴॉǈȅȣǈȌǈȅȰȌঊ৹উ�Țȗ৹Βǋ৹ǁȍǋƲȗǋǇ৹ΘǽȚ৹ǗȍǽǶ৹ǇǡϥǋȍǋǷȗ৹ȗȍǡǀǋȐ৹ƲǷǇ৹ǇǡϥǋȍǋǷȗ৹ǷƲȗǡǽǷȐ৹
Ȑǽ৹ȗǞƲȗ৹ΘǽȚ৹ǶƲΘ৹ǘǋȗ৹ȗǽ৹ǯǷǽΒ৹ǽǷǋ৹ƲǷǽȗǞǋȍळ৹ƲǷǇ৹ȗǞǋ৹ǀǋȐȗ৹ƲǶǽǷǘȐȗ৹ΘǽȚ৹Ʋȍǋ৹ȗǞǽȐǋ৹ǋΗǋȍ-
ciseॉȭǈȢ͐ǈ.” 
 But what is ȭǈȢ͐ǈ, as in piety? Where does it tie into social justice? Ethical 
political commitments, in terms of fairness, in terms of ǈǝǈȇǈ in the world? So, 
ȗƲΒǡǇल৹CǽΒ৹Βǋ৹ϮǷǇ৹Ʋ৹ ǁǞƲȊȗǋȍ৹ ǁƲǱǱǋǇ৹Ʋ৹ ǁǞƲȊȗǋȍ৹ǽǗ৹ǈȦǴȦǴȰȣǈ, the chapter mutual 
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consultation, how can that not be an anti-authoritarian concept? It is right there as 
a chapter, very much in line with anarchism insofar as mutual consultation. Then 
we have ǷȂȌǈǈ, community consensus, Then we have ȌǈȦȇǈǴǈ, what is good for the 
collective welfare of the community within itself. 
 Islam neither tries to be nepotistic, in the sense of on the far end commu-
nist scale nor at the same time viciously parasitic, at the other side of the capitalist, 
because there are reservations for the responsibilities and rights of the individual 
and the autonomy of the individual, so long as they do not trespass the collective 
goods of the community within itself. And while practicing, again, a kind of com-
munity engagement, a kind of consensus, a kind of each ǷȂȭǷǴǎǝ, a kind of responsi-
bility for the other consistently, constantly, and continually.
 Of course, then I talk about the authority, or if you will, the place of the 
Prophet Muhammad ‘͐ǈȌǈॉBȰǴǈȌȌǈǝॉ Ƿȇǈॉ ȣǈȦȰȇॉ ǈȍॉ ȂǈࣝǈȭॉȌǷȍॉ ȢǈǖȇǷǴǷॉ ȣȰȦȰȇ 
Muhammad is nothing but a prophet, of which prophets came before them. So, 
Muhammad’s role becomes also limited, they are a messenger, they are a prophet, 
they are aॉȣǈȦȰȇ, and they are ȍǈǖǷ, to convey a message. It is not the fault of God, or 
Islam, or Muhammad, the fact that the message has been tainted and misconstrued. 
That becomes vital to not only understand, but also understand to the place of the 
Prophet insofar as their position. 
৹ bǞǋ৹ UȍǽȊǞǋȗ৹ ǋΗǋȍǁǡȐǋǇ৹ ƲǱǱ৹ ȗǞǋ৹ ƲǷȗǡॺƲȚȗǞǽȍǡȗƲȍǡƲǷ৹ ǁǽǷǁǋȊȗȐ৹ ƲǷǇ৹ ȊȍƲǁȗǡǁǋȐ৹
that I just named. All of them. Consistently and constantly. Because again, the idea 
was to build a revolutionary community. While Muslims are very persecuted, while 
they were in Mecca, where the maority of Qureshi community is around them, 
ȊǋȍȐǋǁȚȗǡǷǘ৹ȗǞǋǶळ৹ǯǡǱǱǡǷǘ৹ȗǞǋǶळ৹ƲǷǇ৹ƲȐ৹ȗǞǋΘ৹ǶǡǘȍƲȗǋ৹ȗǞƲȗ৹ϮȍȐȗ৹ȗǽ৹BǋǇǡǷƲळ৹ƲǷǇ৹ȗǞǋǷ৹
after that to Abysinnia under the protection of King Aksum, who was Christian 
and then later converted to Islam on his deathbed. That becomes, which is modern 
day Ethiopia, Abysinnia for those who don’t recognize the term. 
 Then there’s the authority of God, which becomes important to talk 
ƲǀǽȚȗल৹�Țȗ৹/ȐǱƲǶ৹ǡȐ৹ΑǋȍΘ৹ǁǱǋƲȍळ৹ƲǷǇ৹ȗǞǋ৹WȚȍସƸǷ৹ǡȐ৹ΑǋȍΘ৹ǁǱǋƲȍळ৹ȗǞǋȍǋ৹ǡȐ৹Ƿǽ৹ǁǽǶȊȚǱȐǡǽǷ৹ȗǽ৹
religion. What would be the point of compelling somebody to believe in something 
that they don’t necessarily believe in out of fear? That would defy even the purpose 
ǽǗ৹ȗǞƲȗ৹%ǽǇ৹ΒƲǷȗǡǷǘ৹ȗǞƲȗ৹ȊǋȍȐǽǷ৹ȗǽ৹ǀǋǱǡǋΑǋ৹ǡǷ৹ȗǞǋ৹ϮȍȐȗ৹ȊǱƲǁǋल৹
 So those are some of the pillars of what I referred to as an anti-authoritar-
ian and non-authoritarian Islam, if you will. Then I begin to build, of course, the 
ƲǷȗǡॺǁƲȊǡȗƲǱǡȐȗळ৹ǷǽǷॺǁƲȊǡȗƲǱǡȐȗ৹ȗǋǷƲǷȗȐ৹ǽǗ৹/ȐǱƲǶळ৹ȗǞǋ৹ȍǋǇǋϮǷǡǷǘ৹ǽǗ৹ȊȍǽȊǋȍȗΘळ৹ǀǋǁƲȚȐǋ৹
property is not conceived the same way within Islam, arguably, as in Capitalism. 
Because in Islam, all property belongs to Allah, including our own physical bodies, 
what we do with them, and so on, and so forth, let alone non-human life. And 
then all the resources within the land that belong to all of the community to decide 
on what to do with them. Natural resources are not to be bought and sold. We’re 
talking about water, we’re talking about natural resources. Everybody deserves a 
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place insofar as a quality of life, and not just the standard of living. Then I begin to 
talk about Ramadan, fasting, what it means insofar as solidarity with the poor, the 
ǈȇȦǈǝǈȢǈ that is paid in which it’s not just alms, but that is the rights of the poor 
over the rich. The way that it’s given is not through a third party intermediary, but 
has to be given by hand, face to face, so that it creates the kind of solidarity and 
ƲϨǷǡȗΘ৹ƲǷǇ৹Ʋ৹ǗǋǋǱ৹Ǘǽȍ৹ȗǞǋ৹ȊǱǡǘǞȗ৹ǽǗ৹ȗǞǋ৹Ȋǽǽȍल৹�ǡ͖ȰȰȭॉǈȇȌǈȇ, which used to be, if you 
will, centers that housed resources, food, money, for the poor, to simply go and 
take what it is that they need, simply so they won’t be driven to sit down and beg 
and feel the plight and the humility, indignity. Why? Insofar as being homeless on 
the streets, and having to beg for a right, a human right that everybody should be 
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within itself a primary pillar of Capitalism. So there’s the contemporary sort of 
play on ǖǡ͖ȰȰȭॉǈȇȌǈǈȇ with Islamic banks. But as I noted before, Islamic banks, 
as much as the model within itself is interesting, but it also represents an island of 
Ǵǈȇǈȇ, if you will, or kosher-ness in an ocean ofॉǴǈȣǈȌ. So it actually does nothing. 
I mean, it’s very interesting how the model does seek a kind of consensus, that kind 
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and the borrower, and the person doing or the entity doing the lending, etc, etc, a 
shared risk factor, and so on and so forth.  
 But I also begin to talk about concepts likeॉȌȰǝǎȣǈǖǈǴ, and ȌǈȦǴǎȣǈȅǈǴ, 
insofar as shared partnerships, as well as the fact that we as human beings, are ȅǴǎ
ȇǷǭȦ, we are all caretakers of God’s property on Earth. That is it. None of us perse 
own anything in the quintessential understanding of ownership within itself. So 
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Islam in general.

TFSR: This is something I think about a lot, is like what makes a sort of 
approach or reading of something anarchist. You boil it down in a way that 
it’s something I think about, and it’s the same place I arrive. All it takes is 
kind of looking at something and thinking about, “how do I engage this 
to promote mutual care, responsibility, and freedom, and autonomy. That 
seems like something you’re saying is, is extremely threaded through the the 
history of Muslim thinking, practice, and writing. I just love that you bring 
it out that way, in the way you detail it is very clear. 
 Also just thinking about in the history of at least the three major 
monotheistic religions that we kind of live under, they all have this story of 
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safety for themselves. And then and then went on to do atrocious things in 


